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Abstract

Dynamic search is an information retrieval task that involves a sequence of queries

for a complex information need (e.g. searching for one-week tour plans in Italy). It

is characterized by rich user-system interactions and temporal dependency between

queries and between consecutive user behaviors. Dynamic search is a trial-and-error

process, which matches well with the family of Reinforcement Learning (RL) algo-

rithms: the RL algorithms learn from repeated, varied attempts which are continued

until success. The learner/agent learns from its dynamic interactions with the world.

These similarities inspire us to model dynamic search using RL frameworks.

In particular, we model dynamic search as a dual-agent stochastic game, one of

the standard variants of Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs),

where the user agent and the search engine agent work together to jointly maximize

their long-term rewards. In the framework, users’ search statuses, such as exploitation,

exploration, struggle, etc. are modeled as hidden states, which can only be estimated

through user interaction data. In each search iteration, one search algorithm is picked

from a set of candidates to maximize a reward function. Our work provides a general

framework to model dynamic search. It enables the use of Reinforcement Learning

algorithms for optimizing retrieval results. The experiments on the Text REtrieval

Conference (TREC) 2011–2014 Session Track datasets show a statistically significant

improvement over the state-of-the-art dynamic search algorithms.

The design of states, actions, and rewards is quite flexible when using POMDPs

in dynamic search. In the thesis, we also examine all available design choices from
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related work and compare their retrieval accuracy and efficiency. Our analysis reveals

the effects of these choices, which enables us to recommend practical design choices.

The finding again proves that modeling dynamic search using POMDPs is promising,

however, it also shows that this approach is computationally demanding.

To improve the efficiency of the above dynamic search models, we propose another

RL framework, direct policy learning, which finds optimal policies for the best search

engine actions directly from what is observed in the user and search engine interactions

via gradient descent. The proposed framework greatly reduces the model complexity

over the POMDP framework. It is also a flexible design, which includes a wide range

of features describing the rich interactions in dynamic search. The framework is shown

to be highly effective and efficient on the TREC Session Tracks.

In addition to the dynamic search frameworks, we propose predictive models to

detect user struggling states in search. Most prior work uses effort-based features

to detect user struggle. However, recent studies suggest that there might be a gap

between user effort and user struggle. In this work, we take a psychological perspective

to bridge this gap. We demonstrate that after removing the biases introduced by

different searcher motivations, user struggle can be tightly connected to user effort.

At last, we implement a dynamic search tool to support the annotation task for

the TREC Dynamic Domain Tracks. This serves as our first trial of implementing

dynamic search algorithm and struggling detection in practice. The results show that

our algorithm is also effective in real-life settings.

The research in this thesis is among the first in this field and serves as one step

towards solving dynamic search and developing real-world applications.

Index words: Dynamic Search Modeling, Session Search, Interactive Search,
Information Triage, Reinforcement Learning, POMDP
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Dynamic search aims to find relevant documents for a session of multiple queries.

It often happens when a user searches for an information need containing multiple

aspects. For instance, the information need about purchasing scooters may be com-

posed of five sub information needs on brands, store names, price information, quality,

and reliability. A search log shows that a user issued 8 queries to accomplish the search

task. Dynamic search also happens when an information need is vague or exploratory

in nature. For example, for the information need about planning a trip to the United

States for a month with the constraint of only being able to travel within 150-mile

radius of the destinations, a user issued 21 queries in the session with various search

attempts, such as checking the map and searching for the distances between two cities,

to accomplish this task.

Despite its prevalence in daily life, before the work in this dissertation, an effective

dynamic search algorithm has not been developed yet. Ad-hoc search algorithms treat

each search iteration independently [167], which makes them unsuitable for modeling

dynamic search. It may seem convenient to use classic feedback models for dynamic

search. However, these feedback models, such as Rocchio [88], use relevance judgments

for no more than one search iteration. They are also no longer adequate in tackling

dynamic search.

In this thesis, we present our research on modeling dynamic search using reinforce-

ment learning frameworks. Firstly, we give a general introduction of our research here
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in this chapter. We firstly examine the characteristics of dynamic search and explain

why reinforcement learning frameworks are suitable for modeling dynamic search. We

then provide insights about major challenges when applying RL to model dynamic

search and describe our high-level solutions to these challenges. We also define the

scope of our research problem and highlight the contributions of this work in this

chapter. At the end of it, we list the outline of the entire dissertation.

1.1 Background

A session usually starts when a user writes a query according to his/her information

need, submits the query to a search engine, and then receives a ranked list of doc-

uments from the search engine. After viewing the titles and snippets of documents

in the list, the user may click on some documents and read them for a certain time

period, which is called “dwell time”. The user’s cognitive focus and understanding of

the information need may change as the user gains more information from the docu-

ments. Oftentimes, the user reformulates a query and submits it to the search engine

again. We term the process from one query formulation to the next a “search itera-

tion”. A session may last for several search iterations until the user stops the session

either because of satisfaction of the information need [96] or abandonment [30].

Table 1.1 shows several examples of dynamic search from the Text REtrieval

Conference (TREC) Session Tracks. For instance, in the TREC 2013 Session Track

[96] session #9, the session proceeds as the following:

• Information Need I : “You want to know old US coins. Relevant information to

you includes the value of old US coins. . . how to start collecting old US coins. . . ”

• The user writes the first query q1 = “old US coins”, and receives a ranked

document set D1 from a search engine.
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Table 1.1: Examples in TREC Session Tracks.

TREC’13 session 2, Information need:
You want to buy a scooter. So you’re interested in learning more facts
about scooters including: what brands of scooters are out there? What
brands of scooters are reliable? Which scooters are cheap? Which stores
sell scooters? which stores sell the best scooters?

query1: scooter brands query2: scooter brands reliable

query3: scooter query4: scooter cheap

query5: scooter review query6: scooter price

query7: scooter stores query8: where to buy scooters

TREC’13 session 9, Information need:
You want to know old US coins. Relevant information to you includes
value of old US coins, types of old US coins, old US silver dollar, how
to start collecting old US coins, how to sell old US coins and how to
buy them, where to buy those coins.

query1: old us coins query2: collecting old us coins

query3: selling old us coins query4: selling old “usa coins"

TREC’13 session 87, Information need:
Suppose you’re planning a trip to the United States. You will be there
for a month and able to travel within a 150-mile radius of your des-
tination. With that constraint, what are the best cities to consider as
possible destinations?

query1: best us destinations query2: distance new york boston

query3: maps.bing.com . . . query8: hartford visitors

query9: hartford connecticut tourism . . .

query19: philadelphia nyc travel query20: philadelphia nyc train

query21: philadelphia nyc bus

TREC’14 session 1011, Information need:
. . . You would like to provide your friend with relevant information
about: different ways to quit smoking, programs available to help quit
smoking, benefits of quitting smoking, second effects . . .

query 1: quit smoking query 2: quit smoking hypnosis

query 3: side effects quit smoking

• The user clicks on some documents from D1. The clicked documents, along with

clicking order and dwell time, are stored in C1. Through reading the documents,

the user gains general information about old US coins.
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• A new query q2 = “collecting old US coins” is submitted to the search engine

for another sub information need in I. The session keeps going until the user

ends the session.

Dynamic search demonstrates interesting properties that differ from ad-hoc search.

Firstly, there are rich forms of interactions when searching in a session.

In a session, the user interacts frequently with the search engine by various forms of

interactions, including query formulation, document clicks, document examination,

eye movements, mouse movements, etc. These interactions provide abundant signals

to describe the dynamic search process.

Secondly, there is temporal dependency when searching in a session.

As we mentioned previously, a session consists of several search iterations. In early

search iteration(s), the user learned from the retrieved documents, especially from

those clicked documents that he/she has examined. This information influences the

user’s behavior, such as query formulation and document clicks, in the current search

iteration. This temporal dependency between the current search iteration and the

previous one(s) suggests the presence of the Markov property in dynamic search.

Thirdly, it is a trial-and-error process when searching in a session. In a

session, various forms of interactions are repeatedly carried out by the user iteration

by iteration until the information need is satisfied [96] or the user is bored or frustrated

[30]. The trial-and-error setting suggests that there is a reward mechanism which helps

the user to evaluate his/her attempts.

The unique challenges presented in dynamic search call for new statistical retrieval

models. In addition, the inadequacy of the existing technologies motivates us to look

for an ideal model for dynamic search. Such an ideal model should be able to:
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• Model user interactions, which means it needs to contain parameters encoding

actions;

• Model information need hiding behind user queries and other interactions;

• Set up a reward mechanism to guide the entire search algorithm to adjust its

retrieval strategies; and

• Support Markov properties to handle the temporal dependency.

The family of RL algorithms [77] is designed to model trial-and-error settings: the

algorithm learns from repeated, varied attempts which are continued until success.

The learner (also known as an agent) learns from its dynamic interactions with the

world, rather than from a labeled dataset as in supervised learning. In such a setting,

a stochastic model assumes that the system’s current state depends on the previous

state and action in a non-deterministic manner [153]. RL algorithms match very well

with above requirements.

In this dissertation, we model dynamic search using RL algorithms. Moreover,

among various models in the RL family, we think Partially Observable Markov Deci-

sion Processes (POMDP) [177] might be the most suitable model for dynamic search.

In a POMDP, hidden information need can be modeled as hidden states, while visible

interaction signals in the process can be modeled as observations or actions.

1.2 Challenges

We are often puzzled about what drives a user’s search in a session and why they

make certain moves. We observe that sometimes the same user behavior, such as a

drift from one subtopic to another, can be explained by opposite reasons: either the

user is satisfied with the search results and moves to another sub information need,
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or the user is not satisfied with the search results and leaves the previous search

path. The complexity of users’ decision making patterns makes dynamic search quite

challenging [27, 185].

Researchers have attempted to find out the causes of topic drifting in dynamic

search. The causes under study include personalization [185], task types [95, 119],

and previous documents’ relevance [63]. However, the focus of this dissertation is

neither on identifying user intent nor on understanding the causes of such intent. Our

work differs from existing work in that we consider that a session goes through a

series of hidden decision states, with which we design a statistical retrieval model for

dynamic search. Our emphasis is an effective retrieval model, not a user study about

understanding user intent.

To model dynamic search using RL frameworks, we will run into several major

challenges, including 1) how to define the elements in RL frameworks in the context

of dynamic search; 2) how to improve the efficiency of RL frameworks, since they

are known for computational expensiveness; 3) how to infer users’ decision making

states, which are the fundamental reasons that cause the dynamic changes in dynamic

search. None of these challenges are trivial.

Challenge 1: how to design agents, states, actions, and rewards

in dynamic search?

Dynamic search has attracted a great amount of research from a variety of approaches

[24, 63, 101, 166, 211]. Before the work in this dissertation, researchers have just

started to explore RL in Information Retrieval. There are only a few existing

approaches that use RL to study IR problems. The related approaches include using

Markov Decision Process (MDP) [63], POMDP [87], exploratory online learning [77]
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and decision theories [174] to study interactive search. Although not all of them are

based on POMDPs, they all share the idea of using states, actions, and rewards.

States, actions, and reward functions are the fundamental elements in a rein-

forcement learning framework. The following principles are usually referred to when

defining these elements in a reinforcement learning framework:

• States: What changes with each time step?

• Actions: How does our system change the state?

• Rewards: How can we measure feedback or effectiveness?

In this dissertation, we first model dynamic search as a dual-agent stochastic

game, which is one variant of the POMDP algorithm. The two agents are the user

agent and the search engine agent. The challenges of modeling dynamic search as a

stochastic game lie in how to design and determine the decision states and actions of

each agent, how to observe their behaviors, and how to measure the rewards and set

the optimization goals. We present the details in Chapter 3 (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). As

a retrieval framework, we pay more attention to the search engine agent. When the

search engine makes decisions, it picks a decision that jointly optimizes the common

interest.

Also for dynamic search, several different design choices of states, actions, and

rewards might be available. Will different POMDP designs cause different retrieval

performance? If yes, which design option is optimal? We address these questions in

Chapter 4.
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Challenge 2: how to solve the efficiency issue of RL frameworks

in dynamic search?

Recent developments in dynamic search algorithms [63] and our work in Chapter 3

show that using RL for dynamic search is a promising new direction. However, classic

RL frameworks are computationally demanding. In fact, existing approaches often

trade off model complexity for efficiency. Reducing the number of states and actions

is often a requirement to achieve real-time interactions between the user and the

search engine. For instance, only four decision-making states are modeled in Chapter

3 Section 3.2.2.

However, even with this reduction of model complexity, these RL frameworks

are still compute-intensive. In Chapter 4, we survey several RL frameworks on the

TREC Session Track datasets to compare their retrieval effectiveness and efficiency,

which included an MDP framework [63], a POMDP re-ranking framework [87], a

decision theory framework [174] and the dynamic search framework in Chapter 3.

These frameworks all involve the design of states, actions, and rewards. The survey

results show that although the dual-agent stochastic game model is the most effective

framework among them, it is also one of the two slowest frameworks. The other one

is the other POMDP model proposed by Jin et. al. [87]. Both of them took more than

9 hours to finish the tasks in the TREC Session Track. The MDP model [63] and the

decision theory model [174] are much more efficient, which are able to finish in 2.5

hours. However, their retrieval accuracy significantly decreases.

In the pursuit of efficiency, an obvious drawback of the prior work is that the details

of the rich user-search-engine interactions could get lost. As the second challenge

addressed in this dissertation, we aim to further improve the efficiency and reduce
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the computational complexity of our dynamic search frameworks under the constraint

of not losing much effectiveness.

Challenge 3: how to infer users’ hidden decision making states

in dynamic search?

When we model dynamic search using the POMDP framework, although we do not

intend to systematically study users’ search intent, we indeed make users’ decision

making states as the hidden states in the POMDP model due to the fact that they

are the fundamental reasons for the dynamic changes in the search process. Since we

can not directly ask users about their decision making states in real search scenarios,

unavoidably we still face the challenge of estimating these decision making states only

from the interaction signals that are observed from these agents during search.

In Section 3.2, we simplify the complexity of users’ decision states into a cross

product of two dimensions: whether early retrieved documents are relevant and

whether the user would like to explore another sub information need, and estimate

these states using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). This partially addresses

this challenge. However, sometimes a user also experiences struggle during the search.

When this happens, the user may not know how to move the search process forward.

User struggle is another important mental status during the search. For example,

successfully detecting user struggle can help the search engine to determine the relia-

bility of user queries and to decide whether or not to recommend queries or webpages

to the user. Unlike relevance or exploration, there might not be obvious ways to infer

search struggle via MLE. We address this challenge in Chapter 6.
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Figure 1.1: A Markov Chain of Decision States in a Search Session.
(S: decision states; q: queries; A: user actions such as query changes; D: documents).

1.3 Solutions

Solution 1: to design the elements in our POMDP framework,

we model the search engine and the user as two agents who

work together to optimize a long-term goal.

The hidden decision states form a Markov chain in dynamic search. A Markov chain

is a memoryless random process where the next state depends only on the current

state [93]. Figure 1.1 illustrates a Markov chain of hidden decision states for TREC

2013 Session 9. In a session, a user’s judgment of the retrieved documents in the

previous iteration affects or even decides the user’s actions in the next iteration. A

user’s actions could include clicks, query changes, reading the documents, etc. The

user’s gain, which we call reward, is the amount of relevant information that he or she

obtains in the retrieved documents. The reward motivates the later user actions. If

the decision states are known, we can use an MDP to model the process. However, in

dynamic search, users’ decision states are hidden. We therefore model dynamic search

as a POMDP [93].
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In fact, not only the user, but also the search engine, makes decisions in a Markov

process. A search engine takes in a user’s feedback and improves its retrieval algorithm

iteration after iteration to achieve a better reward too. The search engine actions could

include term weighting, turning on or turning off one or more of its search techniques,

or adjusting parameters for the techniques. For instance, based on the reward, the

search engine can select p in deciding the top p documents used in pseudo relevance

feedback [23].

In Chapter 3, we propose to model dynamic search as a dual-agent stochastic

game: the user agent and the search engine agent work together to maximize their

long-term rewards. The framework, which we term “Win-Win search”, is based on the

Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes. In the Win-Win search framework,

the decision states are hidden from our search engines’ retrieval algorithms and can

only be inferred from user behavioral signals. The search engine actions are defined as

a set of different retrieval algorithms, including relevance feedback [88], QCM [63], etc.

The optimal retrieval algorithm is picked to maximize an expected long-term reward

function which returns a reward score based on the retrieval action to be taken and

the current user decision state. We use different reward functions, such as nDCG@10

(normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at cutoff 10 [95]) and user clicks, in the

experiments.

However, the design of states, actions, and rewards in Win-Win search is not

the only choice when designing an RL framework for dynamic search. In Chapter

4, we examine related work and lay out the other available options for designing

states, actions, and rewards in using POMDPs for dynamic search. We compare these

design options from two aspects, retrieval accuracy and efficiency, and recommend

practical design choices based on our observations. Our analysis shows that POMDP

frameworks, especially the Win-Win search, are indeed highly effective in modeling
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dynamic search. However, it also reveals that all these POMDP frameworks more or

less suffer from low retrieval efficiency, which motivates the work in Chapter 5.

Solution 2: to improve the efficiency of the RL framework, we

propose a direct policy learning retrieval algorithm.

To further improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the dynamic search frameworks,

in Chapter 5, we propose a Direct Policy Learning (DPL) retrieval algorithm, where

we aim to create a framework that is able to incorporate a variety of features to

adequately represent the complex interactions in a session. The new algorithm skips

the trouble of calculating beliefs for states, but directly learns the optimal policies by

calculating mappings from observations to actions via gradient descent, and sequen-

tially handles a search iteration in three phases, including a browse, a query, and a

rank phase. During each iteration, the search engine maximizes the long-term reward

towards the ultimate information need. By learning over a history of actions and

observations, the DPL algorithm is able to dramatically reduce computational com-

plexity.

Solution 3: we use Maximum Likelihood Estimation and Machine

Learning approaches to predict user decision making states in

dynamic search.

In Chapter 3 Section 3.2.2, we apply MLE to estimate whether the user finds relevant

content in the previous query and whether the user wants to explore a new subtopic

of the information need. We use satisfied clicks (SAT clicks, which are documents

that receive user click with user dwelling time greater than 30 seconds [35, 53]) to

infer whether the user finds relevant content, and use query reformation information

to infer whether the user wants to explore a new subtopic.
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As for the user struggling state, we apply machine learning to detect it during

the search process. Most research on detecting searcher struggle suggests that the

struggle is linked to spending a great amount of effort to search [11, 51, 71]. As a

result, we use effort-based features to detect searcher struggle in Chapter 6.

However, Edwards and Kelly [46] found that although increases in user effort might

be useful in predicting searcher struggle, such increases can also indicate searcher

engagement, which is the opposite feeling to struggle. These inconsistencies suggest

that directly using user effort to predict struggle is problematic.

To address this problem, we look for help from psychology. Based on the reversal

theory [58] that categorizes search motivation into four categories along two dimen-

sions: goal-oriented vs. non-goal-oriented tasks and explorative vs. non-explorative

users, we propose a novel method to remove task bias and user bias from the effort-

based features before utilizing them in the predictive models. The experiment results

show that after the biases are removed, the predicting performance is significantly

improved.

1.4 Thesis Statement

In this dissertation, we present effective and efficient retrieval models for dynamic

search (DS) based on reinforcement learning (RL) frameworks. We design states,

actions, rewards, and policies, the elements in RL from an information retrieval (IR)

perspective, with a focus on providing solutions to the challenges in dynamic search.

1.5 Contributions

This dissertation brings together learnings from research areas of reinforcement

learning, dynamic search, and user struggle detection to propose and evaluate search
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frameworks that are effective and efficient in dynamic search. Dynamic search is

common in daily life and has been receiving increasing attention from the research

community. Prior work has attempted to model dynamic search using ad-hoc retrieval

[167], relevance feedback [23, 88], and learning to rank [3, 14, 163, 165] technologies.

However, ad-hoc retrieval and relevance feedback treat each search iteration inde-

pendently. They may not be adequate in modeling dynamic search, which clearly has

temporal dependency between search iterations. On the other hand, the effectiveness

of learning to rank algorithms relies on the assumption that enough repeated query

sequences are presented in the query log. This assumption does not hold in reality.

The research in this dissertation originally proposes to model dynamic search using

the POMDP framework. A POMDP learns its optimal strategy through continuous

and varied interactions with the environment. Its Markov property naturally handles

the temporal dependency in dynamic search. Its hidden states can model the implicit

information need hiding behind user queries and other interactions. These properties

suggest that POMDPs might be the most suitable model for the task. Thus the

first contribution of this work is that it initiates and motivates research in applying

POMDPs to model dynamic search.

Acknowledging that there are multiple ways to design states, actions, and rewards

when using POMDPs in dynamic search, we examine all available design options

from related work in similar tasks. The contribution of this part of the work is that

after comparing the retrieval effectiveness and efficiency of different design options,

we are able to give recommendations about practical design choices of using POMDPs

in dynamic search. Our findings could inspire others to design POMDP elements in

novel ways when modeling dynamic search.

The third contribution of this dissertation is that we propose another RL frame-

work, the Direct Policy Learning framework, to model dynamic search in order to
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solve the retrieval efficiency issue of the POMDP frameworks. DPL offers several

advantages over the POMDP frameworks. Firstly, it is computationally lightweight.

It avoids calculating beliefs for states, and directly learns the optimal policies by cal-

culating mappings from observations to actions. Secondly, it is still highly effective.

It achieves retrieval accuracy that is comparable to the Win-Win search. Thirdly, it

is a flexible framework. It is able to incorporate a variety of features to adequately

represent the complex interactions in a dynamic search session.

One element of this thesis, user struggling state detection, has been studied by

various prior work [11, 51, 71, 85, 91, 103, 111]. Most of them link user struggle to the

great amount of effort spent on search. However, recent studies [46] point out that

effort-based features have also been used to predict engagement [45, 106, 107]. They

suggest that the ambiguity of user behaviors makes directly using effort features to

predict struggle problematic. We explain that the gap between user effort and struggle

may be caused by users’ search motivations. The contribution in this part is that we

use psychological theory to model searcher motivations and propose novel methods

to remove biases introduced by different motivations. In the experiments, we show

that after removing these biases, user effort is tightly connected with search struggle.

Lastly, we implement our dynamic search frameworks in a tool to support the

annotation task of TREC Dynamic Domain Tracks. The tool serves as our first trial

of applying POMDP frameworks in a real-world setting. It gives a concrete example

to those who also attempt to solve real dynamic search problems using POMDP

frameworks.

In summary, in this dissertation:

• we propose an effective RL model, Win-Win search, for dynamic search. The

work motivates studies on modeling dynamic search using POMDPs.
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• we examine design options of using POMDPs in dynamic search and provide

practical recommendations.

• we propose another RL framework, direct policy learning, to improve the effi-

ciency of POMDP models.

• we propose new methods to detect user struggling state during search.

• we implement a dynamic search tool to tackle a real-world dynamic search task.

The research in this dissertation is among the first in this field and serves as one

step towards solving dynamic search in practice. Part of this dissertation research has

been published in ACM SIGIR International Conference on Research and Develop-

ment in Information Retrieval 2013 [126], 2014 [129, 212], 2015 [221], and 2016 [122];

ACM International Conference on Information and Knowledge Management 2013

[127]; ACM International Conference on Web Search and Data Mining 2016 [135];

European Conference on Information Retrieval 2015 [132, 204]; International Confer-

ence on The Theory of Information Retrieval 2015 [130, 131]; Information Retrieval

Journal 2017 [202]; Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum – Intellectual Prop-

erty workshop 2013 [124]; and Text REtrieval Conference 2013 [123], 2014 [128], and

2015 [125].

1.6 Outline

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the

related work in the fields of dynamic search, reinforcement learning, deep reinforce-

ment learning, imitation learning, user struggle detection, and information triage. In

Chapter 3, we apply the POMDP framework to model dynamic search as a dual-agent

stochastic game, where the user agent and the search engine agent work together to
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fulfill an information need. The algorithm is termed as “Win-Win” search, where

the decision making states, the search engine and user retrieval strategies, and the

interactions between the two agents are modeled as the elements of hidden states,

actions, and observations in the POMDP framework. Acknowledging the flexibility

of design choices of using POMDPs for dynamic search, in Chapter 4, we analyze

different design choices from related work and provide recommendations based on

it. In Chapter 5, we propose the direct policy learning retrieval algorithm to solve

the problem of high computationally demanding in RL frameworks. In Chapter 6, we

extend the decision making states modeled in the Win-Win search algorithm – we

propose methods to detect the user struggling state during search. In Chapter 7, we

implement a dynamic search tool in a real-world setting, in which we also include the

user struggling state into the Win-Win Search algorithm. Chapter 8 concludes the

dissertation and discusses the future work.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter presents the related work to this thesis. Section 2.1 first introduces

related work in relevance feedback approaches. Then it examines other approaches

in dynamic search, including diversification, learning-to-rank etc. We also examined

recent work in dynamic search evaluation and other advanced search scenarios related

to dynamic search. Section 2.2 examines recent years’ development of reinforcement

learning, deep reinforcement learning, and imitation learning in Natural Language

Processing (NLP) and IR fields. Approaches are grouped into model-based and model-

free approaches. Section 2.3 surveys prior work in detecting user struggle in search. It

identifies the problems of prior work and motivates the research in Chapter 6. Section

2.4 surveys the previous effort spent on developing information triage systems. Section

2.5 summarizes this chapter.

2.1 Dynamic Search

As a challenging IR task, dynamic search has received increasing attention from both

academia and industry in a number of IR fields [24, 63, 101, 166, 211], such as user

and task modeling [101, 116, 119, 194], retrieval models [17, 166, 172], interactive

search [2, 99, 190], query log analysis [47, 86], and evaluation [53, 70, 121, 182] (note

that dynamic search is also termed as “session search” in most of above literature. In

this dissertation, we use “dynamic search” and “session search” interchangeably.).
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Feild and Allan [50] proposed a task-aware model for query recommendation using

random walk over a term-query graph formed from logs. Song and He’s work [178] on

optimal rare query suggestion also used random walk, with implicit feedback in logs.

Boldi et al. [19] derived a query-flow graph, a graph representation of user behavior,

from query logs. The approach detected query chains in the graph and recommended

queries based on maximum weights, random walk, or the previous query. Besides query

suggestion, some studies have focused on task and sub task identification in dynamic

search. Wang et al. [188] utilized the latent structural Support Vector Machine (SVM)

[37] to extract cross-session search tasks from logs. Lucchese et al. [120] broke the

session into partitions that correspond to subtasks. Others attempted to understand

user behaviors in dynamic search. Jiang and Allan [81] used the content of query and

documents to understand the effects of reducing click and skipping relevant content in

dynamic search. While Jiang and Ni [83] used these contents to understand the hidden

causes behind adding, deleting and keeping certain terms in query reformulation,

Zengin et al. [208] used content from document titles, URLs, and snippets on the

Search Engine Result Pages (SERP) to predict user clicks in dynamic search.

Due to its importance, the TREC conference series have also created several ini-

tiatives to explore solutions for dynamic search, which includes TREC Session Tracks

[94, 95, 96, 97] and TREC Dynamic Domain (DD) Tracks [200, 201, 203]. In Session

Tracks, the participating search systems were provided with a search log, which con-

tains queries, retrieved URLs, clicks and dwell time information from some users. The

search systems were aimed to improve the search performance for a user’s last query

in a session based on his/her search history in that session. Search tasks in TREC

Session Tracks do not involve users in real time. As an improvement, the TREC

Dynamic Domain Tracks employed user simulation1 to allow live interactions. A par-
1http://trec-dd.org/
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ticipating system in TREC DD retrieved documents and sent them to the simulated

user, who provided passage-level graded relevance judgment to the search system in

a timely manner. The search system was expected to use each judgment to improve

its performance and conduct the next retrieval iteration. Also, the search system was

asked to decide when to stop the searching interactions for the sake of saving user

effort. In this section, we examine state-of-the-art dynamic search approaches from

conference proceedings and TREC workshops. The prior work is grouped by the types

of approaches.

Dynamic search is closely related to relevance feedback, a traditional IR research

field. Classic relevance feedback methods include Rocchio [88], pseudo relevance feed-

back (PRF) [23], and implicit relevance feedback [178]. Recently, researchers have

investigated new forms of relevance feedback. Jin et al. [87] proposed to provide

diversified search results for the initial SERP of a user query and then collect explicit

or implicit user feedback on the first SERP and use it to optimize the next ranking

list when the user clicked the “go to the next page” button. Their relevance feedback

framework was able to maximize retrieval effectiveness over multi-page results. Guan

et al. [62] organized phrase structure in queries within a session to improve retrieval

effectiveness. They identified the longest sequences of words consisting of frequent

bigrams within the top returned snippets as nuggets and used them to formulate a

new query. Zhang et al. [211] modeled query changes between adjacent queries as

relevance feedback to improve retrieval accuracy in dynamic search. Jiang and He

[82] further analyzed the whole-session search effectiveness of utilizing past queries

and click-through data as relevance feedback signals. Levine et al. [109] proposed an

extended relevance model that captured user dynamic information needs in the ses-

sion by utilizing query reformulation and other user interaction data. Other mining

approaches [19, 178] attempted to identify the importance of query change in sessions.
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The best TREC 2014 system [128] used SAT-Click to evaluate the qualities of the

queries issued by the user. It assigned higher weights to the queries with higher qual-

ities and combined these weights with the QCM [63] algorithm to conduct the search.

Gysel et al. [187] compared several lexical query modeling algorithms, which included

Nugget [62] and QCM [63], for dynamic search on TREC Session Track datasets.

Participating systems in TREC DD Tracks also attempted to solve dynamic search

using relevance feedback approaches. Robin et al. [89] used a method similar to rel-

evance feedback, where they used the relevance and irrelevance judgments received

from the Jig to modify the query and/or the document ranking list. Rahimi and Yang

[164] found that several initial queries in TREC DD were difficult which made rele-

vance feedback approaches for the coming search iterations ineffective. Di Buccio and

Melucci [43] also utilized relevance and irrelevance feedback to improve retrieval result.

Their relevance feedback algorithm was built upon Quantum Detection (QD) [141].

Rogers and Oard [168] reformulated their queries by adding terms that appeared

in the relevant passages and removing terms that appeared in the irrelevant pas-

sages. Traditional relevance feedback methods treat each query independently. They

are inadequate to model dynamic search. Recent work, which attempted to solve

dynamic search using relevance feedback approaches, has integrated relevance signals

from query formulation, SERP snippets, and click data across the whole dynamic

search session. However, one drawback of all relevance feedback approaches is that

they focus on enhancing relevance all the time, which is not suitable for dynamic

search. Sometimes users do not mind sacrificing relevance temporarily to help explore

and discover new aspects of the information need. Relevance feedback approaches fail

to satisfy this requirement.

Because of users’ requirement of exploration in dynamic search, some approaches

studied methods to diversify the search results. Raman et al. [166] studied a par-
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ticular case in dynamic search where the search topics were intrinsically diversified.

They proposed to mix the ranking list with retrieval results for the current query and

its related queries. The related queries were served as related aspects in the intrin-

sically diversified search topics. They identified related queries via various attempts

including using APIs of a commercial search engine, using the co-click graph, using co-

occurring queries in the same session etc. The best TREC Session Track 2012 system

[84] employed an adaptive browsing model. By penalizing past retrieved documents,

their approach was able to enhance the novelty of the retrieved results. Several TREC

DD systems [89, 140, 147, 170] attempted to combine search result diversification algo-

rithms and hand-crafted policies to decide which subtopics to be picked for retrieval in

the current search iteration. For example, Moraes et al. [147] combined two diversifi-

cation algorithms xQuAD [169] and PM2 [39] in their dynamic domain search system.

Zhang et al. [213] adopted similar approach, where they used relevance feedback to

expand the query and used xQuAD [169] and PM2 [39] to increase result diversity.

Some systems also tried to combine implicit diversification with unsupervised docu-

ment clustering algorithms, such as K-Means [69] in [89, 140] and Latent Dirichlet

Allocation (LDA) [18] in [89]. Joganah et al. [90] proposed that DD queries were

essentially either concept-oriented queries or name entity queries. They applied name

entity recognition algorithms to identify the second type of queries and treated them

as subtopics when conducting retrieval. Moraes et al. [149] identified the important

components of a prototypical dynamic domain search system, which included an ini-

tial ranker, a subtopic modeling component, and a stopping mechanism for deciding

when to stop the search. They found that an accurate subtopic modeling component

to guide exploration and an early stopping strategy were both beneficial to an effective

TREC Dynamic Domain search system. The above diversification-based approaches
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did not demonstrate how to adapt to changing user intent, which sometimes requires

relevant documents and sometimes requires novel documents.

Another seemingly appealing approach to solving dynamic search is to apply

learning-to-rank methods. In the Web Search Click Data (WSCD) 2014 workshop2,

the best submitted system took a learning-to-rank approach [134]. The features being

used included document ranks in the original ranking, query statistics, clicks, missed

clicks, snippet quality, user click habits, and workweek and weekend seasonality. They

claimed that there were session-level features too; in the paper, they were not clearly

listed. Zhang et al. [219] also proposed a learning-to-rank framework for dynamic

search. They first learned local contexts from consecutive interactions within a search

session. Then they combined these context by multiple weighting hypotheses. Finally,

the learning-to-rank algorithm was adopted for effective optimization. Li et al. [112]

analyzed the impact of different types of search features in learning-to-rank frame-

works. They observed that the current query features and collective intelligence fea-

tures had more positive influence on re-ranking performance than query change fea-

tures and whole-session features. These supervised learning methods assumed the

batch relevance feedback was available, which is not true for the online learning set-

ting in dynamic search.

Another big difference between the work in this dissertation and above approaches

is that all above approaches only consider one-way communication from the user to

the search engine. On the contrary, the work in this dissertation explicitly sets up

a two-way feedback channel where both parties transmit information. Similar to the

work in this dissertation, Moraes et al. [148] also decomposed search interactions in

dynamic search into two channels, interactions from the user to the search engine and
2http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/nickcr/wscd2014
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the interaction from the search engine to the user, and quantitatively analyzed these

interactions.

In recent years, researchers have begun to apply reinforcement learning to model

dynamic search. Our work in this dissertation falls into this category. Yang and Yang

[199] applied a Contextual Bandit [222] approach for deciding which subtopic to

explore or whether to stop the search process in TREC DD Tracks. Similar to [199],

Tang and Yang [183] also modeled dynamic domain search as a reinforcement learning

process. They used Deep Q-Network (DQN) [145] to learn query representations in

their approach. More detailed introduction to the development of RL in IR field will

be introduced in Section 2.2.

Besides retrieval models, some research has focused on the evaluation side of

dynamic search systems. Carterette et al. [25, 26] analyzed the advantages of content-

based testing datasets in generating and evaluating dynamic search systems. Belkin et

al. [16] evaluated the properties that a dataset should possess in order to be suitable

for investigating dynamic search systems. Tang and Yang [182] proposed a normal-

ized dynamic search metric based on their investigation of the actual per topic upper

bounds of existing dynamic search metrics. They experimented with their new metric

on the submitted runs of TREC DD Tracks. Zhang et al. [217] provided a general

evaluation framework based on search session simulation, which they claimed could

evaluate any IR systems including interactive search and dynamic search systems.

Others studied even more complex search scenarios. Research [101, 119, 188]

studied search across multiple sessions. Kotov et al. [101] proposed methods for mod-

eling and analyzing users’ search behaviors in multiple sessions. Wang et al. [188]

identified cross-session search by investigating inter-query dependencies learned from

user behaviors. Albahem et al. [5] studied retrieval at passage levels. Their approach

used passage representation. They first split one document into multiple half over-
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lapped passages, and then used the passage most similar to the query to represent

the document, and finally ranked documents based on the similarity scores between

the query and their passage representations. This approach was slightly worse than

the Language Modeling baseline.

2.2 Reinforcement Learning in Information Retrieval

In this dissertation, we propose novel dynamic search frameworks based on a Partially

Observable Markov Decision Process, which belongs to the family of reinforcement

learning. In RL, agents take inputs from the environment and output actions. The

actions in turn influence the states of the environment. The agents learn to optimize

their actions and policies by maximizing some long-term benefits when interacting

within the environment.

Reinforcement Learning has been successfully applied to robotics and artificial

intelligence in general [92] such as natural language grounding [21]. However, RL

algorithms can be computationally demanding. Therefore, for problems with a large

state space or action space, generalization is often used to reduce the state-value or

state-action mappings [171]. Policy gradient descent [13] is a popular direct policy

search approach. It optimizes the parameters via gradient descent, and its param-

eterized function can be learned through Monte-Carlo sampling, by simulating the

interactions between agents and the environment.

Reinforcement learning approaches can be categorized as model-based approaches

(such as MDPs and POMDPs) and model-free approaches (such as TD-learning,

Q-learning, SARSA, Actor-critic) [92, 180], where model-based approaches assume

certain prior knowledge about how the environment will behave, which allows mim-

icking of the behavior of the environment, and further lead to the planning of future
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strategies. Model-free approaches make no such assumption. They are more simple

and executed in a trial-and-error learning manner.

2.2.1 Model-based RL frameworks

Over the last few years, researchers have just started to explore RL in IR and it is

becoming more and more popular. Among them, many are model-based frameworks.

Shen et al. [174] used a Bayesian decision-theoretic framework to model interactive

search, which is closely related to the MDP approaches. The QCM model proposed

by Guan et al. [63] models dynamic search as an MDP and effectively improves the

retrieval accuracy. However, they used queries as states while we use a set of well-

designed hidden decision states. In addition, we explicitly model the stochastic game

played between two agents, the user and the search engine, while Guan et al. [63]

focused on just the search engine. Another difference is that we model a wide range

of actions including query changes, clicks, and document content while Guan et al.

[63] only used query changes.

Yuan and Wang [205] applied POMDPs for sequential selection of online adver-

tisement recommendation. Their mathematical derivation shows that belief states of

correlated ads can be updated using a formula similar to collaborative filtering. Zhang

et al. [210] used a dynamic online learning framework to adapt implicit negative user

feedback in query auto-completion. Xia et al. [196] applied MDP to model the problem

of search result diversification. Wei et al. [193] used MDP to improve the performance

of state-of-the-art learning to rank algorithms. Cai et al. [22] applied reinforcement

learning in real-time bidding for online advertisement displaying. Li et al. [114] applied

a hidden semi-Markov model to search task identification. By learning topic transition

tracks and inferring topic memberships, their model was able to identify both small

search tasks and big search tasks.
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2.2.2 Model-free RL frameworks

There are also many model-free frameworks. Li et al. [110] used multi-armed bandit

algorithm [105] to pick the optimal query from a query pool for complex search tasks.

The approach performed better than retrieval using solo or combined queries. Jin

et al. [87] modeled Web search as a sequential search for re-ranking documents in

multi-page results. Their hidden states are the true relevance scores of every docu-

ments and the belief states are given by a multivariate Gaussian distribution. They

consider “ranking” as actions and “clicking-on-the-next-page” as observations. In our

framework, we propose a different set of actions, observations, and messages between

two agents. The fundamental difference between our approach and theirs is that we

model the retrieval task as a dual-agent cooperative game while Jin et al. [87] use

a single agent. Sloan and Wang [175] proposed a POMDP model in multiple-page

retrieval by using a recursive utility function that was goal-oriented and adaptive

over time. Although it was a POMDP model, they did not define a transition model

in their framework. They applied Monte Carlo Sampling to estimate their value func-

tion based on experience. Odijk et al. [154] used MDP to model the retrieval process

for streaming television broadcast content. By solving their MDP model using the

dueling bandits gradient descent algorithm [206], they were able to dynamically opti-

mize the query terms’ weight. Neither [175] nor [154] assumed prior knowledge about

the environment change, hence they are both model-free approaches. Wang et al. [189]

applied a minimax game theory [59] to model web search. Their framework contains

two models. The generative model learns to reinforce relevance signals from the users.

The discriminative model is used to exploit the unlabelled data selected by the gener-

ative model. Li et al. [115] used a contextual multi-armed bandit framework to model

news recommendation and computational advertisement.
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Besides the classic IR problems covered by the above prior work, some applica-

tions begin to deploy RL to solve novel IR problems, such as webpage representation,

search user simulation, etc. Zhang and Zhai [215, 216] used a sequential decision

theory to optimize information retrieval interfaces. The experimental results showed

that their framework could effectively adapt navigational interfaces and various user

stopping tendencies. Wang et al. [191, 192] also applied online reinforcement learning

algorithms to optimize SERP layout. Their experimental results showed that it out-

performed ranking-based algorithms in representing the heterogeneous content pro-

vided by modern search engines. Maxwell and Azzopardi [138] studied user states

modeled by recent Interactive Information Retrieval frameworks and proposed to

include the cognitive state to generate search user simulators. Radlinski and Craswell

[162] extensively analyzed the required actions and states in a dynamic conversational

search system. However, they left the modeling of these states and the choosing of the

optimal action as future work. Crook et al. [38] discussed the possibility of applying

RL to modern conversational semantic search systems, which they thought tradi-

tional multi-turn dialog systems and web-based question-answering systems would

eventually converge on. Dungs and Fuhr [44] applied Hidden Markov Model (HMM)

[15] to predict search phases. Yue et al. [207] applied HMM to model collaborative

exploratory web search. Pham et al. [159] applied Multi Armed Bandit (MAB) frame-

work [10] in dynamic corpus crawling for domain specific search. Hofmann [76] dis-

cusses the advantages of online experiments for newly emerged RL-based IR systems.

Termehchy et al. [139, 186] used signaling game theory [31] to model querying and

interactions on database systems. Xiong et al. [198] applied reinforcement learning

framework to the problem of learning to reason in large-scale knowledge graphs and

used a fully-connected shallow neural network to approximate its policy function.

Li et al. [117] studied the reward component in reinforcement learning frameworks.
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They proposed to learn users’ reward functions directly from observed interaction

traces via inverse reinforcement learning techniques. Geigle and Zhai [56, 57] used

two-layer hidden Markov Models to discover student behavioral patterns via the log

data recorded from the massive open online courses platform.

2.2.3 Deep Reinforcement Learning in NLP

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) has achieved great success in the field of artificial

intelligence. In several game playing scenarios, research found that by combining deep

learning and reinforcement learning, an agent can be trained to play a game without

any prior knowledge [145]. The approaches combining reinforcement learning and deep

learning are called deep reinforcement learning. One example of these approaches is

the DQN [145] provided by Google DeepMind3. DQN shows a classic way to combine

deep learning into reinforcement learning frameworks. In DQN, its value function

Q(s,a) in the reinforcement learning framework is approximated using a deep convo-

lutional neural network [102].

DRL has been extensively applied to Natural Language Processing problems in

recent years. Williams et al. [195] combined recurrent neural network (RNNs) [48] and

reinforcement learning in their DRL framework to model task-oriented dialog system.

Peng et al. [158] tackled the similar task as in [195]. They built a dialogue agent

using a hierarchical deep reinforcement learning framework to fulfill complex tasks,

such as travel planning. Their framework consists of two-layer policies: the top-level

policy picks sub tasks to exercise; the low-level policy chooses actions to complete the

selected sub tasks. Their framework outperformed hand-crafted rules and other flat

deep reinforcement learning frameworks in the travel planning task. Besides [195] and

[158], Dhingra et al. [42] also used DRL to design a knowledge-based dialog agent.

3https://deepmind.com/
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Li et al. [113] used deep reinforcement learning framework in generating chatbot

dialogues. By rewarding informative, coherent, and easy-to-answer responses, their

system was able to generate diverse and interesting conversations between two simu-

lated agents, and avoid repetitive responses at the same time. Fang et al. [49] formed

active learning, which aimed to select a good subset of data for annotation purposes in

supervised learning, as a reinforcement learning process. They replaced the heuristic

rules used to select the sub-set data by the policy learned from their reinforcement

learning framework. Their approach achieved uniform improvements over traditional

active learning baselines in cross-lingual named entity recognition. Zhang and Lapata

[214] used deep reinforcement learning in sentence simplification. Narasimhan et al.

[150] applied deep reinforcement learning in information extraction, with the goal of

optimizing accuracy while penalizing extra effort. Sharma et al. [173] paralleled RL

training in Narasimhan et al’s framework [150] using asynchronous methods to speed

up its training process. Pasunuru and Bansal [156] applied DRL to the temporal

task of video captioning. Misra et al. [144] used reinforcement learning to map raw

visual observations and text instructions to actions for instruction execution. Their

toy example showed that their algorithms took in a visual map with some objects

spread on it and some text instructions, and output several actions so that the text

instructions were executed and the objects on the map were relocated. Nguyen et al.

[151] attempted to tackle the machine translation problem using a deep actor-critic

algorithm [146], which includes simulated user feedback in its framework. Qu et al.

[161] applied deep reinforcement learning to learn node representations for heteroge-

neous star networks [179], where they used Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [75]

to learn the value function in their RL framework. He et al. [74] applied DQN in pop-

ular Reddit thread prediction and trained their value function using a bi-directional

LSTM. Clark and Manning [33] applied DRL to the problem of coreference resolu-
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tion, which is the task of finding all expressions that refer to the same entity in a

text. Guu et al. [66] combined DRL with Maximum Marginal Likelihood (MML) [41]

to tackle the semantic parsing tasks. The DRL component helped guide the search

for actions with correct outputs, while the MML component helped avoid spurious

actions, which are incorrect actions that coincidentally output the correct results.

Despite its popularity in NLP, DRL has not been widely applied to IR problems.

Although dialog systems are similar to dynamic search systems, they are not the

same. The interactions between dialog systems and their environment are carried out

through natural language dialog, while they are mainly carried out through queries,

clicks and search results between dynamic search systems and their environment.

Nogueria and Cho [152] are pioneers in applying DRL to traditional IR problems.

They used a deep actor-critic framework to reformulate queries for complex informa-

tion needs. The actions in their DRL frameworks correspond to selecting terms to

build a reformulated query. Besides [152], Tan et al. [181] applied Neural Network-

based Reinforcement Learning frameworks for real-time pushing on text streams.

Zheng et al. [220] used DQN for news recommendation. We can expect that in the

coming years, more and more DRL approaches will merge in the IR field, especially

in dynamic search.

2.2.4 Imitation Learning

Imitation learning [79] is another machine learning field. It is very similar to reinforce-

ment learning. It also contains agents, the Markov property, states, actions, policies

and the environment. Some parts of imitation learning algorithms also apply rein-

forcement learning algorithms to refine the learning policy. The main difference is

that in reinforcement learning, the agents explore the environment in a trial-and-

error manner, while in imitation learning, there are experts who provide demonstra-
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tions. The agents learn from these demonstrations. However, these demonstrations are

usually not general or comprehensive enough to cover all situations in the learning

problem, hence the agents cannot just memorize these demonstrations and apply

direct imitation. They have to generalize these demonstrations and then learn from

them. Imitation learning also originates from artificial intelligence fields and recently

has been applied to some natural language processing problems. For example, He et

al. [73] apply imitation learning to dynamically select features for training depen-

dency parsing trees. Daumé et al. [40] proposed an imitation learning algorithm to

handle complex structured prediction problems, where the predicting outputs are

not simple labels or numbers as in classification and regression problems. Their out-

puts have complex internal structure, such as in machine translation problems, where

the predicting outputs are English sentences. In our dynamic search frameworks, the

agents explore in a trial-and-error manner. No experts are included to provide demon-

strations, hence our frameworks are reinforcement learning frameworks, rather than

imitation learning frameworks.

2.3 User Struggle in Search

Existing work about detecting searcher struggle heavily relies on effort-based features

and assumes that increase in user effort is associated with searcher struggle. Feild

et al. [51] conducted a 30-participant lab study and provided predictive models for

detecting user struggle using features extracted from the search log of their lab study

and sensor features extracted from three physical sensors. The log features used in

their study are collected by the search tool developed by themselves based on the

Lemur search engine [108]. These features include query numbers, query lengths,

session dwell time and click numbers. Their experiments showed that search activities
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increased when struggle happened. Aula et al. [11] also ran a 23-participant lab study

to understand user behavioral changes when experiencing difficulties during search.

They found that when users experienced difficulties, they tended to formulate longer

queries, use advanced search operators, and spend more times on the SERP page.

Hassan et al. [71] also used effort-based features to predict struggle. They extracted

user behavioral signals using log data from a commercial search engine and used

crowdsourcing to label out struggling sessions and exploring sessions. They formed

struggling detection as a binary classification problem. They found that the frequency

of query reformulation was a good feature for predicting struggle. It seems that user

effort indeed increases when the user is struggling during search.

However, Edwards and Kelly [46] found that larger user effort was also treated

as a signal of user engagement in various work [45, 106, 107], where Lehmann et al.

[106, 107] assumed that engaged user would spend more time on webpages, and visit

more pages. Dupret et al. [45] suggested that engaged users would revisit the website

more frequently. Besides that, Hassan et al.’s work [71] suggested that user effort

increased in both struggling search sessions and exploratory search sessions. Aula et

al. [11] suggested that effort-based features were influenced by task interest and task

difficulty too.

Having noticed that user effort can increase due to various reasons, Edwards

and Kelly [46] pointed out that the approach of using user search behavioral sig-

nals alone to detect struggle was problematic. What search behaviors indicated is

often ambiguous. They proposed to distinguish searcher engagement and struggle

by combining effort-based features and biological features, such as heart rate, skin

conductance, and electroencephalography (EEG) signals etc. They recruited 40 par-

ticipants in their lab study. In the study, engagement was induced by manipulating

task interest and struggle was induced by manipulating the quality of the retrieval
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results. Effort features are extracted from collected search logs, while EEG signals are

generated from physiological sensors. They found that participants had significantly

higher heart rates when presented with poor quality results than when presented with

normal quality results. Understanding the ambiguity of effort-based features, Grafs-

gaard et al. [61] attempted to distinguish engagement and struggle using skin conduc-

tance and facial expression features. They used the Computer Expression Recogni-

tion Toolbox (CERT) [118] to track fine-grained facial movements, including eyebrow

raising, brow lowering, eyelid tightening, mouth dimpling, etc. They concluded that

upper face movements were found to be predictive of engagement, frustration, and

learning, while mouth dimpling was a positive predictor of learning and self-reported

performance. However, note that their study is about evaluating tutoring and learning

performance.

Our work in detecting search struggle still focuses on using effort-based features.

However, we look for help from the psychology theory. We suggest that the inconsis-

tency observed in above related work can be well explained by the different search

motivations of different users. We propose to model these motivations using the

reversal theory [58, 142]. We show that after removing the effects of different motiva-

tions, the increase of user effort is tightly linked to search struggle.

2.4 Information Triage System

Information triage has been studied since 1998. At the time, Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency (DARPA) sponsored a project to investigate the state-of-

the-art work in finding and tracking events in a stream of news data [6]. The project

was called “Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT)”. Although their studies were limited

to the news dataset, its “event tracking” track was similar to the information triage
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task in general. The report showed that in the project, University of Massachusetts

(UMass) treated the problem as an IR problem. They applied relevance feedback and

query expansion to improve query performance. Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)

treated it as a classification problem and applied a k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) model

[143] and a Decision Tree model [143] to track news events in the datasets. The

third team, Dragon System combined language modeling and topic modeling to track

events. They assigned a topic to each individual news story and ranked these stories

based on their relevance scores generated by the language modeling and the topic

similarity. Their experimental results showed that UMass’s IR approach achieved the

best precision score, while CMU’s kNN model achieved the best F1 score [32], which is

the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall [160]. Macskassy et al. [133] also studied

information triage systems for news and stock datasets. They proposed predictive

models to retrospectively determine 1) whether a news story would be followed by

many similar news stories; and 2) whether the stock price of one or more companies

associated with a news story would move significantly after the news.

At the big data era, the variety, velocity, and volume of the World Wide Web

(WWW) data have brought new challenges to information triage systems. In 2015,

DARPA initiated another information triage project, Memex [136]. It was founded in

the hope of supporting the information triage tasks in government, such as monitoring

human trafficking on the Deep Dark Web [7]. In order to do so, the new information

triage systems should be able to timely collect deep web data with various formats,

extract useful information segments, save search sessions, organize and aggregate

knowledge discovered during search, and represent findings in meaningful ways. When

Memex ended in 2017, it had advanced the state of the art in domain-specific web

crawling, visualization, and discovery.
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Some systems developed during the Memex project were effective information

triage systems. Gowda et al. [60] built an image forensics system upon TensorFlow

[1] and Apache Tika [137]. Their TensorFlow component allowed the system to auto-

matically recognize objects from images. Meanwhile, the Tika component allowed

the system to extract metadata and textual content from files. The combining of

them enabled the system to perform effective image forensics on the Memex weapon

domain. Kejriwal and Szekely [98] built a domain-specific investigative search engine

for the human trafficking domain in the Memex project. The system began with a

domain-specific crawling system, which took in a few seed links and a set of descrip-

tive keywords and output a corpus which typically contained hundreds of millions

of pages within that domain. Then the corpus and a manually-designed investigative

schema were taken in by an information extraction module to generate a knowledge

graph. The information extraction module was hybrid, which used a mix of entity

extraction methods including Regular Expression [4] and Conditional Random Field

(CRF) [104] etc. After the knowledge graph was generated, it was stored in a NoSQL

database [67]. At the retrieval phase, soft boolean tree queries [28] were carried by

users on the knowledge graph. Ranked entities, attributes, and aggregations were

returned as results.

As the practice of implementing a real dynamic search system, in Chapter 7, we

implement a tool to tackle a real information triage task.

2.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we reviewed major related work to our thesis. We firstly reviewed

research in relevance feedback and dynamic search. And then we reviewed recent

years’ development of (deep)reinforcement learning and imitation learning in natural
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language processing and information retrieval. As an extension of our RL frameworks,

we also reviewed prior work in the fields of searcher struggle detection and information

triage. In the following chapters, we will introduce the details of our dynamic search

frameworks and applications.
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Chapter 3

Dynamic Search Framework

Information Retrieval tasks are concerned with finding relevant documents to fulfill

users’ information needs. Dynamic search, as defined in Chapter 1, is an information

retrieval task that involves multiple queries and multiple search iterations to achieve

a complex information need [95, 96]. In a session, a user keeps formulating queries

until he or she is satisfied with the information need [96], bored, or frustrated [30].

This is a trial-and-error setting. Dynamic search is a challenging research area that

is characterized by rich user-system interactions, complex information needs, and

temporal dependency between queries and between user behaviors.

The family of Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithms [77] matches well with the

trial-and-error setting present in dynamic search: the algorithm learns from repeated,

varied attempts which are continued until success. The learner (also known as an

agent) learns from its dynamic interactions with the world, rather than from a labeled

dataset as in supervised learning. In such a setting, a stochastic model assumes

that the system’s current state depends on the previous state and action in a non-

deterministic manner [153]. Among various models in the RL family, Partially Observ-

able Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs) [177] have been applied recently on IR

problems including document re-ranking [87, 212] and advertisement bidding [205].

In this chapter, we propose to model dynamic search as a dual-agent stochastic

game. It is based on the POMDP framework. When there is more than one agent in a

POMDP, the POMDP becomes a stochastic game (SG). The two agents in dynamic
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search are the user agent and the search engine agent. In contrast to most two-player

scenarios such as chess games in game theory, the two agents in dynamic search are not

opponents to each other; instead, they cooperate: they share the decision states and

work together to jointly maximize their goals. We term the framework “Win-Win

search” for its effort in ensuring that both agents arrive at a win-win situation. One

may argue that in reality a commercial search engine and a user may have different

goals and that is why some commercial search engines put their sponsors high in the

returned results. However, this chapter focuses on the win-win setting and assume a

common interest – fulfilling the information needs – for both agents.

We evaluate the Win-Win search framework on TREC 2011 – 2014 Session Tracks.

TREC 2011 - 2014 Session Tracks [94, 95, 96, 97] have spurred a great deal of research

in dynamic search [24, 62, 63, 84, 119]. The tracks provide interaction data within

a session and aim to retrieve relevant documents for the last query qn in the ses-

sion. The interaction data include queries, top returned documents, user clicks, and

other relevant information such as dwell time. Document relevance is judged based

on information need for the entire session, not just the last query.

The experiments show that the proposed framework achieves statistically signifi-

cant improvements over state-of-the-art interactive search and dynamic search algo-

rithms.

The content in this chapter is from our publications in ACM SIGIR International

Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval 2014 [129, 212].

3.1 Preliminaries: Reinforcement Learning

The agent and the environment [180] are the two most common elements in a

reinforcement learning framework. The agent is the learner in the learning framework,
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whose actions are aimed to be optimized. In dynamic search, there are actually two

agents, the user and the search engine. The environment is the place where agents’

actions take place and where the consequences or rewards of actions are received from.

In dynamic search, the environment can be the corpus. Beyond the agent and the

environment, one can identify several other main elements: states, actions, rewards,

policies, a transition function, and value functions [180].

States S is a discrete set of states. In dynamic search, they can be queries [63]

or hidden decision states (Section 3.2.2).

Actions A is a discrete set of actions that an agent can take. For instance, user

actions include query changes, clicks, and reading the returned documents or snippets.

Reward r = R(s, a) is the immediate reward, also known as reinforcement. It

gives the expected immediate reward of taking action a at state s.

Policy π describes the behaviors of an agent. A non-stationary policy is a sequence

of mapping from states to actions. π is usually optimized to decide how to move around

in the state space to optimize the long-term reward
∑∞

t=1 r.

Transition T is the state transition function T (si, a, sj) = P (sj|si, a). It is the

probability of starting in state si, taking action a, and ending in state sj. The sum over

all actions gives the total state transition probability between si and sj T (si, sj) =

P (sj|si), which is similar to the state transition probability in the Hidden Markov

Model (HMM) [15].

Value function and Q-function Given a policy π at time t, a value func-

tion V calculates the expected long-term reward starting from state s inductively:

V ∗π,t(s) = R(s, πt(s)) + γ
∑

s′ T (s, a = πt(s), s
′)V ∗π,t+1(s′), where the initial value

Vπ,t=1(s) = R(s, a = πt=1(s)), s is the current state, s′ is the next state, a = πt(s)

is any valid action for s at t, and γ is a future discount factor. Usually an auxiliary

function, called the Q-function, is used for a pair of (s, a): Q∗(st, a) = R(st, a) +
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Table 3.1: Symbols in the Dual-agent Stochastic Game.
Name Symbol Meanings
State S the four hidden decision states in Figure 3.2
User action Au add, remove and keep query terms
Search engine action Ase increase/decrease/keep term weights, adjust

search techniques, etc
Message from user to search engine Σu clicked and SAT clicked documents
Message from search engine to user Σse top k returned documents
User’s observation Ωu observations that the user makes from the world
Search engine’s observation Ωse observations that the search engine makes from

the world and from the user
User reward Ru relevant information the user gains from reading

the documents
Search engine reward Rse nDCG that the search gains by returning docu-

ments
Belief state B belief states generated from the belief updater

and shared by both agents

γ
∑

a P (st|st+1, a) maxaQ(st+1, a), where R(st, a) is the immediate reward at t and a

is any valid action at t+ 1. Note that V ∗(s) = maxaQ
∗(s, a).

Markov Decision Process (MDP) provides the basics for the Win-Win search

framework. An MDP is composed of agents, states, actions, reward, policy, and tran-

sitions [92]. An agent takes inputs from the environment and outputs actions. The

actions in turn influence the states of the environment. An MDP can be represented

by a tuple < S,A, T,R >.

Q-Learning Reinforcement learning algorithms provide solutions to MDPs [92].

The most influential RL algorithm is Q-learning. Given a Q-function and a starting

state s, the solution can be a greedy policy that at each step takes the action that

maximizes the Q-function: π∗(s) = arg maxa

[
R(s, a)+γ

∑
a T (s, a, s′)Q(s′, a)

]
, where

the base case maximizes R(s1, a).
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Partially Observable MDPs (POMDPs) When states are unknown and can

only be guessed through a probabilistic distribution, an MDP becomes a POMDP

[93]. A POMDP is represented by a tuple < S,A, T, Ω, O,B,R >, where S,A,R are

the same as in MDP. Since the states are unknown, the transition function T models

transitions between beliefs, not transitions between states anymore: T : B×A×B →

[0, 1]. Belief B is the set of beliefs defined over S, which indicates the probability

that an agent is at a state s. It is also known as belief state. Observations Ω is a

discrete set of observations that an agent makes about the states. O is the observation

function which represents a probabilistic distribution for making observation ω given

action a and landing in the next state s′. A major difference between an HMM and

a POMDP is that POMDP considers actions and rewards while HMM does not.

3.2 Win-Win Search Framework

A session can be viewed as a Markov chain of evolving states (Figure 1.1). Every time

a new query is issued, both the user and the search engine transition into a new state.

In our setting, the two agents work together to achieve a win-win goal.

3.2.1 Model Illustration

Figure 3.1 shows the proposed dual-agent SG, which is represented as a tuple <

S,Au, Ase,Σu,Σse,Ωu,Ωse, O,B, T,R >.

S is the decision state set that we will present in Section 3.2.2.

Au, Ase,Σu, and Σse are the actions. We divide the actions into two types: domain-

level actions A, where an agent acts on the world directly and communication-level

actions Σ, also known as messages, which only go between the agents. User actions

Au are mainly query changes [63] while search engine actions Ase are term weighting
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Figure 3.1: Dual-agent Stochastic
Game.

Figure 3.2: States.

schemes and adjustments to search techniques. Both Σu and Σse are sets of relevant

documents that an agent uses to inform the other agent about what they consider as

relevant. (Section 3.2.3)

Ω is the observation that an agent can draw from the world or from the other

agent. O is the observation function that maps states and actions to observations:

O : S ×A→ Ω or O : S ×Σ→ Ω. Note that the actions can be domain-level actions

A or messages Σ, or a combination of both. (Section. 3.2.4)

B is the set of belief states that are shared by both agents. The beliefs are updated

every time an observation happens. There are two types of belief: B•Σ, beliefs before

the messages, and BΣ•, beliefs after the messages. (Section 3.2.5)

The reward function R is defined over B ×A→ R. It is the amount of document

relevance that an agent obtains from the world. Rse is the nDCG score [95] that the

search engine gains for the documents it returns. Ru is the relevance that the user

gains from reading the documents. Our retrieval algorithm jointly optimizes both Ru

and Rse. (Section 3.3)
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Table 3.1 lists the symbols and their meanings in the dual-agent SG. The two

agents share the decision states and beliefs but differ in actions, messages, and policies.

Although they also make different observations, both contribute to the belief updater;

the difference is thus absorbed. As a retrieval model, we only pay attention to the

search engine policy πse : B → A. The following describes their interactions in the

stochastic game:

1. At search iteration t = 0, both agents begin in the same initial state S0.

2. t increases by one: t = t+ 1. The user agent writes a query qt and takes the tth

user agent action atu, which is a query change from the previous query.

3. (*) The search engine agent makes observations Ωse from the world and updates

its before-message-belief-state bt•Σse based on O(St, atu,Ωse).

4. The search engine runs its optimization algorithm and picks the best policy πse,

which maximizes the joint long-term rewards for both agents. Following the

policy, it takes actions atse. This is where the model performs retrieval.

5. Search engine action atse results in a set of documents Dt, which are returned

as message Σt
se sent from the search engine agent to the user agent through the

world.

6. (*) The user agent receives message Σt
se and observes Ωu. If the user would

like to stop the search, the process ends. Otherwise, the user updates the after-

message-belief-state btΣ•u based on O(St,Σt
se,Ωu).

7. Based on the current beliefs, the user agent sends its feedback messages Σt
u to

inform the search engine agent. Σt
u are clicks, some of which are SAT clicks. It

contains a set of documents Dclicked.

8. (*) The search engine agent observes Ωse from the world and updates its after-

message-belief-state btΣ•se based on O(St,Σt
u,Ωse).
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9. The user agent picks a policy πu, which we do not study here, and continues

to send out actions at+1
u in the form of query changes. The world moves into a

new state st+1. t = t+ 1. The process repeats from step 3.

Steps 3, 6, and 8 happen after making an observation from the world or from the

other agent. They then all involve a belief update. In the remainder of this section,

we present the details of states (Section 3.2.2), actions (Section 3.2.3), observation

functions (Section 3.2.4), and belief updates (Section 3.2.5) for Win-Win search.

3.2.2 States

We often observe that the same user behavior in dynamic search may be motivated by

different reasons. For instance, in TREC 2013 Session 2 (Table 1.1), a user searches

for “scooter brands” as q1 and finds that the sixth returned document with the title

“Scooter Brands - The Scooter Review - The Scooter Review” is relevant. The user

clicks this document and reads it for 48 seconds, which we identify as a SAT click

since it lasts more than 30 seconds [64]. Next, the user adds a new term ‘reliable’

into q1 to get q2 =“scooter brands reliable”. We notice that ‘reliable’ does not appear

in any previously retrieved documents D1. It suggests that the user is inspired to

add ‘reliable’ from somewhere else, such as from personal background knowledge or

the information need. In this case, she finds relevant documents from the previously

retrieved documents but still decides to explore other aspects of the search target.

On the contrary, in TREC 2013 Session 9 q1 (Table 1.1), another user searches

for “old US coins” and also finds relevant documents, such as a document about “...

We buy collectible U.S.A. coins for our existing coin collector clients...”. He adds a

new term ‘collecting’ to get the next query q2 “collecting old us coins”. After reducing

the query terms and document terms into their stemmed forms, the added term

‘collecting’ does appear in this document as we can see. It suggests that the user
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selects a term from the retrieval results and hones in on the specifics. In this case, he

finds relevant documents in the previously retrieved documents and decides to exploit

the same sub information need and investigate it more.

We observe that even if both users show the same search behavior, e.g. adding

terms, the reasons vary: one is adding the new search term because the original search

results are not satisfactory, while the other is because the user wants to look into more

specifics. This makes us realize that document relevance and users’ desire to explore

are two independent dimensions in deciding how to form the next query.

Inspired by earlier research on user intent and task types [119, 184] and our own

observations, we propose four hidden decision making states for dynamic search. They

are identified based on two dimensions: 1) “relevant dimension” – whether the user

thinks the returned documents are relevant, and 2) “exploration dimension” – whether

the user would like to explore another subtopic. The two dimensions greatly simplify

the complexity of user modeling in dynamic search. The relatively small number of

discrete states enables us to proceed with POMDP and its optimization at low cost.

The cross-product of the two dimensions results in four states: i) user finds a rel-

evant document from the returned documents and decides to explore the next sub

information need (relevant and exploration, e.g. scooter price → scooter stores), ii)

user finds relevant information and decides to stay in the current sub information

need to look into more relevant information (relevant and exploitation, e.g. hartford

visitors → hartford connecticut tourism), iii) user finds out that the returned doc-

uments are not relevant and decides to stay and try out different expressions for

the same sub information need (non-relevant and exploitation, e.g. philadelphia nyc

travel → philadelphia nyc train), iv) user finds out that documents are not relevant

and decides to give up and move on to another sub information need (non-relevant

and exploration, e.g. distance new york boston → maps.bing.com).
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Figure 3.2 shows the decision state diagram for Win-Win search. The subscriptions

stand for {RT = Relevantexploi Tation, RR = RelevantexploRation, NRT =

NonRelevantexploiTation, NRR = NonRelevantexploRation}. We insert a dummy

starting query q0 before any real query and it always goes to SNRR. The series of search

iterations in a session move in the decision states from one to the next. A sequence

of states can be time-stamped and presented as st = Sm, where t = 1, 2, ..., n and

m = {RT,RR,NRT,NRR}.

3.2.3 Actions

There are two types of actions in the framework, domain-level actions and communications-

level actions.

Domain-Level Actions

The domain-level actions Au and Ase represent the actions directly performed on

the world (document collection) by the user agent and by the search engine agent,

respectively.

The common user actions include writing a query, clicking a document, SAT

clicking a document, reading a snippet, reading a document, changing a query, and

eye-tracking the documents. In this chapter, we only study query changes and clicks

as user actions. However, the framework can be easily adapted for other types of user

actions.

Query changes ∆q [63] consist of added query terms +∆qt = qt\qt−1, removed query

terms −∆qt = qt−1\qt, and theme terms qtheme = LongestCommon Subsequence(qt, qt−1).

For example, in Session 87, given q19=“philadelphia nyc travel” and q20=“philadelphia
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nyc train”, we obtain the following query changes: qtheme = LCS(q19, q20) = “philadel-

phia”, −∆q20 = “travel”, and +∆q20 = “train”. All stopwords and function words are

removed.

The search engine domain-level actions Ase include increasing, decreasing, and

maintaining the term weights, as well as adjusting parameters in one or more search

techniques. We present the details in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

Communications-Level Actions (Messages)

The second type of actions is communication-level actions (messages) Σu and Σse.

They are actions that are only performed between agents.

In our framework, the messages are essentially documents that an agent thinks are

relevant. Σu is the set of documents that the user sends out; we define them as the

clicked documents Dclicked. In TREC 2013 Session, 31% of search iterations contain

SAT clicked documents. 23.9% of sessions contain 1 to 4 SAT clicked documents, and

a few sessions, for instance Sessions 45, 57 and 72, contain around 10 SAT clicked

documents. 88.7% of SAT clicked documents appear in the top ten retrieved results.

Similarly, Σse is the set of documents that the search engine sends out. They are

the top k returned documents (k ranges from 0 to 55 in the TREC setting). They

demonstrate what documents the search engine thinks are the most relevant. In TREC

2013, 2.8% (10) of search iterations return less than ten documents, 90.7% (322) return

exactly 10, 5.1% (18) return 10∼20, and 1.4% (5) return 20∼55 documents.

3.2.4 Observations

Section 3.2.1 illustrates the Win-Win search framework and the interactions between

agents. This section shows how we calculate the observation functions.
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The observation function O(sj, at, ωt), defined as P (ωt|sj, at), is the probability of

observing ωt ∈ Ω when agents take action at and land on state sj. To simplify the

calculation, we assume that the observation of relevance and exploration are inde-

pendent. The first type of observation is related to relevance. In Section 3.2.1 Step

8, after the user sends the message Σu (user clicks) out at Step 7, the search engine

updates its after-message-belief-state bΣ•se based on its observation of user clicks. The

observation function for ‘Relevant’ states is:

O(st = Rel,Σu, ωt = Rel) def
=== P (ωt = Rel|st = Rel,Σu) (3.1)

It can be written as P (ωt=Rel,st=Rel,Σu)
P (st=Rel,Σu)

. By taking P (st = Rel,Σu) as a constant, we

can approximate it by P (ωt = Rel, st = Rel,Σu) = P (st = Rel|ωt = Rel,Σu)P (ωt =

Rel,Σu). Given that user clicks Σu are highly correlated to ωt, we can approximate

P (st = Rel|ωt = Rel,Σu) by P (st = Rel|ωt = Rel). Further, by taking P (Σ) as a

constant, we have

O(st=Rel, Σu, ωt=Rel) ∝ P (st = Rel|ωt = Rel)P (ωt = Rel,Σu)

∝ P (st = Rel|ωt = Rel)P (ωt = Rel|Σu)
(3.2)

Similarly, we have

O(st=Non-Rel, Σu, ωt=Non-Rel)

∝ P (st = Non-Rel|ωt = Non-Rel)P (ωt = Non-Rel|Σu)
(3.3)

as well as O(st=Non-Rel, Σu, ωt=Rel) and O(st=Rel, Σu, ωt=Non-Rel).

Based on whether a SAT Click exists or not, we calculate the probability of the

SG landing at the “Relevant” states or the “Non-Relevant” states (the first dimension

of hidden decision states). A SAT Click means that a user clicked a webpage and

dwelled on that page for more than 30 seconds. In a lot of literature, SAT Clicks are

used to infer that users find relevant content and have spent enough time to examine
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and digest the content. Hence at search iteration t, if the set of previously returned

documents leads to one or more SAT clicks, the current state is likely to be relevant,

otherwise non-relevant. That is to say,

st is likely to be


Relevant if ∃ d ∈ Dt−1 and

d is SATClicked

Non-Relevant otherwise.

Based on this intuition, we calculate P (ωt = Rel|Σu) and P (ωt = Non-Rel|Σu) as:

P (ωt = Rel|Σu) = P (∃ SATClicks ∈ Dt−1
clicked) (3.4)

P (ωt = Non-Rel|Σu) = P (@ SATClicks ∈ Dt−1
clicked) (3.5)

The conditional probability of observations P (st = Rel|ωt = Rel) and P (st =

Non-Rel|ωt = Non-Rel) can be calculated by maximum likelihood estimation. For

instance, P (st = Rel|ω = Rel) = # of observed true relevant
# of observed relevant , where “# of observed true

relevant” is the number of times where the previously returned document set Dt−1

contains at least one SAT click and those SAT clicked documents are indeed relevant

documents in the ground truth. “# of observed relevant” is the number of times where

Dt−1 contains at least one SAT click. The ground truth of whether the SG lands on a

“Relevant” state is generated by documents whose relevance grades ≥ 3 (relevant to

highly relevant). The relevance are judged by assessors from the National Institute of

Standards and Technology (NIST) [96].

The second type of observation is related to exploitation vs. exploration. This

corresponds to a combined observation at Step 3 and the previous Step 6 (Section

3.2.1), where the SG updates the before-message-belief-state b•Σse for a user action au

(query change) and a search engine message Σse=Dt−1, the top returned documents at

the previous iteration. The search engine agent makes observations about exploitation
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vs. exploration (the second dimension of hidden decision states) by:

O(st=Exploitation, au=∆qt, Σse=Dt−1, ωt=Exploitation)

∝ P (st = Exploitation|ωt = Exploitation)

×P (ωt = Exploitation|∆qt, Dt−1)

(3.6)

O(st=Exploration,au=∆qt, Σse=Dt−1, ωt=Exploration)

∝ P (st = Exploration|ωt = Exploration)

×P (ωt = Exploration|∆qt, Dt−1)

(3.7)

The search engine can guess the hidden states based on the following intuition:

st is likely to be



Exploration if (+∆qt 6= ∅ and +∆qt /∈ Dt−1 )

or (+∆qt = ∅ and −∆qt 6= ∅ )

Exploitation if (+∆qt 6= ∅ and +∆qt ∈ Dt−1 )

or (+∆qt = ∅ and −∆qt = ∅ )

The idea is that given that Dt−1 is the message from search engine and au = ∆q

is the message from the user, if added query terms +∆q appear in Dt−1, it is likely

that the user stays at the same sub information need from iteration t − 1 to t for

‘exploitation’. On the other hand, if the added terms +∆q do not appear in Dt−1, it

is likely that the user moves to the next sub information need from iteration t− 1 to

t for ‘exploration’. In addition, if there is no added term (+∆qt is empty) but there

are deleted terms ( −∆qt is not empty), it is likely that the user goes to a broader

topic to explore. If +∆qt and −∆qt are both empty, it means there is no change to

the query, and it is likely to fall into exploitation.

Hence, P (ωt|∆qt, Dt−1) can be calculated as:

P (ωt = Exploration|∆qt, Dt−1) = P (+∆qt 6= ∅ ∧+∆qt /∈ Dt−1)

+P (+∆qt = ∅ ∧ −∆qt 6= ∅)
(3.8)
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P (ωt = Exploitation|∆qt, Dt−1) = P (+∆qt 6= ∅ ∧+∆qt ∈ Dt−1)

+P (+∆qt = ∅ ∧ −∆qt = ∅)
(3.9)

where Dt−1 includes all clicked documents and all snippets that are ranked higher

than the last clicked document at iteration t− 1. User actions au include the current

query changes +∆qt and −∆qt. In fact, P (ωt|∆qt, Dt−1) needs to be calculated for

each specific case. For instance, P (ωt = Exploration|a = ‘delete term’,∆qt, Dt−1) =

# of observed explorations due to deleting terms
# of observed query term deletion . Here we only calculate for the actions with

“deleted terms”. “# of observed explorations” is the number of observed explorations

suggesting that the user is likely to explore another subtopic based on Eq. 3.8, while

“# of observed true explorations” is the number of observed explorations judged

positive by human assessors in a ground truth. The annotations can be found online.1

The conditional probability P (st = Exploitation|ωt = Exploitation) is calculated

as # of observed true exploitations
# of observed exploitations , where “# of observed exploitations” is the number of

observed exploitations suggesting that the user is likely to exploit the same subtopic

(based on Eq. 3.9), and “# of observed true exploitations” is the number of observed

exploitations that are judged positive in the ground truth. P (st = Exploration|ωt =

Exploration) is calculated in a similar way.

3.2.5 Belief Updates

At every search iteration the belief state b is updated twice; once at Step 3, another

time at Step 8. It reflects the interaction and cooperative game between the two

agents.

A belief bt(si) is defined as P (si|at, bt). The initial belief states can be calculated

as: b0(si = Sz) = P (si = Sx)P (si = Sy), where x ∈ {R = Rel,NR = Non-Rel},
1The manual annotations for “exploration” transitions can be found at www.cs.

georgetown.edu/~huiyang/win-win.
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y ∈ {R = exploRation, T = exploiTation}, z is the cross-product of x and y and

z ∈ {RR,RT,NRR,NRT}. In addition, 0 ≤ b(si) ≤ 1 and
∑

si
b(si) = 1.

The belief update function is bt+1(sj) = P (sj|ωt, at, bt) by taking into account new

observations ωt. It is updated from iteration t to iteration t+ 1:

bt+1(sj)
def

==== P (sj |ωt, at, bt)

=
O(sj , at, ωt)

∑
si∈S T (si, at, sj)bt(si)

P (ωt|at, bt)

(3.10)

where si and sj are two states, i, j ∈ {RR,RT,NRR,NRT}. t indexes the search iter-

ations, and O(sj, at, ωt) = P (ωt|sj, at) is calculated based on Section 3.2.4. P (ωt|at, bt)

is the normalization factor to keep
∑

si∈S b(si) = 1. For simplicity of notation, we will

only use a to represent actions from now on. However, it is worth noting that actions

can be both domain-level actions a and messages Σ.

Transition probability T (si, at, sj) is defined as P (sj|si, at, bt). It can be calculated

as T (si, at, sj) =
#Transition(si,at,sj)

#Transition(si,at,s∗)
, where Transition (si, at, sj) is the sum of all transi-

tions that start at state si, take action at, and land at state sj. Transition (si, at, s∗)

is the sum of all transitions that start at state si and land at any state by action at.

Finally, taking O(sj, at, ωt) = P (ωt|sj, at), which also equals to P (ωt|sj, at, bt)

when we consider beliefs, and T (si, at, sj) = P (sj|si, at, bt), the updated belief can be

written as:
bt+1(sj) =

P (ωt|sj , at, bt)
∑

si∈S P (sj |si, at, bt)bt(si)
P (ωt|at, bt)

=
P (ωt|sj , at, bt)

∑
si∈S P (sj |si, at, bt)bt(si)∑

sk∈S P (ωt|sk, at)
∑

si∈S P (sk|si, at)bt(si)

(3.11)

where bt(si) is P (si|at, bt), whose initial value is b0(si).

3.3 Joint Optimization and Retrieval

After every search iteration, we decide the actions for the search engine agent. We

employ Q-learning [93] to find out the optimal action. For all a ∈ Ase, we write
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the search engine’s Q-function, which represents the search engine agent’s long-term

reward, as:

Qse(b, a) = ρ(b, a) + γ
∑
ω∈Ω

P (ω|b, au,Σse)P (ω|b,Σu) max
a

Qse(b
′, a) (3.12)

where the reward for a belief state b is ρ(b, a) =
∑

s∈S b(s)R(s, a). P (ω|b, au,Σse)

corresponds to Eq. 3.8 and Eq. 3.9 and P (ω|b,Σu) corresponds to Eq. 3.4 and Eq.

3.5. b′ is the belief state updated by Eq. 3.11.

In Win-Win search, we take into account both the search engine reward and the

user reward. As in [63], we have Qu calculated as the long-term reward for the user

agent:

Qu(b, au) = R(s, au) + γ
∑

au
T (st|st−1, Dt−1) maxst−1 Qu(st−1, au)

= P (qt|d) + γ
∑

a P (qt|qt−1, Dt−1, a) maxDt−1 P (qt−1|Dt−1)
(3.13)

which recursively calculates the reward starting from q1 and continues with the policy

until qt. P (qt|d) is the current reward that the user gains through reading the doc-

uments. maxDt−1 P (qt−1|Dt−1) is the maximum of the past rewards. The formula

matches well with common search scenarios where the user makes decisions about

their next actions based on the most relevant document(s) they examined in the pre-

vious run of retrieval. Such a document we call maximum rewarding document(s). We

use the document with the largest P (qt−1|dt−1) as the maximum rewarding document.

P (qt−1|dt−1) is calculated as 1−
∏

t∈qt−1
{1− P (t|dt−1)}, where P (t|dt−1) = #(t,dt−1)

|dt−1| ,

#(t, dt−1) is the number of occurrences of term t in document dt−1, and |dt−1| is the

document length.

By optimizing both long-term rewards for the user and for the search engine, we

learn the best policy π and use it to predict the next action for the search engine.

The joint optimization for the dual-agent SG can be represented as:

ase = arg max
a

(
Qse(b, a) +Qu(b, au)

)
(3.14)
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Table 3.2: Dataset Statistics.
TREC 2011 TREC 2012 TREC 2013 TREC 2014

#Sessions 76 98 87 1021
#Search topics 62 48 49 60
#Queries 280 297 442 4226
Avg. session length 3.68 3.03 5.08 4.14
Max session length 11 11 21 16
Avg. #sessions per topic 1.23 2.04 1.78 17.02
#Sessions w/ length <4 47 75 38 466
#Sessions w/ length 4∼10 28 22 42 543
#Sessions w/ length >10 1 1 7 12

where ase ∈ Ase at t = n and n is the number of search iterations in a session, i.e.,

the session length.

In Win-Win search, Ase can include many search engine actions. One type of

actions is adjusting a query’s term weight. Assuming the query is reformulated from

the previous query by adding +∆q or deleting −∆q, that is to say Ase = {increasing,

decreasing, or keeping term weights}, the term weights are increased or decreased by

multiplying a factor. We also use a range of search techniques/algorithms as action

options for the search engine agent. They are reported in Section 3.4. Based on Eq.

3.14, the Win-Win search framework picks the optimal search engine action.

3.4 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed framework on TREC 2011 – 2014 Session Tracks [94, 95, 96,

97]. The TREC Session Track tasks aim to retrieve 2000 relevant documents for the

last query in a session. Session logs, including queries, retrieved URLs, Web page titles,

snippets, clicks, and dwell time were generated by the following process: Search topics

were provided to the user; The user was then asked to create queries and perform
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search using a standard search engine provided by TREC. An example search topic is

“You just learned about the existence of long-term care insurance. You want to know

about it: costs/premiums, companies that offer it, types of policies, ...” (TREC 2013

Session 6). TREC 2011 contains 280 queries in 76 sessions; TREC 2012 contains 297

queries in 98 sessions; TREC 2013 contains 442 queries in 87 sessions; and TREC

2014 contains 4084 queries in 1021 sessions. The dataset statistics are listed in Table

3.2. Note that document relevance is judged based on the whole-session relevance.

TREC 2010 is an earlier year for this Track, and the task is less relevant. For TREC

2013, many relevant documents are not included by pooling from very few submitted

runs. Hence, the ground truth data is not complete.

TREC 2011 and 2012 Session Tracks use the ClueWeb09 CatB corpus, which

contains 50 million English webpages crawled in 2009, while the TREC 2013 and 2014

Session Tracks use the ClueWeb12 CatB corpus, which contains 50 million English

webpages crawled in 2012. Documents with the Waterloo spam scores [36] less than

70 are filtered out. All duplicated documents are removed.

We use the official TREC evaluation metrics in the experiments. They include

nDCG@10, normalized Expected Reciprocal Rank@10 (nERR@10) [29], nDCG, and

Mean Average Precision (MAP) [94].

Here DCG@k =
∑k

i=1
2reli−1
log(1+i)

, where i is the document’s ranking in the retrieval

list, reli is the ith document’s relevance grade, and k is the cutoff value meaning

that the metric assumes that users examine the ranked list from top to bottom and

stop at the kth ranking. Then nDCG@k = DCG@k
IDCG@k

is just the normalized version

of DCG@k, where IDCG@k is the ideal DCG@k score calculated from the ideal

ranked list, where the most relevant documents are retrieved at the highest rankings.

nDCG without parameter k means that the nDCG score is accumulated until the
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last document in the ranked list, which is the 2000th document in this experience

setting.

nERR@k is similar to nDCG@k. Let P (i) denotes the relevance probability of a

document at rank i. Here P (i) = 2reli−1
2max_grade , and max_grade is the maximum possible

relevance grade in the ground truth. The probability that a user doesn’t find the rel-

evant document from document rank 1 to rank p is Pdis_satisfy(p) =
∏p

j=1 (1− P (j)).

Then ERR@k is defined based on the expected probability that the user finds the

relevant document at rank k. ERR@k =
∑k

i=1

P (i)Pdis_satisfy(i−1)

i
. And nERR@k is the

normalized version of ERR@k based on the same ideal ranked list as in nDCG@k.

AP is the average precision of all relevant documents. It is defined as AP =∑
i(Precision(i)∗rel(i))

total # of relevant documents , where rel(i) = 1 if and only if the document at ranking i

is relevant. It is an indicator function. MAP is just the mean AP over all testing

sessions. Note that the nDCG and nERR reported in result tables are also mean

values over all testing sessions.

nDCG@k, nERR@k, and MAP all range from 0 to 1. A ranked list with relevant

documents at higher rankings will have larger nDCG@k, nERR@k, and MAP scores.

Compared to nDCG andMAP , nERR@k is highly sensitive to the ranking of the first

retrieved relevant document. Also, nDCG@k and nERR@k consider a document’s

relevance grade, however, MAP treats all relevant documents as equally important.

3.4.1 Search Accuracy

The ground truth data is provided by TREC. Note that in TREC 2011, the ground

truth data provides subtopic-level relevance judgment. We use a document’s max-

imum subtopic relevance grade as its relevance grade when we calculate nDCG@10

and other metric scores.
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Table 3.3: Search Accuracy on TREC 2011 Session.
(† indicates a statistically significant improvement over Rocchio-CLK at p < 0.05 (t-test,
one-sided)); ∗ indicates a statistically significant improvement over QCM+DUP at p <

0.05 (t-test, one-sided)).
Approach nDCG@10 nDCG MAP nERR@10
Lemur 0.3642 0.2873 0.1202 0.4555
TREC median 0.3407 0.2577 0.1198 0.4155
TREC best 0.4540 0.4118 0.1909 0.5519
PRF 0.3547 0.2753 0.1184 0.4158
Rocchio 0.3681 0.2900 0.1270 0.4338
Rocchio-CLK 0.4126 0.3221 0.1559 0.4980
Rocchio-SAT 0.3921 0.3052 0.1395 0.4781
QCM+DUP 0.4161 0.3118 0.1451 0.4865
QCM SAT 0.4230 0.3175 0.1531 0.4928
Win-Win 0.5252∗† 0.3651∗† 0.1715∗† 0.6272∗†

We compare our system with the following systems: Lemur [108] (language mod-

eling + Dirichlet smoothing), PRF (Pseudo Relevance Feedback in Lemur assuming

the top 20 documents are relevant [23]), Rocchio (relevance feedback that assumes the

top 10 previously retrieved documents are relevant [88]), Rocchio-CLK (implicit rele-

vance feedback that assumes only previous clicked documents are relevant), Rocchio-

SAT (implicit relevance feedback that assumes only previous SAT-clicked documents

are relevant), QCM+DUP (the QCM approach proposed by [63]), and QCM SAT (a

variation of QCM by [211]). QCM+DUP increases theme terms’ weights, decreases

added terms’ weights and decreases removed terms’ weights. The parameters α, β, δ,

γ are set as 2.2, 1.8, 0.4, and 0.92 respectively according to the experiments in [63].

We choose Rocchio-CLK (a state-of-the-art interactive search algorithm) and

QCM+DUP (a state-of-the-art dynamic search algorithm) as two baseline systems

and all other systems are compared to them. TREC median and TREC best scores
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Table 3.4: Search Accuracy on TREC 2012 Session.
(† indicates a statistically significant improvement over Rocchio-CLK at p < 0.05 (t-test,
one-sided)); ∗ indicates a statistically significant improvement over QCM+DUP at p <

0.05 (t-test, one-sided)).
Approach nDCG@10 nDCG MAP nERR@10
Lemur 0.2622 0.2745 0.1342 0.3004
TREC median 0.2344 0.2241 0.1214 0.2831
TREC best 0.3153 0.2613 0.1557 0.3576
PRF 0.2614 0.2634 0.1293 0.2971
Rocchio 0.2489 0.2561 0.1226 0.2924
Rocchio-CLK 0.3439 0.3120 0.1610 0.3832
Rocchio-SAT 0.2864 0.2836 0.1440 0.3265
QCM+DUP 0.3368 0.3052 0.1536 0.3880
QCM SAT 0.3351 0.3047 0.1533 0.3867
Win-Win 0.3631∗† 0.3316∗† 0.1651∗ 0.4222∗†

are also included for reference. Note that TREC best is an aggregation from the best

scores of each individual submitted TREC runs; it is not a single search system. This

also applies to TREC median.

The “Win-Win” run implements six retrieval technologies. They are: (1) increasing

weights of the added terms (+∆q) by a factor of x={1.05, 1.10, 1.15, 1.20, 1.25, 1.5,

1.75 or 2}; (2) decreasing weights of the added terms by a factor of y ={ 0.5, 0.57, 0.67,

0.8, 0.83, 0.87, 0.9 or 0.95}; (3) the term weighting scheme proposed in QCM+DUP

[63]; (4) a PRF (Pseudo Relevance Feedback) algorithm which assumes the top p

retrieved documents are relevant while p ranges from 1 to 20; (5) an ad-hoc variation

of Win-Win, which directly uses the last query in a session to perform retrieval; and (6)

a brute-force variation of Win-Win, which combines all queries in a session, extracts

all unique query terms from them, and weights them equally. Win-Win examines 21
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Table 3.5: Search Accuracy on TREC 2013 Session.
(† indicates a statistically significant improvement over Rocchio-CLK at p < 0.01 (t-test,
one-sided)); ∗ indicates a statistically significant improvement over QCM+DUP at p <

0.01 (t-test, one-sided)).
Approach nDCG@10 nDCG MAP nERR@10
Lemur 0.1043 0.1102 0.0398 0.1409
TREC median 0.1531 0.1357 0.0574 0.2049
TREC best 0.1706 0.2445 0.1008 0.2259
PRF 0.0764 0.0971 0.0339 0.1045
Rocchio 0.0783 0.1000 0.0348 0.1130
Rocchio-CLK 0.1161 0.1253 0.0430 0.1697
Rocchio-SAT 0.1002 0.1100 0.0409 0.1311
QCM+DUP 0.1555† 0.1380† 0.0568† 0.2229†
QCM SAT 0.1440† 0.1212 0.0494 0.2111†
Win-Win 0.2137∗† 0.1639∗† 0.0632∗† 0.3147∗†

search engine action options in total to find out the optimal action that maximizes

the joint long-term reward Qse(b, a) +Qu(b, au) for both agents.

Tables 3.3 to 3.6 show the search accuracy of all systems for TREC 2011 to

2014 Session Tracks. We notice that in TREC 2011 (Table 3.3), Win-Win search

outperforms all other systems. It statistically significantly outperforms Rocchio-CLK

by 27.3% and QCM+DUP by 26.2% in terms of nDCG@10 scores. The trends for

other evaluation metrics are similar to those for nDCG@10. In TREC 2012 (Table 3.4),

Win-Win search is also the best system among all systems. It statistically significantly

outperforms Rocchio-CLK by 5.6% and QCM+DUP by 7.8% and Lemur by 38.5% in

nDCG@10. In TREC 2013 (Table 3.5), Win-Win also outperforms the other systems

and achieves a statistically significant 37.4% improvement of nDCG@10 compared

to QCM+DUP. In TREC 2014 (Table 3.6), the observations are similar to the other
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Table 3.6: Search Accuracy on TREC 2014 Session.
(† indicates a statistically significant improvement over Rocchio-CLK at p < 0.01 (t-test,
one-sided)); ∗ indicates a statistically significant improvement over QCM+DUP at p <

0.01 (t-test, one-sided)).
Approach nDCG@10 nDCG MAP nERR@10
Lemur 0.2169 0.1837 0.0227 0.2730
TREC median 0.1881 0.1620 0.0261 0.2183
TREC best 0.2482 0.2218 0.0366 0.3187
PRF 0.2310 0.1890 0.0249 0.2880
Rocchio 0.2351 0.1925 0.0248 0.2968
Rocchio-CLK 0.2407 0.1960 0.0248 0.3128
Rocchio-SAT 0.2051 0.1749 0.0230 0.2546
QCM+DUP 0.2422 0.1881 0.0254 0.3112
QCM SAT 0.2419 0.1884 0.0254 0.3116
Win-Win 0.3076∗† 0.2339∗† 0.0282 0.3916∗†

years’. Win-Win’s consistently high performance across all datasets suggests that our

approach is highly effective.

We think Win-Win’s high effectiveness is due to its reward mechanism which

allows it to choose different optimal search strategies for different search sessions.

Table 3.7 summarizes the search technologies picked by Win-Win in datasets for four

years.

When not considering TREC 2013, systems perform best in TREC 2011, followed

by TREC 2012 and TREC 2014. The differences may be caused by the difficulty

levels of each year’s search sessions. TREC Session Tracks’ sessions have four different

TREC session types, which were created along two aspects: search target (factual

or intellectual) and goal quality (specific or amorphous). Suggested by [119], the

difficulty levels of the session types usually are FactualSpecific < IntellectualSpecific <

FactualAmorphous < IntellectualAmorphous. In TREC 2011, most search sessions are
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factual specific sessions. In TREC 2012, 43 search sessions (43.9%) are factual specific,

12 sessions (12.2%) are intellectual specific, 20 (20.4%) are factual amorphous, and

23 (23.5%) are intellectual amorphous. TREC 2012 contains more difficult search

sessions than TREC 2011. TREC 2014 is the most difficult dataset among these four

datasets. It contains 21 (21%) factual specific sessions, 30 (30%) intellectual specific

sessions, 27 (27%) factual amorphous sessions, and 22 (22%) intellectual amorphous

sessions.

TREC 2013 is roughly the same difficulty as TREC 2012. It contains 48 (55.2%)

factual specific sessions, 14 (16.1%) intellectual specific sessions, 12 (13.8%) factual

amorphous sessions, and 13 (14.9%) intellectual amorphous sessions. However, sys-

tems’ performances in TREC 2013 are the worst. This may be because, for TREC

2013, we only indexed ClueWeb12 CatB. After spam reduction, many relevant CatA

documents are not included in the CatB collection. TREC 2014 reuses topics from

TREC 2012 and 2013 with more comprehensive ground truth data. The fact that

these systems’ performances in TREC 2014 are closer to their performances in TREC

2012 than in TREC 2013 also indicates that the poor performances in TREC 2013 are

due to the lack of relevant documents in the corpus rather than due to task difficulty

or other factors.

3.4.2 Immediate Search Accuracy

TREC Session tasks request retrieval results for the last query in a session. Theoret-

ically, however, Win-Win search can optimize at every search iteration throughout a

session. We hence compare our approach (the Win-Win run) with the top returned

documents provided by TREC (the Original run) in terms of immediate search accu-

racy. We define immediate search accuracy at i as an evaluation score that measures
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Table 3.7: Number of Selections of Each Search Technology by Win-Win,
TREC 2011–2014.

Increase
weights

Decrease
weights

QCM+DUP PRF Ad-hoc All Queries

TREC 2011 11 7 46 11 0 1
TREC 2012 19 10 59 10 0 0
TREC 2013 11 10 53 12 1 0
TREC 2014 15 7 55 10 1 12

search accuracy at search iteration i. The evaluation scores used are nDCG@10 and

nERR@10.

We report the averaged immediate search accuracy for all sessions. It is worth

noting that session lengths vary. To average across sessions with different lengths, we

make all sessions equal to the maximum session length in a dataset. TREC 2011 –

2014 Sessions have different maximum session lengths; they are 11 in TREC 2011

and 2012, 21 in TREC 2013 and 8 in TREC 2014. When a session is shorter than

the maximum session length, we use the retrieval results from its own last iteration

as the retrieval results for iterations beyond its own last iteration. In addition, since

TREC did not provide any retrieval results for the last query, the Original runs has

no value at the last iteration.

Figures 3.3 to 3.6 plot the immediate search accuracy for TREC 2011 – 2014

Session Tracks averaged over all sessions. We observe that Win-Win search’s imme-

diate nDCG@10 is statistically significantly better than the Original run’s immediate

nDCG@10 at almost every iteration. In the worst case, the first iteration of TREC

2012, the nDCG@10 scores for the Win-Win run and the Original run are still roughly

the same. For nERR@10, in TREC 2011 and 2012, the Win-Win run outperforms
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Figure 3.3: TREC 2011 Immediate
Search Accuracy.

Figure 3.4: TREC 2012 Immediate
Search Accuracy.

the Original run starting from the second iteration, while in TREC 2013 and 2014,

it outperforms the Original run in every iteration. At the last iteration, Win-Win

outperforms Original by a statistically significant 66.3% in nDCG@10 (p-value<.05,

one-sided t-test) in TREC 2011, 57.6% in TREC 2012, 253% in TREC 2013, and

56.1% in TREC 2014.

Another interesting finding is that Win-Win search’s immediate search accuracy

increases while the number of search iterations increases. In Figure 3.3, the nDCG@10

starts at 0.3860 at the first iteration and increases dramatically 36.1% to 0.5252 at

the last iteration. We observe similar trends in Figures 3.4 to 3.6. This suggests that

by involving more search iterations, i.e., learning from more interactions between the

user and the search engine, Win-Win is able to monotonically improve its search

accuracy.
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Figure 3.5: TREC 2013 Immediate
Search Accuracy.

Figure 3.6: TREC 2014 Immediate
Search Accuracy.

3.4.3 State Transitions

This experiment investigates how legitimate the proposed states are in presenting the

hidden mental states of users.

First, we use examples to demonstrate the state transitions in sessions. Session 87

(Table 1.1) is a long session with 21 queries. The chain of decision states identified for

this session based on techniques presented in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.4 is: SNRR(q1=best

us destination) → SRT (q2=distance new york boston) → SNRT → SNRR → SNRR →

SRR → SRR → SNRR → SRT → SRT → SRR(q11=boston tourism) → SNRR(q12=nyc

tourism) → SNRR(q13=philadelphia nyc distance) → SNRR → SRT → SNRR → SRR

→ SNRT → SNRT (q19=philadelphia nyc travel) → SNRT (q20=philadelphia nyc train)

→ SNRT (q21 =philadelphia nyc bus). The states correctly suggest that the user is in

the exploration states (RR, NRR, NRR) from q11 to q13, while s/he keeps changing

queries to explore from city to city (Boston, New York City, and Philadelphia). The

user eventually finds the cities, Philadelphia and NYC, that fulfill the information
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Figure 3.7: Long Sessions (Length >= 4).
Transition probabilities are listed with actions: Add (A), Remove (R), and Keep (K).

Figure 3.8: Factual and Specific Ses-
sions.

Figure 3.9: Factual and Amorphous
Sessions.

need – “best US destinations within a 150-mile radius”. During the last 3 queries, the

user exploits the current subtopic (Philadelphia and NYC) to find out more specifics

on transportation (travel, train, bus). The system correctly recognizes the last three

states as exploitation states (NRT, NRT, NRT). This example suggests that the

proposed states are able to reflect the real user decision states quite accurately.
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Figure 3.10: Intellectual and Specific
Sessions.

Figure 3.11: Intellectual and Amor-
phous Sessions.

Second, we examine state transition patterns in long sessions since they contain

enough transitions to study. Figure 3.7 plots state probabilities, state transition prob-

abilities, and that under different user actions for long sessions (sessions with 4 or more

queries). The data are combined from both TREC 2012 and 2013 Session Tracks. We

notice that NRR (non-relevant and exploration) is the most common state (42.4%).

This reflects that a user may spend a long time to explore while receiving non-relevant

documents. On the contrary, the RR state (relevant and exploration) is the least

common state (11.3%). Moreover, we see that state transitions are not uniformly

distributed. For instance, the transition from NRT to both relevant states (RT and

RR) are very rare (in total 5.65%). In addition, we notice that actions are related to

state transition probabilities. 90.8% of transitions are generated by adding terms and

among all the transitions with removed terms, 84.8% of them lead to exploitation

states (RT or NRT).

Third, we find that state probability distribution and state probability transitions

differ among different session types. We plot the state probabilities and transition
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probabilities in Figures 3.8 to 3.11 for four different TREC session types. An inter-

esting finding is that as the session difficulty level increases, the transition probability

from state NRT (non-relevant and exploitation) to state RT (relevant and exploita-

tion) becomes lower: FactualSpecific (0.25), IntellectualSpecific (0.2), FactualAmor-

phous (0.12), IntellectualAmorphous(0.1). This suggests that the harder the task is,

the greater the necessity to explore rather than to exploit, when the user is not satis-

fied with the current retrieval results. In addition, we observe that Intellectual sessions

(Figures 3.10 and 3.11) have a larger probability, 0.1548, to be in the RR (relevant

and exploration) state than the other session types (on average 0.1018).

3.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents a novel dynamic search framework, Win-Win search, that uses a

dual-agent stochastic game to model the interactions between user and search engine.

With a careful design of states, actions, and observations, the new framework is able

to perform efficient optimization over a finite discrete set of options. The experiments

on TREC Session 2011 – 2014 datasets show that the proposed framework is highly

effective for dynamic search.

Dynamic search is a complex IR task. The complexity comes from the involvement

of many more factors other than just terms, queries and documents in most existing

retrieval algorithms. The factors include query reformulations, clicks, time spent to

examine the documents, personalization, query intent, feedback, etc. Most existing

work on sessions and task-based search focuses on diving into one aspect. Through

significantly simplifying the factors, we realize the integration of all the factors in

a unified framework. For example, we simplify users’ decision states into only four
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states, and discretize user actions and search engine actions into a finite number of

options. Such simplification is necessary for creating practical search systems.

This chapter views the search engine as an autonomous agent, that works together

with the user, another autonomous agent, to collaborate on a shared task – fulfilling

the information need. This view assumes that the search engine is more like a “deci-

sion engine”. Dynamic search can be imagined as two agents exploring in a world full

of information, searching for the goal in a trial-and-error manner. Here we assume a

cooperative game between the two agents. However, as we mentioned in the intro-

duction, the search engine agent can of course choose a different goal. It will be very

interesting to see how to still satisfy the user to achieve win-win. We hope our work

calls for future adventures in the fields of POMDPs in IR and game theory in IR.
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Chapter 4

Design Choices of Using Partially Observable Markov Decision

Processes in Dynamic Search

In Chapter 1, we suggest that Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes

(POMDPs) are the most suitable frameworks for dynamic search among the Markov

models. Among all parameters of a POMDP, States, Actions, and Rewards are three

basic elements. All the other parameters can be easily set up once States, Actions

and Rewards are defined. Although definitions of the three elements are very flexible,

some principles must be followed to design a robust POMDP model: 1) States should

reflect the dynamic changes in the environment during the whole process; 2) Actions

must result in changes in the environment state; 3) Rewards can guide the agent to

act towards a long-term goal as effectively and efficiently as possible.

Win-Win search shows one option of designing states, actions, and rewards for

using POMDPs in dynamic search. However, it is not the only option. In this chapter,

we evaluate different designs for States, Actions, and Rewards from related work. We

strive to answer the research question – what are the best design options to model

dynamic search using POMDPs. We use search effectiveness and search efficiency as

two evaluation aspects to help select the best design under different circumstances.

However, there are only a few existing approaches that use POMDP to study IR

problems at the time when this work is published. We hence expand the targeted

group of approaches to a wider range of methods, including MDP [63], exploratory

online learning [77] and decision theories [174], to study how they define the three
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major components for dynamic search. Therefore, not all methods studied in this

chapter are based on POMDP, but they all share the idea of using states, actions,

and rewards. We would like to find out the promising designs of those elements for

dynamic search.

In the remainder of this chapter, we lay out available options for states, actions,

and rewards in using POMDPs for dynamic search in Section 4.1. We then experiment

on combinations of various options over the TREC Session Track 2011 – 2014 datasets

[94, 95, 96, 97] and report the findings on the impacts of various settings in terms

of search accuracy and efficiency in Section 4.2. Finally, we conclude this chapter

in Section 4.3 and give our design recommendations for using POMDPs in dynamic

search.

The content in this chapter is from our publications in Information Retrieval

Journal 2017 [202] and European Conference on Information Retrieval 2015 [132].

4.1 Design Choices in POMDPs

In this section, we summarize the existing research work to enumerate the available

design choices for a POMDP model in the context of dynamic search. These choices

are discussed in three categories: states, actions, and rewards. Some of the existing

work mentioned in this section is not based on POMDP. However, it all shares the

idea of using states, actions, and rewards. Hence they are still valuable to this study.

4.1.1 States

State definition is essential in modeling dynamic search by a POMDP. As we can

see, related research in similar tasks has proposed a variety of state definitions. They
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include queries [63, 77], document relevance [87, 212], and relevance vs. exploration

decision making states as in Win-Win search. We group them into two categories:

• (S1) Fixed number of states. One tractable way to characterize the search

status is using a fixed number of predefined states. For instance, Zhang et al.

[212] used a binary relevance state, “relevant” or “irrelevant”. Also we defined a

set of four hidden states about document relevance and user search status: Rele-

vant exploRation (RR), Relevant exploiTation (RT), NonRelevant exploRation

(NRR), and NonRelevant exploiTation (NRT) in Win-Win search. Intuitively,

such design over states leads to less expensive computational costs due to the

small size of state space.

• (S2) Varying number of states. Another way to characterize the search

status is employing a state space of varying size through the session or even

an infinite state space. For instance, both Hofmann et al. [77] and Guan et al.

[63] modeled queries as states, where the number of states changes according

to the number of queries in a session. Jin et al. [87] used the true document

relevance distribution as the hidden state. This abstract state space also leads

to a varying number of real numbered values forming an infinite state space.

The large differences in design options for states suggest that state definition could

be an art. Under the POMDP framework, researchers can design the states flexibly

and creatively to fit into their problems. Some state definitions come from natural

observations, e.g., the queries. Others are rather abstract, e.g., the relevance score

space.

However, there are some general design guidelines shared by existing approaches.

The state definitions are similar to each other because they all try to model the

status of information need satisfaction at a certain point of time: right after the
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user has formulated the current query and before the search engine starts to retrieve

documents. Therefore, all state definitions can be unified as an abstract definition of

current estimation of search status by the search engine. A particular state definition

remains an art, though.

4.1.2 Actions

The user and the search engine are two autonomous agents in a session. For dynamic

search, typical user actions include: Add query terms; Remove query terms; Keep

query terms; Click on documents; and SAT click on documents. Typical search engine

actions include: increase/decrease/keep term weights; switch on or switch off query

expansion; adjust the number of top documents used in Pseudo Relevance Feedback

and consider the ranked list itself as actions. Here we focus on the search engine

actions. Existing search engine actions in related work are grouped into:

• (A1) Technology Selection. Actions can be defined at a meta level. In other

words, the decision at each search iteration is to make choice among multiple

search methods, which we call “search technology”. A search technology could be

query expansion, pseudo relevance feedback, spam detection, duplicate detec-

tion, etc. An action in this category is to select one within a set of technology

given in advance, or to adjust the parameters of a technology. For instance, a

parameter that is selected in that approach is the number of top retrieved doc-

uments to be included in PRF. Win-Win search is one example of “technology

selection” approaches.

• (A2) Term Weight Adjustment. Another idea to model search engine

actions focuses on term weight adjustments. This group of actions enables the

search engine to directly adjust individual terms’ weights. Typical weighting
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schemes include increasing term weights, decreasing term weights, or keeping

term weights unchanged. QCM+DUP [63] falls into this category.

• (A3) Portfolio One straightforward way to model actions is treating the entire

ranked list of documents, which is named as portfolio in Jin et al. [87], as an

action. The phrase, “ranked list”, tends to consider each document as an indi-

vidual item. By contrast, the term, “portfolio”, considers all the ranked doc-

uments as a whole, so we use this term here. Under such a design, taking an

action implies an exhaustive comparison on different portfolios (document lists).

The enumeration over all the portfolios often makes the computation infeasible.

A more realistic way is to perform the comparison on a sample of some possible

portfolios.

It is worth noting that action definitions may affect the search efficiency. The above

three action options differ in computational complexity. The efficiency of Technology

Selection depends on how many technology candidates are included and how efficient

each of them is. Term Weight Adjustment requires certain calculations to decide

how much weight to adjust. Portfolio could be computationally demanding because

it requires a comparison across permutations over all possible rankings. Sampling

techniques are thus used as a remedy. For instance, Jin et al. [87] applied Monte

Carlo sampling [72] to reduce the computational complexity and approximated the

solution in polynomial time. Therefore, we could say that Actions are essentially your

search algorithm.

4.1.3 Rewards

In this section, we will discuss how to select among different action candidates based

on Rewards. The reward R, which can be viewed as the loss function or risk function
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in supervised learning, provides the optimization objective to guide the POMDP

throughout the entire dynamic process. As a task of document retrieval, the goal of

dynamic search is related to document relevance. This is a basis to set up a long-term

reward for dynamic search.

Existing approaches have employed nDCG [80] or user clicks as their reward func-

tions. The former assesses document relevance explicitly. The latter gives implicit

evaluations on relevance. Therefore, we design two categories of rewards as follows.

• (R1) Explicit Feedback. This kind of rewards is generated from relevance

assessments given by the user directly. Such rewards need annotation informa-

tion on documents from users or experts explicitly. For instance, both Jin et al.

[87] and the Win-Win search defined rewards using nDCG, which measures the

document relevance for a ranked document list.

• (R2) Implicit Feedback. On the contrary, this kind of rewards is calculated

from the interaction data, such as dwell time on a document, between the user

and the search engine. In this case, no explicit annotation is needed. As an

example, Hofmann et al. [77] used clicks as the rewards in their reinforcement

learning style online algorithm.

In the original POMDP, it is necessary to calculate the expectation of accumulated

discounted future rewards in order to make an optimal decision at the current itera-

tion. However, when employing POMDP in dynamic search, it is usually difficult to

know an accurate reward function in advance. To handle this, we can use the rewards

obtained from previous iterations in the same search session or utilize the histor-

ical query log to estimate future rewards. Guan et al. [63] has successfully used past

rewards to calculate the long-term reward. They claimed that this backwards model

better represents user behaviors in dynamic search. However, using future rewards
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is also possible as long as we can estimate it from some other search sessions in the

query logs.

4.1.4 Combinations of options

We summarize existing research work (Section 4.1) using a State/Action/Reward

design schema. Here we show two options for states, three for actions, and two for

reward, which result in a total of 2×3×2 = 12 combinations. For example, the Win-

Win search uses a combination of S1A1R1, which means “Fixed number of states”,

“Technology Selection” as the actions, and “Explicit Feedback” as the reward. Section

4.2 examines the design options and reports the findings on their search accuracy and

efficiency.

4.2 Experiments

We again use the TREC Session Tracks as the experiment datasets to evaluate the

effectiveness and efficiency of these design choices.

4.2.1 Systems under comparison

Among the 12 combinations, S1A2R2, S1A3R1, S2A1R2, S2A2R2, and S2A3R2 are not

discussed in this chapter because we have not yet found a realistic way to implement

them. We evaluate the remaining seven choices. For S2A1R1, we implement two ver-

sions of it. The first is UCAIR, a re-implementation of Shen et al.’s work [174]. How-

ever, this system has only one action. To have a fair comparison with other systems,

we create another S2A1R1 system to include more actions. In total, we implement

eight POMDP systems:
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• Win-Win It is the exact Win-Win search presented in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.

Its configuration is “S1 Fixed number of states” + “A1 Technology Selection” +

“R1 Explicit Feedback”.

• S1A1R2 This is a variation of Win-Win. Its configuration is “S1 Fixed number

of states” + “A1 Technology Selection” + “R2 Implicit Feedback”. Unlike Win-

Win, its rewards are SAT Clicks.

• S1A2R1 This system’s configuration is “S1 Fixed number of states” + “A2 Term

Weight Adjustment” + “R1 Explicit Feedback”. Specifically, the states in this

approach are “Exploitation” and “Exploration”. The term weights are adjusted

similarly to QCM+DUP in Chapter 3 Section 3.4 [63]. For example, if the user

is currently under “Exploitation” and adds terms to the current query, we let

the search engine take an action to increase the weights for the added terms by

a factor α, which is empirically set to 1.05.

• S1A3R2 This system’s configuration is “S1 Fixed number of states” + “A3 Port-

folio” + “R2 Implicit Feedback”. It contains a single state, which is the current

query. It uses the last query in a session to retrieve the top X documents as

in Zhai and Lafferty [209] and then re-ranks them to boost the ranks of the

SAT Clicked documents. The actions are portfolios, i.e., all possible rankings

for the X documents. For each ranked list Di, the system calculates a reward

and selects the ranked list with the highest reward. The reward function is

Reward(Di) =
∑

d∈∩Di

Reld,LM+Reld,LOCAL

log2(1+Rankd)
, where Reld,LM is document d’s rele-

vance score calculated as in [209]. Reld,LOCAL is the relevance assessment score

decided by SAT Clicks: if document d is a SAT Clicked document in the ses-

sion, then Reld,LOCAL = 2; otherwise 0. Rankd is d’s rank in Di. Reward(Di)

suggests that if a document is SAT Clicked at the early part of a session, its
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rank in the final ranked list should be boosted. The number of actions, i.e. the

number of possible ranked lists, is X!, which is computationally demanding.

Due to efficiency concerns, we generate the optimal re-ranked list by a greedy

algorithm, which first sorts documents by Reld,LM + Reld,LOCAL in descending

order and then adds them one by one to the final ranked list. As a result, the

number of actions is dramatically reduced to one.

• UCAIR This is a re-implementation of Shen et al.’s work [174]. Its configu-

ration is “S2 Varying number of states” + “A1 Technology Selection” + “R1

Explicit Feedback”. Every query is a state. Query expansion and re-ranking are

the two search technologies. In UCAIR, if a previous query term occurs fre-

quently in the current query’s search results (e.g. more than five out of the top

K retrieved documents), the term is added to the current query. The expanded

query is then used for retrieval. After that, there is a re-ranking phase, where

each SAT Click’s snippet in a vector vi and the current query in another vector

q are merged by v = αq+(1−α)1
c

∑c
i=1 vi, where c is the number of SAT Clicks.

A similarity score between v and the top K retrieval results are calculated by

cosine similarity, based on which the documents are re-ranked.

• QCM+DUP This is the QCM+DUP [63] in Chapter 3 Section 3.4. Its config-

uration is “S2 Varying number of states”+ “A2 Term Weight Adjustment” + “R1

Explicit Feedback”. In QCM+DUP, every query is a state. The search engine

actions are term weight adjustments.

• S2A1R1 This system’s configuration is “S2 Varying number of states”+ “A1

Technology Selection” + “R1 Explicit Feedback”. It is built on the basis of

QCM+DUP. Its search engine actions are two: QCM+DUP with or without
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spam detection. The spam detection is done by using Waterloo’s spam scores.

The rest settings are the same as in QCM+DUP.

• IES This is a re-implementation of Jin et al.’s work [87]. Its configuration

is “S2 Varying number of states” + “A3 Portfolio” + “R1 Explicit Feedback”.

This system uses the top K documents as pseudo relevance feedback to re-rank

the retrieved documents. It assumes each document’s true relevance score is a

random variable following a multi-variable normal distribution N (~θ,Σ). ~θ is the

mean vector and is set as the relevance score calculated directly by the Lan-

guage Modeling (LM) retrieval algorithm [209]. The Σ is approximated using

document cosine similarity. In IES, every possible ranked list is a search engine

action. The action space is as big as O(XK) if we re-rank the top K documents

within the retrieved X documents. In order to reduce the computation cost, IES

does not try all the possible document lists, instead, the re-ranked document list

is formed by selecting documents with maximal value scores repeatedly from the

X retrieved documents in a greedy way. Then the remaining X −K documents

are sorted following the traditional IR scores. This is called “Sequential Ranking

Decision” in Jin et al. [87]. Moreover, IES employs Monte Carlo Sampling to

numerically calculate the integral in its Bellman equation. In our implementa-

tion, we set Z = 3, X = 2000 and K = 10, where Z is the sample size in Monte

Carlo Sampling.

4.2.2 Search Accuracy

Table 4.1 shows the search accuracy of the above systems using TREC’s effectiveness

metrics for all datasets.
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Table 4.1: Search Accuracy on TREC 2011 to TREC 2014 Session Tracks.
(Win-Win and S2A1R1 are the best systems each year).

Approach (2011) nDCG@10 nDCG MAP nERR@10
S1A2R1 0.3655 0.2881 0.1207 0.4559
S1A1R2 0.3728 0.2942 0.1240 0.4469
S1A3R2 0.3835 0.2947 0.1239 0.5083
IES 0.3984 0.3233 0.1565 0.4507
UCAIR 0.4098 0.3143 0.1435 0.4887
QCM+DUP 0.4161 0.3118 0.1451 0.4865
S2A1R1 0.4358 0.3564 0.1687 0.5062
Win-Win 0.5252 0.3651 0.1715 0.6272
Approach (2012) nDCG@10 nDCG MAP nERR@10
S1A2R1 0.2675 0.2755 0.1348 0.3054
S1A1R2 0.2786 0.2813 0.1331 0.3174
S1A3R2 0.2757 0.2790 0.1357 0.3277
IES 0.2837 0.2925 0.1493 0.3160
UCAIR 0.3081 0.2959 0.1511 0.3585
QCM+DUP 0.3368 0.3052 0.1536 0.3880
S2A1R1 0.3386 0.3310 0.1622 0.3835
Win-Win 0.3631 0.3316 0.1651 0.4222
Approach (2013) nDCG@10 nDCG MAP nERR@10
S1A2R1 0.1012 0.1089 0.0398 0.1339
S1A1R2 0.1313 0.1292 0.0439 0.1994
S1A3R2 0.1129 0.1157 0.0428 0.1593
IES 0.1397 0.1453 0.0568 0.1767
UCAIR 0.1343 0.1314 0.0496 0.1967
QCM+DUP 0.1555 0.1380 0.0568 0.2229
S2A1R1 0.1813 0.1512 0.0567 0.2667
Win-Win 0.2137 0.1639 0.0632 0.3147
Approach (2014) nDCG@10 nDCG MAP nERR@10
S1A2R1 0.2158 0.1831 0.0227 0.2741
S1A1R2 0.2235 0.2122 0.0256 0.2899
S1A3R2 0.2152 0.1795 0.0232 0.2768
IES 0.2168 0.2002 0.0247 0.2659
UCAIR 0.2398 0.1933 0.0251 0.3202
QCM+DUP 0.2422 0.1881 0.0254 0.3112
S2A1R1 0.2618 0.2086 0.0253 0.3358
Win-Win 0.3076 0.2339 0.0282 0.3916

As we can see, Win-Win outperforms all the other systems in all datasets. We

already know that Win-Win is significantly better than QCM+DUP in TREC Ses-
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sion Track datasets from Chapter 3. Here we notice another system S2A1R1, which

also uses technology selection, achieves significant improvements over QCM+DUP in

TREC 2011, 2013, and 2014 too. It achieves 4.7%, 16.6%, and 8.1% improvements of

nDCG@10 scores in TREC 2011, 2013, and 2014 respectively. These improvements

are statistically significant (p < 0.05, t-test, one-sided). It also achieves a higher

nDCG@10 score than QCM+DUP in TREC 2012. However, this improvement is not

statistically significant.

It suggests that “A1 Technology Selection”, the meta-level search engine action,

is superior to a single search technology, for example, term weight adjustment in

QCM+DUP. Moreover, Win-Win performs even better than S2A1R1, where the

former uses more search technologies than the latter. We therefore suggest that using

more alternative search technologies can be very beneficial to dynamic search.

4.2.3 Search Efficiency

In this section, we report the efficiency of these systems using a hardware support of

4 CPU cores (2.70 GHz), 32 GB Memory, and 22 TB NAS. Table 4.2 presents the

wall clock running time, CPU cycles, as well as the Big O notation for each system.

Small values of wall clock and CPU cycles mean the system is fast. The numbers are

written in scientific notation.

All approaches, except IES, are able to finish within one day. Moreover, the exper-

iment shows that S1A3R2, S1A2R1, UCAIR, QCM+DUP, and S2A1R1 are quite effi-

cient and finished within 2.5 hours. Win-Win and S1A1R2 also show moderate effi-

ciency and finished within nine hours.

IES is the slowest system, which took 28 hours to finish in the worst case. We

investigate the reasons behind its slowness. Based on Algorithm 1 in IES [87], the

system first retrieves X documents using a standard document retrieval algorithm
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Table 4.2: Efficiency on TREC 2011 – 2014 Session Tracks.
O(L) is the time complexity of conducting a Language Modeling retrieval [209]. l is

the number of alternative actions. K is the top K ranks. O(X) is the time
complexity of re-ranking X documents. Z is the sample size of feedback documents.

TREC 2011 TREC 2012 TREC 2013 TREC 2014
Approach Wall

Clock
CPU
Cycle

Wall
Clock

CPU
Cycle

Wall
Clock

CPU
Cycle

Wall
Clock

CPU
Cycle

BigO

S1A2R1 1.8E3s 4.8E12 1.1E3s 3.0E12 3.7E2s 1.0E12 1.9E2s 5.2E11 O(L)
S1A1R2 2.1E4s 5.7E13 3.2E4s 8.6E13 1.8E4s 4.8E13 5.5E3s 1.5E13 O(lL)
S1A3R2 1.5E3s 4.0E12 8.0E2s 2.2E12 3.1E2s 8.4E11 1.3E2s 3.5E11 O(L+X)
IES 4.4E4s 1.2E14 9.7E4s 2.6E14 8.0E4s 2.2E14 1.0E5s 2.8E14 O(L+KZX3)
UCAIR 2.8E3s 7.4E12 1.8E3s 4.8E12 7.5E2s 2.0E12 8.7E2s 2.3E12 O(L)
QCM+DUP 4.6E3s 1.3E13 5.6E3s 1.5E13 1.5E3s 3.9E12 1.2E3s 3.4E12 O(L)
S2A1R1 1.0E4s 2.8E13 6.6E3s 1.8E13 8.6E3s 2.3E13 3.1E3s 8.3E12 O(lL)
Win-Win 2.0E4s 5.5E13 2.5E4s 6.8E13 9.4E3s 2.5E13 5.3E3s 1.4E13 O(lL)

[209], then the algorithm has three nested loops to generate the top K results by

re-ranking. The first loop enumerates each rank position and its time complexity is

O(K). The second loop iterates over each retrieved document, thus its time com-

plexity is O(X). Inside the second loop, it first samples Z documents from the top K

documents, then runs the third loop. The third loop enumerates each sample and has

a time complexity of O(Z). Inside the third loop, there is a matrix multiplication cal-

culation for every retrieved document, which alone contributes to a time complexity

of O(X2). Therefore, IES’s total time complexity is O(KZX3), which makes IES

computationally demanding.

We also look into the time complexity of other systems and present their Big

O notations in Table 4.2. We notice that QCM+DUP, UCAIR, and S1A2R1 only

perform one document retrieval, hence their time complexity is O(L). S1A1R2, Win-

Win and S2A1R1 conduct l document retrievals, hence their time complexity is O(lL).
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Figure 4.1: Efficiency vs. Number of Actions on TREC Session Track 2011
– 2014.

S1A3R2 performs one document retrieval and one document re-ranking, hence its time

complexity is O(L+X). Their time complexities range from linear, e.g. O(L) or O(X),

to quadratic, e.g. O(lL), which suggests that these systems are efficient.

We see an interesting association between efficiency and the number of actions

used in a system. Figure 4.1 shows that in TREC 2011 – 2014, the systems’ running

time increases monotonically as the number of actions increases. This suggests that
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Figure 4.2: Accuracy vs. Efficiency on TREC Session Track 2011 – 2014.

besides time complexity, the number of actions used in POMDP is another important

factor in deciding its running time. We do not observe similar association between

actions and accuracy for the systems under evaluation.

4.2.4 Tradeoff between Accuracy and Efficiency

Based on the search accuracy and efficiency results, we observe a trade-off between

them, which is presented in Figure 4.2. It shows that accuracy tends to increase when
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efficiency decreases. This is because systems with higher accuracy tend to be more

computationally demanding. For instance, Win-Win could achieve better accuracy

but worse efficiency than S2A1R1. We also find that UCAIR strikes a good balance

between search accuracy and efficiency. With a simple feedback mechanism based on

the vector space model, this system reaches high efficiency while still achieving quite

good nDCG@10. Overall, Win-Win gives impressive accuracy with a fair degree of

efficiency.

S1A1R2 and IES seem to be two outliers. Although they are computationally

expensive, they achieve relatively low accuracy. S1A1R2 is similar to the Win-Win

Search, however, it uses a less reliable reward single – SAT-Clicks than what the Win-

Win search uses. This shows that the reliability of the reward signals is significantly

important in the POMDP frameworks. IES suffers the same disadvantage as S1A1R2.

Besides that, because of its massive action space, IES has to use Monte Carlo Sampling

to reduce its computation, which we think also downgrades its accuracy.

4.3 Chapter Summary

This chapter aims to provide guidelines for using POMDP models to tackle dynamic

search. Based on an extended set of IR algorithms that share the use of state, action,

and reward, we evaluate the various design options in designing suitable states, actions

and reward functions for dynamic search in terms of search accuracy and search

efficiency. We experiment and report the findings on the TREC 2011 – 2014 Session

Track datasets.

Based on our findings on the TREC Session task, our recommendation about

designing POMDP frameworks for dynamic search is the following. If more emphasis

is put on accuracy rather than efficiency, we recommend Win-Win, whose settings
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are “Fixed number of states”, “Technology Selection”, and “Explicit Feedback” as the

reward, for its highest search accuracy (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). If more emphasis is

put on efficiency, e.g. with a limit of finishing the experiments within one hour, our

recommendation will be QCM+DUP [63], whose settings are “Varying number of

states”, “Term Weight Adjustment” as actions, and “Explicit Feedback” as the reward,

for its high accuracy within the time constraint. In addition, we also recommend

UCAIR [174], which is the runner-up in search accuracy among runs finishing within

one hour, while only taking half as much time as QCM+DUP.

We have noticed that the number of actions heavily influences the search effi-

ciency. Specifically, using more actions may benefit the search accuracy while hurting

efficiency. Therefore, we recommend a careful design of the number of total actions,

when creating a new POMDP model, to balance between accuracy and efficiency.

Finally, although the analysis in this chapter shows that POMDP frameworks are

indeed effective in modeling dynamic search, it also reveals that these frameworks are

computationally expensive. We will address this issue in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Improving Efficiency in Dynamic Search

In Chapter 3, we model dynamic search using a POMDP framework, the Win-Win

search. Recent developments in dynamic search algorithms show that using RL for

dynamic search is a promising new direction. However, RL frameworks are computa-

tionally expensive. Existing approaches often trade model complexity off for efficiency.

Reducing the number of states and actions is often a must-do to achieve real-time

interactions between the user and the search engine. For instance, we only model four

decision-making states in our Win-Win search. Despite that, the Win-Win search is

still very slow compared to ad-hoc search algorithms. Another downside is that in

the pursuit of efficiency, the details of the rich user-search-engine interactions could

get lost. As a consequence, the accuracy of the retrieval algorithms could decrease.

The examination in Chapter 4 observes a balance between the model complexity and

model effectiveness.

In this chapter, we propose an efficient RL retrieval model for dynamic search.

We aim to create a framework that is able to incorporate a variety of features to

adequately represent the complex interactions in a session. Our approach is based

on partially observable Markov decision processes. It is a direct policy learning algo-

rithm that skips the trouble of calculating beliefs for states, but directly learns the

optimal policies from observations obtained easily in the user and search engine inter-

actions. During every search iteration, the search engine maximizes the long-term

reward towards the ultimate information need, instead of finding a local maximum
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for the current query. The framework learns a mapping via gradient descent from

observations to actions, and sequentially handles a search iteration in three phases,

including a browse, a query, and a rank phase. By learning over a history of actions

and observations, the algorithm is able to efficiently learn policies with less model

complexity than prior work. Experiments with the TREC 2011-2014 Session Tracks

demonstrate that our algorithm exhibits a statistically significant improvement over

several state-of-the-art dynamic search systems.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes the optimiza-

tion framework. Section 5.2 presents the formulation of history and the three phases.

Section 5.3 details the proposed direct policy learning algorithm. Section 5.4 evaluates

the approach and Section 5.5 concludes the chapter.

The content of this chapter is from our publications in International Conference

on The Theory of Information Retrieval 2015 [130, 131].

5.1 POMDP Simplification via Search History

In Win-Win search, we modeled dynamic search as a dual-agent stochastic game,

which essentially is a two-agent POMDP framework. The two agents are the user

agent and the search engine agent. However, since they do not appear as the main

actor at the same time in a session, in this chapter we merge them into one agent and

skip the complexity of handling two.

Given a history of state and action pairs since time 0, the value function in

POMDP can be written as:

Vθ(s0) = E
( ∞∑
t=0

γtr(t)|s0

)
(5.1)

where γ discounts the expected future or past rewards, since they could be inflated

now. r(t) is the immediate reward at time t. s0 is the starting state.
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Figure 5.1: Example History in Dynamic Search (TREC 2014 Session
1011).

If we denote by H the set of all possible history of search behavior sequences h

and r(t, h) the tth reward in the history h, the value function in Eq. 5.1 can be written

as:

Vθ(s0) =
∞∑
t=0

γt
∑
h∈H

P (h|θ)r(t, h) (5.2)

where P (h|θ) is the probability distribution over all possible histories given the param-

eter vector θ. r(t, h) is the reward obtained at time step t. γ is the discount factor

and t indexes the search iterations.

The best policy π∗ can be induced from optimization of Vθ(s0), which is equivalent

to learning the best parameter vector θ. The value function can be optimized by

solving the Bellman equation if the model is known [63]. When the model is not
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known, there is no closed-form solution to it and we need to use gradient descent to

find the optimal solution.

In this chapter, our framework first defines the history and calculates P (h|θ) in

Section 5.2, then optimizes the value function via gradient descent in Section 5.3.

5.2 Search History Decomposition

Given the many factors in dynamic search, such as a set of continuous queries, doc-

uments, and clicks, it is non-trivial to clearly describe the dynamics in it. To tackle

this, we propose to decompose a search history into two layers. The first is to break

the history into search iterations, indexed by t. Further, an iteration is decomposed

into three phases: the browse, the query, and the rank phases. The first two phases

are led by the user and the last by the search engine. With such a decomposition, we

are able to perform further study to model the search at a more fine-grained level.

5.2.1 Search History

We define a history to be the record of a session from search iteration 0 to the

current search iteration t.1 A history keeps track of the dynamic changes of states,

observations, actions, and rewards during dynamic search. It is a chain of events

happening in a session. Every search iteration in the history consists of clicks C,

dwell time T , query q, query changes ∆q, and retrieved documents D. The history at

time t can be written as:

ht = [ht−1, Ct, Tt, qt,∆qt, Dt]

where ht−1 is a prefix history in ht.

1We use ‘iteration’ and ‘time step’ interchangeably to refer to search iteration t.
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Figure 5.1 illustrates a history gathered for TREC 2014 session 1011. The infor-

mation need is You would like to provide your friend with relevant information about:

different ways to quit smoking, programs available to help quit smoking, benefits of

quitting smoking, second effects. The session started with the first query (q1) quit

smoking. The history up to the end of the first iteration is h1, which contains q1 and

a set of documents D1 returned by the search engine. We assume a dummy starting

query q0. Therefore, the newly added terms are just q1 and the removed terms are

none.

The second search iteration started when the user browsed the previously returned

document set D1. The user clicked documents ranked at positions 3 and 6. On the

3rd document d3, a dwell time of 24 seconds was spent and on the sixth, 40 seconds.

d6 is considered as a SAT-Click since its dwell time is longer than 30 seconds. The

user then entered the next query, q2 (quit smoking hypnosis).

The query changes between the new query q2 and the previous query q1 suggest

the users’ judgment on document relevance and their degrees of desire to explore.

Recall that query changes [63] include positive query change (+∆q), i.e., the added

terms in the new query, and negative query change (−∆q), i.e., the removed terms

from the old query. Here we obtain +∆q2 as hypnosis and −∆q2 as none.

We also notice that the added query terms (in this case hypnosis) can be found in

the SAT-Clicked document d6; as in Chapter 3, this case suggests that the user could

be inspired by reading the documents retrieved at the previous iteration and issued

a new query to find more about it. Since the query reformulation used words in the

previously retrieved documents, the transition from the first to the second iteration

is identified as an “exploitation” – the user stays at the same subtopic. The search

engine then returned documents D2 for q2. The history up to iteration 2 is h2, which

includes the earlier history h1 and the new updates in this iteration.
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Figure 5.2: Influence Diagram for Dynamic Search.

At the third search iteration, the history h3 also records the earlier histories, clicked

documents (the 4th ranked document is SAT-Clicked), the new query q3 (side effects

quit smoking ), the query changes (added terms +∆q3=“side effects” and removed

terms −∆q3=“hypnosis”), and the new documents being returned D3. The positive

query changes from q3 to q2 are not found in the SAT-Clicked document; instead, the

term “hypnosis”, which is from the previously returned documents, is removed from

q3. Because the query reformulation excludes words from the previous search results,

we consider this transition as an “exploration” – the user would like to shift to a new

subtopic.

5.2.2 Three phases

Within a search iteration, we can see that the complexity of dynamic search is still

high, involving queries, documents, clicks and query changes, among which many

dependencies exist. However, we also notice that clicks, query, and retrieval in fact

happen at different phases. Finer decomposition of the history beyond search iter-

ations is thus possible. Based on such a decomposition, we can obtain a generative

model which represents how a session is produced by both the user and the search
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engine. It will be greatly helpful to explore the interactions between the two agents.

In this section, we present an influence diagram which describes a generative model

with further decomposition of the history.

Figure 5.2 depicts the influence diagram of the observations, actions, and states

in dynamic search. The left-most and right-most parts of the graph exhibit the states

and their transitions, where the states are search iterations and indexed by t. Within

an iteration, there are three phases: browse phase, query phase, and rank phase. They

are separated by vertical lines in the figure. The upper part of the figure shows the

phases that involve the user, and the lower part the search engine. At each phase, an

agent performs the action and after that, an observation is made by the other agent.

For instance, arank at time t (the search engine’s ranking algorithm) yields orank at

time t+ 1 (the document retrieved by the ranking algorithm). The observations will

be used at later phases to make decisions for action selection, for instance, orank

influences how abrowse should be selected. The observation in the current phase and

earlier phases could be stored in an internal states n, which is not a real state that

transitions, but a unit to memorize the observations and actions so far. Here n1, n2,

n3 are internal states, where 1 indicates browse, 2 query, and 3 rank.

Below are details about the three phases we propose here.

• Phase 1: Browse. The main actor in this phase is the user. The browse phase is

after the search results are shown to the user and before the user starts to write

the next query. The browse phase records how the user perceives and examines

the (previously retrieved) search results. From a search engine’s perspective, the

emphasis is on getting users’ feedback on these search results. Most feedback

in this phase is implicit, including dwell time T and clicks C. These feedbacks

and the derived feedback, such as SAT Clicks [100], are quite reliable relevance
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judgments from the user and hence can be used to calculate the reward function

r(t, h).

Symbols that are used later in this chapter and related to the browse phase are:

– orank(t) They are the observations of what the search engine’s actions yield.

For the previously returned documents at time t − 1, we denote them as

Dt−1. If the current iteration t is the only search iteration in context, we

omit t from now on, for most symbols.

– abrowse are the actions that the user takes to browse Dt−1. The actions

include clicking and reading documents. The selection of the browsing

actions depends on query qt and retrieved documents Dt−1.

– n1 is an internal state at the user side. It memorizes orank.

• Phase 2: Query. The main actor in this phase is still the user.

The phase happens when the user writes a new query. We assume that the query

is created based on what has been seen in the browse phase, i.e., the previously

retrieved documents, and the user’s information need for the entire session. The

new query triggers another iteration of document retrieval.

Symbols related to the query phase are:

– obrowse is the observations about how the user behaves in the browse phase.

It includes the click information Ct and dwell time Tt for the previously

retrieved documents. Note they are for Dt−1 the documents retrieved at

the previous iteration.

– aquery is qt, the query that the user writes at the current iteration t.

– n2 is another internal state at the user side. It records obrowse and helps the

user obtain hints from documents being clicked or documents being read

for a long time to write the new query qt.
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• Phase 3: Rank. The main actor in this phase is the search engine. The rank phase

happens after the query is entered and before the search results are returned.

The search engine delivers a ranked list of documents based on the current

query and other earlier signals being collected. It is the search engine’s ranking

algorithm and the focus of this chapter. The retrieved documents will be exam-

ined at the beginning – i.e., the browse phase – of the next iteration. The loop

continues until the search is stopped by the user. In the first iteration, there is

no browse phase.

Symbols related to the rank phase are:

– oquery is what the search engine observes from what the user wrote as a

query. It includes the query qt and the query changes from qt to qt−1. The

query changes contain two parts, the added terms +∆qt and the removed

terms −∆qt.

– arank is the search engine action to retrieve a ranked list of documents. We

define it as the action to put a document d at the top of a ranked list.

It depends on a combination of query change ∆qt, previously retrieved

documents Dt−1, and user clicks Ct and dwell time Tt for Dt−1.

– n3 is an internal state at the search engine side. It memorizes orank, obrowse

and oquery, to allow the search engine to generate optimal actions based on

all three types of observations.

The three-phase design of the search history helps produce a generative model of

how the user and the search engine work together in a session. It has great potentials

to study the interactions between the user and the search engine. However, in this

chapter, we focus on creating better search algorithms, therefore only utilizing the

search engine part of the generative model.
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5.3 Direct Policy Learning Framework

In this section, we describe how to learn a policy from the history, formed by obser-

vations and actions, by gradient descent.

According to the influence diagram in Figure 5.2, we write the history distribution

as

P (h|θ) =

len(h)∏
t=1

P (orank(t), abrowse(t),

obrowse(t), aquery(t), oquery(t), arank(t)|ht−1, θ)

(5.3)

where len(h) is the length of history h and t indexes the search iterations.

By the chain rule, each factor in the history can be further factorized. In addition,

by applying the Markov property and dropping the constants, P (h|θ) can be reduced

into three factors:

P (h|θ) ∝
len(h)∏
t=1

P (abrowse(t)|orank(t), θ1)

×P (aquery(t)|obrowse(t), θ2)

×P (arank(t)|obrowse(t), oquery(t), orank(t), θ3)

(5.4)

After simplifying Eq. 5.4 with index i to indicate the phases (1 indicates the

browse phase, 2 for query, and 3 for rank):

P (h|θ) ∝
len(h)∏
t=1

∏
i∈{1,2,3}

P (ai(t)|ni(t), θi) (5.5)

where θ1, θ2, and θ3 are sub-vectors of θ at each phase. n1, n2, n3 are internal states

in the POMDP that memorize the observations and actions so far at time t. n1 stores

orank, n2 stores obrowse, and n3 stores orank,obrowse, and oquery.

The actions of an agent will be selected from a range of options. The best actions

are expected to be discovered through optimization. To force gradient descent to obey
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the simplex constraints, we assume that the actions follow the Softmax function [180].

Specifically, for an action in the ith phase in a search iteration, we define the action

selection distribution as

P (ai|ni, θi) =
eθi·φ(ai,ni)∑
a′i e

θi·φ(a′i,ni)
(5.6)

where φ is the feature vector and θ is the parameter vector. Section 5.3.2 shows feature

examples used in this work.

To find the optimal action, that is to obtain the optimal model parameters for θ1,

θ2, and θ3, we apply gradient descent [20] on the long-term reward function, i.e., the

value function. If we take the gradient on the value function, we get:

∂Vθ(s0)

∂θk
=
∞∑
t=1

γt
∑
h∈H

r(t, h)
∂P (h|θ)
∂θk

=
∞∑
t=1

γt
∑
h∈H

r(t, h)P (h|θ)

×
t∑
i=0

∂ln[P (abrowse|n1, θ1)P (aquery|n2, θ2)P (arank|n3, θ3)]

∂θk

(5.7)

where H is the set of all the possible histories and for phase i, the gradient is:

∂lnP (ai|ni, θi)
∂θi

= φ(ai, ni)−
∑
a′

φ(a′
i
, ni)P (a′

i|ni, θi) (5.8)

Actions at different phases in a search iteration can all be modeled in a form

similar to Eq. 5.6. In this chapter, we focus on finding the optimal actions for the

search engine. In the rank phase, the search engine agent needs abundant information

from the history. The history information, including orank, oquery, and obrowse, is stored

in n3. The ranking actions arank are selected based on:

P (arank|n3, θ3) =
eθ3·φ(arank,n3)∑

a′rank
eθ3·φ(a′rank,n3)

(5.9)

where θ3 is a vector of parameters relating to the policy at the rank phase.
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Specifically, for the rank phase, the gradient is:

∂lnP (arank|n3, θ3)

∂θ3

=φ(arank, n3)−∑
a′rank

[φ(a′rank, n3) P (a′rank|n3, θ3)]
(5.10)

By solving the gradient, we obtain a formula to update θ3 at each step:

∇θ3 =
∑
h∈H

len(h)∑
t=1

γtr(t, h)×
t∑
i=1

[φ(arank, n3)−

∑
a′rank

φ(a′rank, n3) P (a′rank|n3, θ3)]

(5.11)

where H is a set of histories.

The remainder of this section explains the gradient descent policy learning algo-

rithm, features, document ranking function, and the reward function r(t, h).

5.3.1 Algorithm

Algorithm 1 outlines the direct policy learning algorithm for dynamic search.

The algorithm takes inputs from a set of histories H and a limiting threshold ε

for gradient descent. The model parameter θ3 is randomly initialized between 0 and

1.

The algorithm then enters a loop to examine all the histories and to learn the

model parameter θ3. Inside the loop, a history h is sampled from the set. We then

examine each search iteration in h and obtain values for the observations orank and

obrowse, which are about the previously retrieved documents Dt−1, and clicks and dwell

time for it at time t, Ct, and Tt. It also calculates the query changes ∆qt between the

queries and stores it in observation oquery.

The search engine then calculates a document ranking score, which is P (arank|n3, θ3),

for all the documents based on the current model parameter θ3, and the features.
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Algorithm 1 Direct Policy Learning for Dynamic Search.
1: procedure DPL(H, ε)
2: . H is the training history set. ε is a threshold.
3: θ3 ← random(0, 1)
4:
5: repeat
6: Sample history h from H:
7: q0, D0, C0, T0 ← ∅, r(1, h)← 0,∇θ3 ← 0
8:
9: for t = 1 to len(h) do
10: orank ← Dt−1, n1 ← orank
11:
12: . abrowse is performed by the user
13: obrowse ← (Ct, Tt), n2 ← obrowse
14:
15: r(t, h)← CalculateReward(D′t, obrowse, h)
16:
17: . aquery is performed by the user
18: oquery ← GetQueryChange(qt, qt−1)
19: n3 ← (orank, obrowse, oquery)
20:
21: Sample a search engine action arank
22: ∼ P (arank|n3, θ3)
23: D′t ← DocRanking(arank)
24:
25: ∇θ3 ← UpdateGradient(r(t, h), D′t, n3, θ3)
26: θ3 ← θ3 +∇θ3

27: end for
28: until ∇θ3 < ε or H is running out
29: end procedure

A new ranking of the documents is produced based on P (arank|n3, θ3), which is

calculated by Eq. 5.9. The new rankings are used to calculate the gradient updates

∇θ3.

The loop stops when the gradient update ∇θ3 stops changing much or we have

examined all the training data.
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5.3.2 Features

The features used in the algorithm are φ(arank, n3). They are descriptors of observa-

tions obrowse, oquery, and orank, to show the interactions among the queries, documents,

query changes, and clicks. We use 112 features in this work.

The features can be classified into a few groups. Query features, document features,

and session features are descriptors of the queries, the documents, and the session,

respectively. Query-document features are statistics about the interaction of the query

terms and the previously retrieved documents. Click features are about the clicking

information and the dwell time. The most exciting ones are the query-document-click

features. They are about the interactions of all three elements. Table 5.1 lists some

example features. It is worth noting that our framework is able to take into account

as many features as possible.

5.3.3 Document Ranking

It is worth noting that P (arank|n3, θ3) is the scoring function for a document d. We use

arank = d to denote that the search engine will take an action to generate a document

list with document d at the top.

P (arank|n3, θ3) originally presents the probability of selecting a particular action.

In the context of dynamic search, we use it to present the probability P (arank =

d|n3, θ3) of selecting d to be put at the top of a ranked list under n3 and θ3 at the

tth search iteration. A ranked list of documents is generated by sorting through the

probabilities.
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Table 5.1: Example Features.
Notations
w is a term
t is the current search iteration
qt is the current query
qt−1 is the previous query
+∆qt is the added terms in qt, comparing to qt−1

−∆qt is the removed terms in qt, comparing to qt−1

Dt−1 is the previously retrieved documents/snippets
Query Features

Test if search term w ∈ qt and w ∈ qt−1

# of times that a term w occurs in q1, q2, . . . , qt
Document Features

the length of the content of a document
the length of the snippet of a document

Query-Document Features
Test if a search term w ∈ +∆qt and w ∈ Dt−1

Test if a document d contains a term w ∈ −∆qt
tfidf score of a document d to qt

Click Features
Test if there are SAT-Clicks in Dt−1

# of times a document being clicked in the current session
# of seconds a document being viewed and reviewed in the current session

Query-Document-Click Features
Test if qi leads to SAT-Clicks in Di, where i = 0 . . . t− 1

Session Features
the length of the current session
position at the current session

5.3.4 Calculating the Reward

The reward function r(t, h) is to estimate the benefits from an action, specifically

arank. A reward function can guide the search engine throughout the entire dynamic

process of dynamic search.

Since dynamic search is a document retrieval task, it’s natural that the reward

function is about document relevance. The reward function r(t, h) uses the weighted
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average of clicks and SAT Clicks as the reward. First, we define a strong SAT-Click

as a click with dwell time longer than 30 seconds, and a weak SAT-Click as a click

with dwell time between 10 and 30 seconds. We calculate the reward as

r(t, h) =
∑
di∈Dt

normalized gain(di, t, h)

log2(rankdi + 1)
(5.12)

where rankdi is document di’s rank position in Dt, and gain is what a document

contributes up to time t in history h:

gain(d, t, h) = a× Count(Strong SAT-Click) + b× Count(Weak SAT-Click) (5.13)

where Count() counts the occurrences of the types of clicks in ht. The weights are

normalized by the sum of such clicks in h. Experimentally we set a = 1 and b = 0.5.

This reward function encourages ranking the strong SAT-Clicked documents high in

a document list.

Rewards can also be directly generated from users’ relevance assessments when

the assessments are available [63] (also refer to Chapter 3). For instance, the reward

function can be nDCG [80] with ground truth. However, in real-time interactions, we

will not have the ground truth beforehand and therefore could not use this reward.

In the experiments, we used it as an ideal reward to produce upper bound runs.

5.4 Experiments

As in Chapters 3 and 4, we evaluate the proposed approach on the TREC 2011 –

2014 Session Tracks.

We implement the following dynamic search systems in the experiments: 1) DPL,

the direct policy learning framework proposed in this chapter; 2) DPL-Upper, the

proposed framework using an ideal reward function generated from the ground truth,

which gives an upper bound performance of the algorithm. We compare them with
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Table 5.2: Whole-Session Search Accuracy on TREC 2011 Session Track.
(† indicates a stat. significant improvement over QCM+DUP (p<0.05, t-test, one-sided)).

nDCG@10 σ2 MAP σ2

Lemur 0.3642 0.0991 0.1202 0.0130
Win-Win-CLK 0.3290 0.1096 0.1434 0.0205
QCM+DUP 0.4161 0.1165 0.1451 0.0195
DPL 0.4150 0.1158 0.1454 0.0194
DPL-Upper 0.4606† 0.1226 0.1520† 0.0193
Win-Win 0.5252† 0.1175 0.1715† 0.0192

Table 5.3: Whole-Session Search Accuracy on TREC 2012 Session Track.
(† indicates a stat. significant improvement over QCM+DUP (p<0.05, t-test, one-sided)).

nDCG@10 σ2 MAP σ2

Lemur 0.2622 0.0800 0.1342 0.0160
Win-Win-CLK 0.2658 0.0785 0.1552 0.0195
QCM+DUP 0.3368 0.0948 0.1536 0.0196
DPL 0.3382 0.0932 0.1544 0.0193
DPL-Upper 0.3643† 0.0944 0.1609† 0.0197
Win-Win 0.3631† 0.0847 0.1651† 0.0198

Lemur,QCM+DUP, andWin-Winmentioned in Chapter 3. We also implemented

a variation of Win-Win, termed Win-Win-CLK. Win-Win-CLK uses immediate

feedback, i.e. the user clicks, as the feedback signal, while Win-Win uses ground truth

as the reward function (the same as in DPL-Upper), which gives an upper bound for

the Win-Win algorithm.
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Table 5.4: Whole-Session Search Accuracy on TREC 2013 Session Track.
(† indicates a stat. significant improvement over QCM+DUP (p<0.05, t-test, one-sided)).

nDCG@10 σ2 MAP σ2

Lemur 0.1043 0.0184 0.0398 0.0023
Win-Win-CLK 0.1253 0.0299 0.0334 0.0023
QCM+DUP 0.1555 0.0305 0.0568 0.0037
DPL 0.1604 0.0319 0.0600 0.0039
DPL-Upper 0.2093† 0.0467 0.0734 0.0071
Win-Win 0.2137† 0.0396 0.0632 0.0037

Table 5.5: Whole-Session Search Accuracy on TREC 2014 Session Track.
(† indicates a stat. significant improvement over QCM+DUP (p<0.05, t-test, one-sided)).

nDCG@10 σ2 MAP σ2

Lemur 0.2169 0.0470 0.0227 0.0009
Win-Win-CLK 0.2241 0.0420 0.0248 0.0010
QCM+DUP 0.2422 0.0451 0.0254 0.0010
DPL 0.2608† 0.0435 0.0269 0.0010
DPL-Upper 0.3266† 0.0606 0.0134 0.0002
Win-Win 0.3076† 0.0549 0.0282† 0.0011

5.4.1 Results

We report nDCG@10 and MAP for all systems. Recall that nDCG@10 and MAP all

range from 0 to 1. A ranked list with relevant documents at higher rankings will have

larger nDCG@10 and MAP scores.

Tables 5.2 to 5.5 report the whole-session search accuracy. We use QCM+DUP as

a strong baseline here. All the statistical significance tests are performed against this

baseline.

From Tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, we are happy to see that DPL shows the highest

nDCG@10 score among the systems that use clicks as the reward function. In TREC

2013, DPL achieves a 3.2% improvement of nDCG@10 over the QCM+DUP baseline
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Table 5.6: Efficiency on TREC 2011 Session Track.

TREC 2011
Approach Wall Clock CPU Cycle Speed Up
Lemur 2.0× 103s 5.4× 1012 10.37
Win-Win-CLK 1.9× 104s 5.3× 1013 1.04
QCM+DUP 4.6× 103s 1.3× 1013 4.40
DPL 2.8× 103s 7.5× 1012 7.34
DPL-Upper 2.7× 103s 7.2× 1012 7.64
Win-Win 2.0× 104s 5.5× 1013 1.00

Table 5.7: Efficiency on TREC 2012 Session Track.

TREC 2012
Approach Wall Clock CPU Cycle Speed Up
Lemur 2.6× 103s 7.0× 1012 9.62
Win-Win-CLK 2.5× 104s 6.8× 1013 1.00
QCM+DUP 5.6× 103s 1.5× 1013 4.46
DPL 3.1× 103s 8.4× 1012 8.06
DPL-Upper 3.2× 103s 8.7× 1012 7.81
Win-Win 2.5× 104s 6.8× 1013 1.00

and in TREC 2014, a 7.7% improvement of nDCG@10 over QCM+DUP. The latter

improvement is statistically significant (p < 0.05, one-sided t-test). Moreover, DPL

shows a 6% MAP improvement over the TREC best. This is exciting considering that

QCM+DUP is a strong dynamic search baseline.

Sometimes a run that has a high nDCG@10 score may have a low MAP score, for

instance DPL-Upper in TREC 2014. This is because some models focus on achieving

high precision in the top 10 retrieval documents, while their MAP over all 2000

returned documents could be low.
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Table 5.8: Efficiency on TREC 2013 Session Track.

TREC 2013
Approach Wall Clock CPU Cycle Speed Up
Lemur 3.3× 102s 9.0× 1011 28.48
Win-Win-CLK 8.4× 103s 2.3× 1013 1.12
QCM+DUP 1.5× 103s 3.9× 1012 6.27
DPL 2.3× 103s 6.2× 1012 4.09
DPL-Upper 1.4× 103s 3.8× 1012 6.71
Win-Win 9.4× 103s 2.5× 1013 1.00

Table 5.9: Efficiency on TREC 2014 Session Track.

TREC 2014
Approach Wall Clock CPU Cycle Speed Up
Lemur 2.0× 102s 5.4× 1011 30.00
Win-Win-CLK 5.3× 103s 1.4× 1013 1.13
QCM+DUP 1.2× 103s 3.4× 1012 5.00
DPL 6.4× 102s 1.7× 1012 9.38
DPL-Upper 6.2× 102s 1.7× 1012 9.68
Win-Win 6.0× 103s 1.6× 1013 1.00

We observe that Win-Win and DPL-Upper produce impressive results. It is not

surprising because they both use an ideal reward function nDCG@10 calculated using

the ground truth data – Win-Win uses this ideal reward function to pick the best

retrieval algorithms from the action space, while DPL-Upper uses the true document

relevance grades as a feature to pick the most relevant documents from all retrieved

ones. These two runs are supposed to outperform all other runs since it uses ground

truth as the rewards, to pick an optimal action from the action sets. Note that during

the process of dynamic search, a search engine will not be able to know the ground
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truth data. We therefore use them to inform an upper bound of Win-Win and DPL,

respectively.

5.4.2 Efficiency

One motivation of this chapter is to design a more efficient dynamic search algorithm.

We therefore conduct the efficiency tests for the algorithms under evaluation.

Tables 5.6 to 5.9 compare the algorithms’ retrieval efficiency over TREC datasets.

We again report the actual wall clock running time to finish the entire set of exper-

iments in that year and CPU cycles. We also report the speed up [157] compared

to Win-Win in the tables. Here “speed up” measures the improvement in speed of

execution compared to the Win-Win baseline.

Among the approaches being evaluated, Win-Win-CLK and Win-Win are the

slowest. QCM+DUP, DPL, and DPL-Upper are 5 ∼ 10 times faster than the Win-

Win approaches. DPL and DPL-Upper only take as half-time as QCM+DUP on

TREC 2012 and TREC 2014. They are quite fast. Lemur appears to use the least

amount of time, however, it is not a dynamic search algorithm but actually an ad-hoc

approach, which only deals with the current (last) query. We can conclude that DPL

is a much more efficient dynamic search algorithm.

5.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents a novel document retrieval algorithm for dynamic search. From

a new perspective based on reinforcement learning, we produce a long-term optimized

ranking function for documents. The direct policy learning reduces model complexity

and enables us to achieve a more efficient and less complex model. In addition, we are

able to flexibly incorporate a wide range of features to describe the rich interactions
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in dynamic search. Due to the limitation of the setting of the TREC Session Tracks,

where a real user and search engine interaction is missing, we could not actually fully

apply our modeling to handle both the user side and the search engine side, however,

the modeling is general enough to allow future practice of it in experiments with

real-time interactions. Nonetheless, the framework is shown to be highly effective by

evaluations conducted on four years of TREC Session Tracks. It statistically signifi-

cantly outperforms the TREC best runs in 2012, 2013 and 2014. The DPL-Upper run

also outperforms the TREC 2011 best run in nDCG@10, however, the improvement

is not statistically significant.

Due to its trial-and-error nature, dynamic search is an excellent application for

reinforcement learning. As part of the effort to bring RL to IR, this chapter makes a

contribution in studying direct policy learning for dynamic search. We hope the work

in this chapter encourages more future work in dynamic search for high complexity

tasks.
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Chapter 6

Detecting User Struggle

In the Win-Win framework (Chapter 3), we use maximum likelihood estimation

to infer users’ search states from two dimensions: relevance and exploration. User

struggle is another important mental state that could significantly affect the choice

of the optimal search strategy. For example, when the user is struggling, the liability

of his/her queries drops, which may cause the optimal retrieval strategy shift towards

query recommendation or retrieval result diversification.

Prior work has mostly used effort-based features to predict struggle with the

assumption that a great amount of user effort is linked to search struggle. Inspired

by their work, we also use effort-based features to predict struggle. However, the

observations from our initial experiment results were rather counter-intuitive. In our

initial experiments, we were not able to observe a clear association between large

user effort and search struggle. Instead, we saw obvious non-struggling sessions that

contain many queries and clicks. For instance, a user was searching for “funny gummy

bear” animations. Although she spent a great amount of effort on examining various

URLs, the session was still not a struggling session because the user was having fun.

We realize that there are interactions of other factors with those effort-based features.

We move on to search the psychology literature for answers.

Among several available psychological theories, we pick the reversal theory [58,

142] to model the effect of different searcher motivations on the amount of user effort
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spent during search. We understand that there are other theories available for mod-

eling user motivations. However, in this work, we do not attempt to validate the

correctness of these theories. Instead, we only attempt to use the reversal theory to

correct our effort-based features. We propose to remove these biases introduced by

different searcher motivations before using effort-based features for detecting struggle.

Also, we understand that there are other factors besides user motivations that interact

with effort-based features and jointly influence the feeling of struggle during search.

However, we do not focus on the other factors in this dissertation. Nonetheless, after

the biases are removed, we indeed observe that the searcher struggle detection accu-

racy is significantly improved by 3.6% (from 0.8727 to 0.9037) on mobiles and 6.0%

(from 0.8732 to 0.9260) on PCs. The significant improvements suggest that after task

bias and user bias are removed, searcher struggle can be connected to user effort more

tightly.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 describes the

background of the research problem. Section 6.2 defines the research problem. Section

6.3 introduces data preparation. In Section 6.4, we describe the features used for

detecting search struggle. In Section 6.5, we discuss the effects of task and user types

on detecting the struggling state, and propose methods to remove task and user biases.

Section 6.6 presents experimental results. Section 6.7 concludes this chapter.

6.1 Background

Searcher struggle happens when a user is facing difficulty in finding relevant informa-

tion. Usually, such struggle occurs during a search session. Researchers have recog-

nized that searcher struggle does not necessarily correlate to non-relevance of search

results [91]. Searchers who successfully fulfill their information needs but spend a great
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Table 6.1: User Motivations Categorized by the Reversal Theory.
Means–ends

Goal-oriented Non-goal-oriented
• Serious. Focus on future goals and
achievement. Tend to avoid arousal,
risk & anxiety.

• Playful, passion and fun. Focus
on the current moment. Seek excite-
ment and entertainment.

Rules
Non-explorative Explorative
• Conforming. Value rules and tra-
dition.Tend to operate within rules
and expectations.

• Rebellious. Value innovation and
changes. Like to explore new possi-
bilities.

deal of effort may still feel that they are struggling [91]. In the contrast, searchers who

fail to find relevant content but withdraw early often experience little struggle [71].

Most research on searcher struggle suggests that the struggle is linked to spending

a great amount of effort to search [11, 51, 71, 155]. As a result, most features used

in detecting searcher struggle are effort-based. They include the number of queries

[11, 51], length of queries, number of user clicks, and dwell times [51, 71], diversity

of queries and diversity of clicked URLs [71]. These features are considered as good

measures of user effort when a user is typing queries, reformulating queries, examining

documents, and exploring various topics.

However, recent studies raise concerns about the link between user effort and

searcher struggle. Edwards and Kelly [46] found that although increases in user

effort might be useful in predicting searcher struggle, such increases can also indi-

cate searcher engagement, which is the opposite feeling to struggle. Besides that,

other work [11, 71] suggests that user effort is influenced by task interest, task diffi-

culty, and user explorative behaviors. These observations suggest that directly using

user effort to predict struggle is problematic.
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We look for help from psychology. The reversal theory [58, 142] in psychology

states that human motivations can be structurally organized into four meta-

motivational domains. Each domain consists of a pair of opposing motives so that in

any given moment, a person can only experience one of them. However, people are

able to reverse between the pair of motives at different moments. The domains are

developed along two dimensions. The first dimension is “means to ends”. It is related

to search task types. Its two values are “goal-oriented” and “non-goal-oriented”. Being

“goal-oriented” indicates that a user is motivated to conduct a search to fulfill a

future goal/achievement. For example, a user searches for career advice. Being “non-

goal-oriented” means that a user is motivated to search for entertainment purposes.

We should expect in “non-goal-oriented” tasks, users are willing to spend more time

thus more effort. However, the user is relaxing, not struggling. We would refer to this

phenomenon as “the bias introduced by task types”. The second dimension is “rules”.

It evaluates the personality of individual searchers. Being “non-explorative” refers to

the type of searchers who intend to obey rules and meet others’ expectations. Being

“exploratory” means that the searchers are inclined to explore new possibilities. We

would expect that explorative users are more willing to spend large effort on search.

However, this is their own personality, not related to a particular search session. We

refer to this phenomenon as “the bias introduced by user types”. The four classes of

human motivations proposed by the reversal theory are shown in Table 6.1.

6.2 User Struggle Definition

We perform a log-based comparative study in this chapter. We use two search logs.

The first log is a three-week long mobile search log provided by Yahoo! search col-

lected from 2/23/2015 to 3/15/2015. It records user mobile search behaviors such as
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Figure 6.1: Examples of Non-struggling Sessions and Struggling Sessions.

user queries, clicked URLs, dwell time, search card impression, URL types, hardware

configuration, clicking area, etc. It covers millions of search queries and sessions. The

second is a log of search using PCs from the same search engine and from the same

period. The logs have been segmented into sessions when they were recorded.

We think most users are motivated to start a search process because of the need

to complete a search session. Therefore, in this chapter, we study detection of the

struggling state in search at the session level. Below we define a few related concepts

used in this chapter.

Here a session is a sequence of search activities which is topically coherent. For

example, in Figure 6.1 (b), all the queries and click activities are about finding solu-
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tions for deleting Myspace account and the photos in it. Notice that there is no time

window limitation in the definition of sessions. In Figure 6.1 (b), the searcher inter-

rupted the search process after the third query and returned to the same session

twenty four minutes later.

Struggling Session A struggling session is a session where a user experiences

difficulty in finding information at some moment during the search.

Note that struggle is an emotional feeling. It does not directly relate to search

successes. The user may eventually succeed in the search session but still struggle.

However, it is highly related to the effort spent during search. The more effort spent,

the more likely a user experiences struggle. Figure 6.1 (b) is an example of struggling

sessions. On March 11, 2015, the searcher tried to find information about how to delete

Myspace accounts. However, she struggled to find a useful webpage. Although there

were several webpages talking about how to delete the account, they were talking

about an outdated Myspace version. In the end, she compromised and searched for

how to delete photos on MySpace. This was actually a successful session since she

was able to locate a relevant URL at the end. However, because it took her a lot of

effort to finish the session. This obviously was a struggling session.

Non-struggling Session In contrast to struggling sessions, in non-struggling

sessions a user does not experience any struggle at any moment throughout the search

session.

In non-struggling sessions, the users make continuous progress towards session

completion. For example, in the first search session of Figure 6.1 (a), the searcher

found Fresenius’ stock price by one query and one click. Also in the second search

session (Figure 6.1 (a)), the searcher was smoothly exploring animation clips about

the gummy bear.
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To distinguish struggling sessions and non-struggling sessions, we formulate it

as a binary classification problem. Let y be the random variable to quantify the

probability of search struggle. Let I be an indicator function. I outputs 1 for “Yes”

(termed “Struggle” in this chapter) and 0 for “No” (termed “Non-Struggle” in this

chapter). The problem is mathematically defined as follows:

I(y) =

 1 if P (y|Θ) > 0.5

0 otherwise
(6.1)

where Θ is the feature vector extracted from log data based on user search behaviors

in the current search session.

6.3 Data Preparation

We first extract topically-coherent search sessions in the search logs. Then we ask

the Yahoo! annotation team to help annotate whether an extracted search session is

struggling or non-struggling. The annotated data is used as the training and test data

by the classifiers.

6.3.1 Session Segmentation

We use a method similar to Han et al. in [68] to identify topically-coherent search

sessions. We first build a classifier using query and click similarity features and time-

related features to predict whether two queries triggered by the same user belong to

the same search session. Then we merge query pairs together and form search sessions.

Given a query pair (qi, qj) classified as “topically coherent”, our method merges it into

a session cluster if qi or qj is in the cluster. For example (refer to Figure 6.1 (b)),

the model predicts that query pair “delete myspace (Q1)” and “permanently delete

myspace (Q2)” is topically coherent, and also “permanently delete myspace (Q2)” and
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Figure 6.2: Annotation User Interface

“how to permanently delete myspace account (Q3)” is topically coherent. Because they

share one query, they are merged together to form a search session. We also choose to

create bigger clusters by favoring grouping more queries into one search session. This

is because it is easier for human assessors to evaluate whether an extracted search

session contains multiple search topics than to evaluate the completeness of a session.

Clustering Performance. To evaluate the quality of the automatically extracted

search sessions, we ask assessors to verify whether they contain multiple search topics
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during the process of labeling struggling sessions (Section 6.3.2). The survey results

show that our merging method is highly effective. For 1,324 sessions for struggling

annotation, only four are labeled as multiple search sessions. The clustering correct

ratio is 99.7%.

6.3.2 Annotation

The annotating procedure is assigned to the annotation department in the corpora-

tion. The time sequence information, query information and click information for each

session are extracted and presented to human assessors using a user interface similar

to Figure 6.2. They hired 19 assessors in total. However, the annotation process does

not ask each assessor to annotate each session. Instead, it makes sure that each session

gets judged by two assessors independently first and labeled as 1) Strong Struggle, 2)

Weak Struggle, 3) Strong Non-struggle, 4) Weak Non-struggle, or 5) Uncertain. At

the beginning of the annotation process, they describe the annotation procedure as

the following:

We have a set of user search sessions from year 2015. Each session con-

sists of a time-stamped query followed by a click or maybe a re-query.

Our goal is to just look at the search activities in a search session and

levy a judgment on whether or not the searcher was struggling to find

information.

They first let one experienced assessor judge about one hundred sessions and share

his experience with other assessors as a guidance of the annotation process. And he

said that:
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Sometimes I click on a link to understand what the person saw. In case

that the links are dead, I will rely on the text in the URL to give me a

sense of the story. After judging hundreds of these, my thoughts are:

A person is not struggling when 1) she uses the search engine as a

bookmark, for example, a user searched “hancock bank” and clicked

www.hancockbank.com 2) she is doing research on a topic, e.g. “how many

chromosomes are present in interphase of meiosis?” 3) she is just looking

up information, such as stock ticker prices 4) she is just checking the

same thing over and over to check Facebook or email, or monitor sports

results, or see if there are new Craigslist listings. 5) sometimes the initial

query shows up twice with minor spelling correction. Then she clicked on

a URL that seems to answer the story. Then there’s no other action. I

think she found what she’s looking for, hence there is no struggle here.

A person is struggling when 1) they’re not finding what they want in that

initial query. We see this a lot on ambiguous queries and people’s names.

2) a person is probably struggling when they try multiple variations of a

query or click into different URLs and then re-query. 3) clicking on an ad

and then re-querying also makes me think they’re struggling. 4) then there

are things like: “What is the search topic? Is someone just having fun and

trying to find the story behind the movie? Why continue re-querying on

that ‘true story’ angle and still hitting the Wikipedia article? ” This to me

feels like struggle, but I’d be hard-pressed to explain why beyond “This is

my gut feeling”. Hence I label them as “Weak Struggle”.

Sometimes I can’t decide and go with the “Uncertain” decision. A session

of two identical queries with no click tells me nothing (unless the query is
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Figure 6.3: Annotation Results.
(246 “Weak Struggle”, 84 “Strong Struggle”, 713 “Weak Non-struggle”, 187 “Strong
Non-struggle” and 94 “Uncertain” sessions. Four sessions are labeled as containing

“Multi-Topics”).

a stock name etc.). Also, I can’t do anything with sessions that aren’t in

English.

Assessors labeled 1,324 sessions for mobile search. They agree on 892 labeling

sessions. We report the Fleiss’ Kappa score [52] to evaluate the reliability of agreement

between multiple raters. The Kappa score is 0.61. If there is a disagreement between

the two assessors, the third assessor joins to resolve the disagreement. We also ask the

assessors to mark out a session if they sense there are multiple search topics mixed

together. It serves as a sanity check for the method in Section 6.3.1.

The annotation result is shown in Figure 6.3. We filter out “Uncertain” and “Mul-

tiple Topics” search sessions and end up with 1,226 sessions. We merge “Strong/ Weak

Struggle” to “Struggle” and “Strong/Weak Non-struggle” to “Non-struggle” to form a

binary classification problem. Notice that only 6.34% of sessions and 14.12% of ses-

sions are labeled as “Strong Struggle/Non-struggle”, which indicates that assessors are

strongly confident about only 20.46% of labeled sessions. This suggests that detecting

user struggle is a challenging problem even for humans.
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We conduct the same process on PC platforms, where we extract search sessions

from the same period (3/9/2015 ∼ 3/15/2015) logs of search using PCs. We sample

365 sessions on PCs to obtain struggling annotations from the assessors in a similar

way. In the end, we collect 142 struggling sessions and 223 non-struggling sessions.

6.4 Features

Acknowledging that struggle is related to effort spent during search, we design features

that can estimate this effort. We present the features in detail in Table 6.2. Features

are summarized from recent papers and grouped as follows.

Search Topic. Some studies report that search satisfaction and exploration is

affected by search topics [65, 71]. Search sessions with different topics often have

different levels of difficulty. Some topics’ information needs are abstract and difficult

to understand, for example searching for information about pneumonia. Some topics

are relatively easy. Their information needs are concrete and with clear answers,

for example searching for “Fresenius stock price”. Difficult topics require more user

mental effort than easy topics. On the other hand, some search topics are certainly

carried out with serious motivation, such as searching for education goals, while other

topics are clearly carried out for entertainment purposes. We suspect users are more

tolerant towards struggle when searching for entertainment purposes than for serious

motivation. Hence we expect search topic to be an important feature for detecting

search struggle. In fact, when we discuss the bias introduced by task types during

struggling detection in Section 6.5.1, we heavily rely on the search topic feature to

distinguish between non-goal-oriented tasks and goal-oriented ones.

We assign the topic of a session using ODP1 topic labels. It is similar to the

procedure in [71]. We first assign ODP topic labels to each clicked URL in the search
1Open Directory Project http://www.dmoz.org/
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Table 6.2: Feature Table for Predicting Struggling Search Sessions.
Features marked with “*” are new features proposed by this work. The other features are

those reported in a baseline approach [71].
Features Features

Effort to Query Effort in Query Re-formulation
Number of queries in the current session Avg. cosine similarity between all queries and the first query
Number of unique queries in the current session Number of query generalization where one or more terms
Avg. number of terms per query are removed from the previous query
Avg. number of characters per query Number of query specification where one or more terms are
Ratio of manually typed queries deleted from the previous query
Ratio of suggested queries (queries that are automati- The longest query’s position in the current session*
cally corrected/suggested/completed by search engine) Difference between the 1st and the avg. query length*

Effort to Click Avg. # of terms that exactly match the previous query
Total and avg. number of clicks in the session Avg. # of terms added to the next query
Total and avg. number of SAT clicks in the session Avg. # of terms deleted from the previous query
Percentage of abandoned queries Avg. # of terms that substitute terms from previous query
Maximum and avg. # of sequential queries without clicks Standard deviation of query length*
Total & avg. # of search cards clicked in the session* Avg. cosine similarity of all query pairs in the session
Total and avg. number of ads clicked in the session Avg. edit distance per adjacent query pair
Total and avg. number of pagination in the session* Effort in Click Diversity
Number of events (e.g. click, pagination, search etc.) * Percentage of unique URLs among all clicked URLs
Avg. number of search card impressions per query* Percentage of unique domains among all clicked domains
Number of clicks received for the first two queries* Percentage and total number of revisited clicks*
Number of clicks received for the 3rd and 4th queries* Total # of unique topics in a session (based on ODP labels)
Number of clicks received for the fifth and sixth queries* Entropy of ODP topic distribution of the current session
Number of clicks received for the first three queries* Effort in Rare Query & Rare Clicks
Number of clicks received for the first four queries* Log(1 + avg. query occurrences in the external log)
Does the current session end with a click?* Avg. SAT clickthrough rate (CTR) per query using SAT

Effort to Read clicks in the external log
Log(1 + time passed until the first SAT click)* Log(1 + avg. click frequency in the external log for clicked
Log(1 + avg. dwell time per click include and exclude URLs in the queries of the current session)*
clicks for the last query in the session)* Avg. entropy of click distribution in the external log for the
Total dwell time of all clicks queries in the current session.
Log(1 + avg. time spent on each query include and Log(1 + avg. click frequency in the external log for the
exclude the last query in the session)* clicked URLs in the current session)*

Effort to Scroll Avg. fast-back click (dwell time < 15s) through rate per
Mobile/PC screen size* query using clicks in the external log
Total and avg. number of actions triggered at the bottom Avg. CTR per query using clicks in the external log
area of a mobile/PC screen* Search Topic

The topic of the search session according to ODP

session. We incrementally prune one level of the clicked URL until a match is found

in the ODP labels. For any ODP label, we use its top two levels as the final label.

However, for ODP “Regional” and “World” categories, we use their most specified

categories, because the top two level labels for these two categories are too general.

Then we use the majority label of all the ODP labels assigned to its clicked URLs as

the topic of the search session.
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Effort to Query. Edwards and Kelly [46] prove that users generate more queries

when the SERP quality is bad, in which case they think the users are likely to experi-

ence struggle. Inspired by their work, we extract query features to capture user effort

spent on query typing. A large number of queries in the current session indicates that

a user spends a lot of effort on typing many queries. However, repeated queries may

be input using the “copy and paste” method which requires little typing effort. Hence

we also include the number of unique queries as a feature. Average numbers of terms

and characters reflect user effort spent on typing long queries. The ratio of manually

typed queries and suggested queries indicates the proportion of queries that are typed

in or are suggested by the system. Suggested queries only require the user to click the

correct suggestion, which demands little user effort.

Effort to Click. This group of features represents user effort spent on clicks.

Total numbers of clicks and SAT clicks capture the effort spent on clicking webpages.

They have been used to infer struggle in search using PCs [51, 71]. They have also

been widely used to infer relevance and satisfaction [53, 78, 100]. Lack of relevant

content increases user mental effort. We also include abandonment ratio, maximum

and average number of sequential queries without clicks as features to infer lack of

relevant content found in the retrieved results. The total and the average number of

clicked search cards, ads, pagination, etc. capture the effort of clicking other elements

on the SERP pages. The average number of search card impressions reflects how

many SERP pages contain search cards. This feature is not directly related to clicks.

However, with the impression of search cards, user click effort is reduced because

of good abandonment [30, 111]. Finally, we include some features that measure the

clicks happening at different phases of the search process to infer whether the users

are finding relevant content at these phases. Odijk et al. [155] showed that users click
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more webpages for intermediate and last queries in successful search sessions than in

unsuccessful ones.

Effort to Read. We calculate several dwell time-related features to capture user

effort spent on reading content from SERP pages and landing pages [51, 71]. We use

time passed until the first SAT click to infer reading time spent on the SERP pages.

We use the average and the total dwell time on clicked URLs to infer reading time

spent on the landing pages. The average dwell time on each query reflects the overall

interaction time per query. The longer the dwell time is, the more effort a user spends

on reading, hence the more likely s/he will experience struggle.

Effort to Scroll. The log data does not contain information regarding user

scrolling activities. We use the total and the average number of actions at the bottom

area of a device screen to infer user scrolling behaviors, because users have to scroll

several times in order to reach the bottom area of the webpage. We also include the

mobile/PC screen size as a feature to measure scrolling effort, because for the same

amount of content, the screen size decides how many scrolling activities are needed

to reach the end of this content.

Effort in Query Re-formulation. This group of features captures the variation

of search queries. It reflects the effort that users spend on reformulating queries.

When users frequently reformulate their queries, it indicates that the information

need is complex or ambiguous, which requires certain mental effort of exploration to

fulfill. Query transition features are indeed reported as important for distinguishing

explorative search sessions in [71]. Note that in “the average number of substituted

terms”, substituted terms are calculated based on WordNet2 and are limited by its

low coverage of synonyms. Lastly, we include the longest query’s position as a feature
2http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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which is inspired by Aula et al.’s work [11], since in a successful search session, the

longest query often appears at the end of the session.

Effort in Click Diversity. This group of features covers the diversity of clicked

URLs, which reflects user effort spent on exploring search topics. We calculate the

percentage of unique URLs and domains examined by the users. We also include the

total number of unique topics and its topic entropy in the current session to capture

click diversity. We calculate the number of unique topics as the number of unique

ODP labels obtained for all the clicked URLs in the session. And we calculate topic

entropy as the entropy of the distribution of these labels. These features are also used

in [71].

Effort in Rare Query & Rare Clicks. Popularity features are calculated using

statistics from the external log of search (2/23/2015 ∼ 3/1/2015) on PCs, which is

independent from the search logs that we use to train and test our models. These

features capture the popularity of queries and clicks. They have been widely used

in inferring search satisfaction, search successes and struggle [71, 78, 155]. Popular

queries are usually optimized by commercial search engines, hence less user effort is

likely required to locate relevant content for them than for rare queries. Popular clicks

represent high quality webpages endorsed by popularity. High quality results will likely

reduce user mental effort required to process their content. Hence, we suspect that

popular queries and clicks lead to a low likelihood of search struggle and we include

popularity features into our detecting models.
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6.5 Methodology

6.5.1 Task Bias

To verify the existence of task bias, we compare the average effort spent in goal-

oriented and non-goal-oriented tasks.

To quantify effort spent on querying, clicking, reading etc. in a single search

session, we first normalize feature values into the range [0, 1] using the formula
value−min_value

max_value−min_value to make them comparable. Then we use the average value of all

the features in the corresponding feature group (refer to Table 6.2) to measure the

effort. For example, for effort spent on querying, we calculate the mean value of all

features in the “effort to query” group.

To distinguish goal-oriented and non-goal-oriented tasks, we look at the ODP

label of each session. We categorize “Game” or “Recreation” sessions as non-goal-

oriented tasks, and “Medicine/Pharmacy” or “Science” sessions as goal-oriented tasks.

We ignore other categories, such as “News”, because they contain both task types and

are not ideal for proving the existence of the task bias.

Xiong et al. [197] point out that removing the effect of irrelevant or weakly relevant

data can significantly enhance data analysis, which motivates us to remove the task

bias before detecting struggle. We assume that the user effort spent in a goal-oriented

task is a random variable X ∼ N (µ1, σ
2
1), and the effort spent in a non-goal-oriented

task is another random variable X ′ ∼ N (µ2, σ
2
2). By doing so, we implicitly assume

that X ′ can be linearly transformed from X using X ′ = σ2
σ1
X + µ2 − σ2

σ1
µ1. This

means that we assume task types have a linear effect on user effort spent during

search. We leave the validation of these assumptions as future work. However, this

provides a method to remove the task type bias. For an original feature value (x′) of
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Figure 6.4: Effort Differences Based on Task ((a)) and User ((b)) Types.
The red l indicates the difference is statistically significant at p < 0.05.

a non-goal-oriented task, we adopt the following normalization formula:

normalized_value(x) = σ1 ×
original_value(x′)− µ2

σ2

+ µ1 (6.2)

where µ1 (µ2) and σ1 (σ2) are the mean value and standard deviation of the corre-

sponding feature calculated from the goal-oriented (non-goal-oriented) task samples.

By doing so, we transfer the normal distributions formed by the non-goal-oriented

tasks back to the distribution formed by the goal-oriented tasks.

We run a one-tailed unpaired t-test (p < 0.05), and confirm that QueryEffort,

ClickEffort, ReadEffort, and ClickDiversity are statistically significantly larger in non-

goal-oriented tasks than in goal-oriented tasks (refer to Figure 6.4 (a)).
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Table 6.3: Dataset Statistics.
Duration #Sessions #Struggle #NonStruggle #Query/Session

Mobile Mar. 9 ∼ 1,226 326 900 5.58
PC 15, 2015 365 142 223 5.06

6.5.2 User Bias

To distinguish explorative and non-explorative users, we check whether a user clicks

various clicks and generates various queries by calculating an explorative score:

ExplorativeScore = AvgQueryEdit+ UniDomainRatio (6.3)

where AvgQueryEdit is the average edit distance of adjacent query pairs, and UniDo-

mainRatio is the percentage of unique clicked domains. They are the mean values

of the corresponding features across all search sessions conducted by the same user.

We only choose users who conducted more than five search sessions in the datasets

for comparison, because it is difficult to accurately infer user explorative personality

from limited search behaviors. We select five users with the highest explorative scores

as explorative users and five users with the lowest scores as non-explorative users.

To be fair, we exclude the above two features when we compare user effort and plot

Figure 6.4 (b).

The one-tailed unpaired t-test (p < 0.05) shows that ClickDiversity, QueryTran-

sition, and QueryEffort are statistically significantly larger in the explorative user

group than in the non-explorative user group (refer to Figure 6.4 (b)).

We also remove the user bias using Formula 6.2. Here µ1 (µ2) and σ1 (σ2) are the

mean feature values and standard deviations from the search sessions conducted by

non-explorative (explorative) users.
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As for the remaining sessions that are neither non-goal-oriented tasks nor con-

ducted by explorative users, we keep their feature values unchanged. If a session is

a non-goal-oriented task and is conducted by an explorative user, we discount its

feature values using the setting in “task bias removal” since in a separate experiment

we achieve better performance by removing the task bias than by removing the user

bias.

6.6 Experiments

In this work, we form the problem of detecting user struggle as a binary classification

problem. We run the classification experiment retrospectively for mobile and PC

platforms on the original datasets without removing task and user biases (refer to

Table 6.3 for dataset statistics). MART_SUB is a MART[55] model. It trains on

features reported in [71], which is a subset of all the features proposed in this work.

SVM, LM, MART, and NeuralNetwork all train on all features. They are an

SVM [37] model, a Logistic Regression [54] model, a MART model, and a three-

layer neural network[1] model respectively. MART shows competitive performance

for various recent applications [71, 101]. NoClick is a run which uses a heuristic rule

to predict struggle. Here the probability of a user experiencing struggle is estimated

as:

P (struggle) =


n
N

if n < N

1 otherwise
(6.4)

n is the maximum number of sequential queries without receiving clicks from the

users. N is a constant and is empirically set to 6. If P (struggle) >= 0.5, we classify

the search session as “Struggle”, otherwise as “Non-struggle”. The intuition here is

that a big number of sequential queries without receiving clicks indicates that users

have not found relevant content for many queries, which likely makes users struggle.
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Table 6.4: Mobile: Results of Detecting Struggle.
(† means a statistically significant improvement over MART_SUB [71] (t-test, p<0.05)).

accuracy pos. pre-
cision

pos.
recall

neg. pre-
cision

neg.
recall

NoClick 0.7276 0.4756 0.2393 0.7665 0.9044
LM 0.8418 0.7320 0.6665† 0.8799 0.9098
MART_SUB 0.8483 0.7718 0.6408 0.8733 0.9277
NeuralNetwork 0.8564 0.7404 0.7085† 0.8961† 0.9011
SVM 0.8596 0.7948† 0.6606† 0.8813 0.9100
MART 0.8727† 0.7949† 0.7273† 0.9001† 0.9284

Table 6.5: PC: Results of Detecting Struggle.
(† means a statistically significant improvement over MART_SUB (t-test, p < 0.05)).

accuracy pos. pre-
cision

pos.
recall

neg. pre-
cision

neg.
recall

NoClick 0.6795 0.7273 0.2817 0.6710 0.9327
LM 0.8388 0.7681 0.8278 0.8907 0.8422
MART_SUB 0.8406 0.7640 0.8308 0.8939 0.8434
NeuralNetwork 0.8356 0.7697 0.8239 0.8826 0.8430
SVM 0.8600† 0.7855† 0.8751† 0.9205† 0.8487
MART 0.8732† 0.8139† 0.8615† 0.9124† 0.8788†

In order to evaluate different classifiers’ performance in detecting search struggle,

we report Accuracy, Precision and Recall for the positive class (“Struggle”) and Pre-

cision and Recall for the negative class (“Non-struggle”).

6.6.1 Classification without Removing Biases

Before we remove the biases introduced by task and user types, the MART model

performs better than the other predictive models. It achieves 0.8727 accuracy in

mobile search and 0.8732 accuracy in search using PCs (Tables 6.4 and 6.5), which

is a statistically significant improvement over baseline MART_SUB. It suggests that
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Table 6.6: Mobile: Results of Detecting Struggle with Biases Removed.
(† means a statistically significant improvement over the original runs without biases

removed (t-test, p<0.05)).
accuracy pos. pre-

cision
pos.
recall

neg. pre-
cision

neg.
recall

NoClick 0.7374 0.5135† 0.2331 0.7681 0.9200
(1.3%↑) (8.0%↑) (2.6%↓) (0.2%↑) (1.7%↑)

LM 0.8598 0.7508 0.7560† 0.9079 0.9057
(2.1%↑) (2.6%↑) (13.4%↑) (3.2%↑) (0.5%↓)

MART_SUB 0.8753 0.8312† 0.6866† 0.8894 0.9480
(3.2%↑) (7.7%↑) (7.1%↑) (1.8%↑) (2.2%↑)

NeuralNetwork 0.8825 0.8148† 0.7239 0.9038 0.9400†
(3.0%↑) (10.0%↑) (2.2%↑) (0.9%↑) (4.3%↑)

SVM 0.8883 0.8428† 0.7255† 0.9026 0.9504†
(3.3%↑) (6.0%↑) (9.8%↑) (2.4%↑) (4.4%↑)

MART 0.9037† 0.8599† 0.7797† 0.9183† 0.9532†
(3.6%↑) (8.2%↑) (7.2%↑) (2.0%↑) (2.7%↑)

our features are effective in predicting user struggle in mobile search and search using

PCs.

In Chapter 7, we will model user struggle in our Win-Win Search application.

Because the system will run in an online fashion, we need a method that can predict

struggle efficiently. For our application, we care more about Precision performance

for the “Struggle” class. Although NoClick ’s performance is low in terms of other

metrics, it achieves a moderate Precision score (0.7273) for the “Struggle” class on

PC platforms. Its performance on mobile platforms is low. We think this is because we

intend to use no click to infer that users did not find relevant content. This assumption

is less reliable on mobile platforms because it is well known that on mobile platforms

good abandonment rate is high, which means many times information need is fulfilled

directly by the SERPs without a single click. However, our application in Chapter 7
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Table 6.7: PC: Results of Detecting Struggle with Biases Removed.
(† means a statistically significant improvement over the original runs without biases

removed (t-test, p < 0.05)).
accuracy pos. pre-

cision
pos.
recall

neg. pre-
cision

neg.
recall

NoClick 0.6877 0.7800† 0.2746 0.6730 0.9507
(1.2%↑) (7.2%↑) (2.5%↓) (0.3%↑) (1.9%↑)

LM 0.8743† 0.8357† 0.8496 0.9025 0.8912†
(4.2%↑) (8.8%↑) (2.6%↑) (1.3%↑) (5.8%↑)

MART_SUB 0.9014† 0.8641† 0.8692† 0.9208 0.9201†
(7.2%↑) (13.1%↑) (4.6%↑) (3.0%↑) (9.1%↑)

NeuralNetwork 0.8959† 0.8562† 0.8803† 0.9224† 0.9058†
(7.2%↑) (11.2%↑) (6.8%↑) (4.5%↑) (7.4%↑)

SVM 0.9121† 0.8752† 0.8954 0.9374 0.9197†
(6.1%↑) (11.4%↑) (2.3%↑) (1.8%↑) (8.4%↑)

MART 0.9260† 0.8926† 0.9156† 0.9462† 0.9336†
(6.0%↑) (9.7%↑) (6.3%↑) (3.7%↑) (6.2%↑)

runs on PC platforms and the 0.7273 Precision makes NoClick a legitimate approach

for our application.

6.6.2 Classification with Biases Removed

After removing the biases of task and user types, we run NoClick, LM, SVM, Neu-

ralNetwork, and MART models using the normalized features again. We report their

performance in Tables 6.6 and 6.7 and compare them with the original runs in Tables

6.4 and 6.5 where biases are not removed. The results clearly show that after biases

are removed, the performances of all models are improved. And the MART model

achieves the best classification performance among all models. The observations are

consistent on both mobile and PC platforms.
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6.7 Chapter Summary

The emergence of the struggling state where the user meets difficulties in search

could significantly affect the choice of optimal search strategies in our dynamic search

frameworks. The research in this chapter is aimed at identifying user behavior patterns

that can be used to predict the search state of experiencing struggle.

In this chapter, we use effort-based features to detect the user struggling state. We

consider user struggle as an emotional feeling, which is not only linked to the amount

of user effort spent during search but also linked to user motivations that are impacted

by user types and task types. We propose that before using effort-based features in

supervised classification methods for search struggle detection, the features should

be moderated by removing the biases introduced by tasks and by users. Through

experimenting on search loges in both mobile and PC platforms from a commercial

search engine, we find that it is most effective to detect search struggle with the biases

removed. We have observed significant detection accuracy improvement by 3.6% (from

0.8727 to 0.9037) on search using mobiles and 6.0% (from 0.8732 to 0.9260) on PCs.

In Chapter 7, we include user struggle as one mental state in our Win-Win search

framework. Then we implement the framework in a dynamic search tool and use it

to tackle a real-world information triage problem.
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Chapter 7

Tool Implementation – Supporting TREC Dynamic Domain Annotation

In the previous chapters, we have introduced one POMDP framework and one direct

policy learning framework to model dynamic search. We also examined different design

choices of states, actions, and rewards in POMDP frameworks. We evaluate these

frameworks and their variants on the TREC Session Track datasets. The experiment

results suggest that these frameworks are highly effective in modeling dynamic search.

However, TREC Session Track datasets are academic testbeds. They provide infor-

mation about search interactions between the user and the search engine in the current

search session up to the last query, and ask the search algorithm to optimize search

results for the last query. This is not a real interactive search setting. At least one

real interactive user is missing here.

In this chapter, we test out dynamic search frameworks in a real-life setting, where

real human beings use the RL algorithms to finish one specific information triage task,

the annotation task for the TREC Dynamic Domain Track, which is complex enough

to observe the advantages of our RL algorithms against the traditional ad-hoc search

algorithms. However, because the annotation task was held in June – July 2017 and we

were on a tight schedule, we were only able to implement and integrate the Win-Win

search algorithm into the annotation tool alone with several ad-hoc search algorithms.

The experimental results show that users are able to locate more relevant content

using the Win-Win search algorithm than the other ad-hoc search algorithms. We
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are happy to see that the algorithm does not only work well in the academic testing

environment but also works well in the real-life search scenario.

7.1 TREC 2015–2017 Dynamic Domain Tracks

Our lab has organized TREC Dynamic Domain tracks [200, 201, 203] at NIST from

2015 to 2017. TREC Dynamic Domain track aims to explore and evaluate information

systems for interactive search, which reflects real-world search scenarios. The name

of the track contains two parts. “Dynamic” means that the search system should

dynamically adapt the provided ranking to the user through interactions. “Domain”

means that the search task in the track focuses on the domains of special interests,

which tend to bring information needs that are complex and would not be met within

a single interaction. The Dynamic Domain tracks are motivated by professional search

tasks such as finding a criminal network or finding prior art for a patent application.

The infrastructure of Dynamic Domain is demonstrated in Figure 7.1. Each search

task in the DD track involves some interactions between a user and a search system.

In the first iteration, the user submits a query and the target domain of interest to the

search system. The search system provides the user with an initial ranking of docu-

ments and receives feedback from the user on the provided ranking. This interaction,

providing the user with a ranking and receiving the user’s feedback, continues until

the search system stops the search task.

In order to simulate the interaction between the search engine and the user, as

well as evaluate the whole search process, a simulated user (called Jig) is also pro-

vided by our lab. At the beginning of each Dynamic Domain task, the participating

search system receives the target domain and an initial query, which indicates the

user’s intention from Jig. The initial query is the topic name of the DD task. For
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Figure 7.1: An Illustration of the TREC Dynamic Domain Search Process.
(The picture comes from TREC 2015 Dynamic Domain Overview paper [201]).

example, in Figure 7.1, the initial query is “paying for Amazon book reviews” and

the target domain is “Illicit Goods”. Then, the participating search system retrieves

five documents from the corpus and sends them to the user simulator Jig. Jig returns

feedback about the documents retrieved by the search engine. The feedback pro-

vides fine-grained relevance judgment information at subtopic and passage levels. For

example, in Table 7.1, the feedback from the Jig states that Document “1652545”

contains relevant content for Subtopic “106” of Topic “DD17-1”. The relevant content

is “Galerie St. Etienne is presenting an oil by Gustav Klimt with a story behind it

. . . ” and its relevance grade is 2.

7.2 Annotation

The topics of Dynamic Domain Tracks are developed by NIST assessors through

annotation. A topic (which is like a query) contains a few words. It is the main search

target for the dynamic search process. Each topic contains multiple subtopics, each

of which addresses one aspect of the topic. Each subtopic contains multiple relevant

passages that the assessors discovered from across the entire corpus. Each passage
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Table 7.1: Example Feedback from Jig.
The feedback states that Document “1652545” contains relevant content for
Subtopic 106 of Topic “DD17-1”. The relevant content is “Galerie St. Etienne . . . ”
and its relevance grade is 2.

{
“subtopics”:[
{
“subtopic_id”: “106”,
“passage_text”: “Galerie St. Etienne is presenting an oil

by Gustav Klimt with a story behind
it. The model for the sweetly plaintive
‘Portrait of a Lady Facing Front’ (1898-
99) is thought to be Klimt’s patron . . .
”,

“rating”: 2
},
{ . . . },
],
“doc_id”: “1652545”,
“topic_id”: “DD17-1”,

}
{ . . . }

is tagged with a grade to mark how relevant it is to the subtopic. The obtained

set of passages are treated as the complete set of relevant passages and used in the

evaluation.

The NIST assessors were asked to produce a complete set of subtopics for each

topic using an annotation tool, which is specifically developed for the annotation

task. The tool provides four different retrieval algorithms to compensate each other.

Its user interface is presented in Figure 7.2. The annotation workflow is as follows.

After the human assessor logs into the annotation tool, s/he can choose a search

domain, e.g. “New York Times”, which is a news corpus. Then s/he can explore a
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Figure 7.2: The User Interface of The Annotation Tool.

topic under the domain by typing search queries, such as “Clinton”, and searching via

the default search algorithms in Lemur1, Solr2 and Terrier3 (refer to Rectangle 1 in

Figure 7.2). Then s/he can examine retrieved documents by reading their snippets or

their full content. The assessor can create topics and subtopics at any time during the

search process. For example, in Figure 7.2, the assessor created a topic “Clinton” and

created a subtopic “Bill Clinton” under this topic. These topics become the retrieval

tasks in the Dynamic Domain Tracks. The assessor clicks a document’s ID to open its

content. When the assessor reads a document and finds a relevant passage, s/he drags

the relevant passage to the right panel of the annotation tool under the corresponding

subtopic. Then the assessor gives a relevance grade to this passage. There are four

grade levels: “marginally relevant”, “relevant”, “highly relevant” and “key result”. After
1http://www.lemurproject.org/
2https://lucene.apache.org/solr/
3http://terrier.org/
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the assessor finishes examining all retrieved documents, he/she can trigger another

query and start a new round of examination.

The tool also provides an “exploitation” function. It serves as another way to

start a new round of examination by asking the annotation tool to exploit a certain

discovered subtopic of a dynamic domain topic. The exploitation function (refer to

Circle 2 in Figure 7.2) is the relevance feedback algorithm, Rocchio, used in the

experiment section of Chapter 3, which formulates a new query using the relevant

passages discovered by the assessors for the current subtopic.

7.3 Incorporating Dynamic Search in Finding Complete Annotations

To test the performance of our dynamic search algorithms, we implement two more

search functions and add them to the annotation system mentioned above. One func-

tion is dynamic search at the query level (the “dynamic” button in Figure 7.3), and

the other is dynamic search at the subtopic level (the blue magnifier in Figure 7.3).

They are the implementations of the Win-Win search in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.

7.3.1 States

Besides the “relevance” and “exploration” dimensions discussed in the Win-Win search

framework, in this chapter, we generate a variant of Win-Win by integrating the

“struggling” state into its framework. We call it “Win-Win-Struggle”. Win-Win and

Win-Win-Struggle share the “dynamic” button in Figure 7.3. We periodically switch

between these two implementations when users click the dynamic search button.

By including the struggling state, Win-Win-Struggle contains eight states: Rele-

vant exploiTation w. Struggle (RTS), Relevant exploRation w. Struggle (RRS), Non-

Relevant exploiTation w. Struggle (NRTS), NonRelevant exploRation w. Struggle
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Figure 7.3: The User Interface of The Annotation Tool.

(NRRS), Relevant exploiTation w. Non-Struggle (RTS), Relevant exploRation w.

Non-Struggle (RRNS), NonRelevant exploiTation w. Non-Struggle (NRTNS), and

NonRelevant exploRation w. Non-Struggle (NRRNS).

To shorten our application’s response time, instead of using the feature engineering

methods proposed in Chapter 6, we use the simplified Formula 6.4 to infer the strug-

gling state. We have verified the effectiveness of using this formula in our applica-

tion in Section 6.6.1. Here n is the number of most recent adjacent queries without

receiving relevance judgment under the current topic. The empirical rule indicates

that within a search topic, the more frequently a user searches without finding any

relevant passages, the more likely s/he is in the struggling state.
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7.3.2 Actions

Same as in the Win-Win search, we maintain the ad-hoc retrieval strategy and the

brute-force retrieval strategy as two actions, where the former uses the current query

to search and the latter combines all queries as one query to search.

Besides these two old actions, we design five new actions for the annotation task:

1) CurrentSubtopic, searching using the current subtopic name as the query; 2) All-

Subtopics, combining all subtopic names as a query and conducting search; 3) Cur-

rentPassage, using the last modified passage to form a query and conducting search; 4)

CurrentPassages, combining all relevant passages under the current subtopic to form

a query and conducting search; 5) AllPassages, combining all relevant passages under

the current topic as a query and conducting search. To avoid very long queries, when

we formulate queries from passage content, we make sure queries have no more than

20 terms by filtering out terms with low TF·IDF values. These actions are unique in

the annotation task because the annotation tool records user interactions at subtopic

and passage levels.

7.3.3 Rewards

As in Chapter 3 Section 3.2.1, we use the nDCG reward function in the Win-Win

search. Here we introduce a new reward function, weighted α-nDCG, which we use

in Win-Win-Struggle. The weighted α-nDCG is a linear combination of nDCG and

α-nDCG:
weighted αnDCG = (1− P (struggle))× nDCG

+P (struggle)× αnDCG
(7.1)

where P (struggle) is the probability that the user is currently under the struggling

state.
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The α-nDCG metric proposed by Clarke et al. [34] expands upon nDCG by incor-

porating α, the probability that the assessor made an error when judging whether or

not a document is relevant. α-nDCG is derived from a probabilistic model. It models

the probability that a document d matches to any subtopic ci in the information need

Q as

P (R = 1|d) = 1−
m∏
i=1

(1− P (ci ∈ Q)P (ci ∈ d)) (7.2)

By making a few assumptions, the model simplifies to the gain function for the kth

document in a ranked list:

αGain@k =
m∑
i=1

rel(dk, ci)(1− α)rci,k−1 (7.3)

where rel(dk, ci) = 1 if document dk contains information for subtopic ci, otherwise 0.

ri,k−1 =
∑k−1

j=1 rel(dj, ci) is the number of documents ranked up to position k− 1 that

contains information for subtopic ci. Notice that a high α-nDCG score indicates that

the retrieved document list contains highly relevant documents at higher rankings and

these documents are diverse, that is they cover different subtopics of the topic. Using

α-nDCG as reward functions recommends search actions that not only emphasize

relevance but also emphasize novelty and diversity of the retrieved documents.

The weighted α-nDCG recommends that when the user is struggling, the search

action should emphasize diversity and novelty which may help the user move out from

the struggling state. Similar to nDCG, a larger value of the weighted α-nDCG score

means that the retrieval list is more ideal.

7.3.4 Win-Win search at the subtopic level

From Section 7.3.1 to 7.3.3, we have discussed the design of the Win-Win search

function at the query level in the annotation tool. The dynamic search at the subtopic

level is a simplified version of the dynamic search at the query level, where we limit
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search actions to CurrentSubtopic and CurrentPassages, because the other actions

are not applicable to the subtopic level.

In this chapter, we use the annotation tool implemented by our lab as a testbed

to compare the dynamic search algorithms with other search algorithms.

7.4 Experiments

From June to July 2017, six assessors from NIST created topics and annotated ground-

truth for the TREC 2017 DD Track. All of them were experienced annotators at NIST.

Since the TREC DD Track did not adopt pooling technologies to evaluate submitted

systems, it required that the annotated ground-truth data provided good coverage

for various submitted search systems, which means that our annotation tool should

help the assessors to find a complete set of relevant documents for each DD topic.

At the beginning of the annotation session, NIST held an information workshop

to introduce the annotation task and present how to use our annotation tool. The

organizer explained the corpus was an archive of the New York Times from January

1, 1987 to June 19, 2007 with metadata provided by the New York Times Newsroom,

the New York Times Indexing Service and the online production staff at nytimes.com.

NIST asked assessors first to come up with some news topics based on their back-

ground knowledge or instinct. Then they were told to explore the corpus a bit to check

whether the original topics were suitable to become a TREC retrieval task based on

their experience. After that, they were asked to use six weeks to dive into each topic

and exhaustively search for relevant documents and passages for each topic. They

were allowed to modify their annotation data at any time during the annotating pro-

cess. A topic was considered done when no more relevant documents could be further

found after various queries were carried out using our annotation tool.
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Table 7.2: Number of Times Each Search Function Used by Assessors.
Assessor1 Assessor2 Assessor3 Assessor4 Assessor5 Assessor6 SUM

Solr 29 26 11 6 8 22 102
Lemur 112 96 28 18 19 31 304
Terrier 23 16 13 4 8 11 75
Rocchio 78 107 91 54 30 59 419
Win-Win-
Subtopic

54 81 186 49 31 50 451

Win-Win 12 20 8 1 6 7 54
Win-Win-
Struggle

4 3 4 0 1 2 14

We evaluate the performance of our dynamic algorithms and other search algo-

rithms by comparing the frequency that they were used by assessors, and the average

Recall, Precision, MAP, nDCG and α-nDCG scores over the times that each algorithm

was triggered.

Table 7.2 shows the number of times that each search function was used by dif-

ferent assessors. Here Lemur, Solr, and Terrier are the runs provided by the default

retrieval algorithms in Lemur, Solr, and Terrier correspondingly. Rocchio is the rele-

vance feedback algorithm at the subtopic level (it is the pink magnifier in Figure 7.3).

Win-Win-Subtopic is the dynamic search algorithm at the subtopic level (it is the

blue magnifier in Figure 7.3). Win-Win is our dynamic search function at the query

level. Win-Win-Struggle is the Win-Win Search variant that considers the struggling

state.

We notice that assessors most frequently used Win-Win-Subtopic and Rocchio.

This was because they were requested to exploit each subtopic using these two func-

tions. Hence searches conducted at subtopic levels were much more frequent than

searches conducted at query levels. Meanwhile searches conducted at query levels
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Table 7.3: Average Retrieval Performance of Search Functions.
(† indicates a statistically significant improvement over the baseline Terrier; ‡
indicates a statistically significant improvement over the baseline Rocchio).

Recall Precision@10 MAP nDCG@10 α-nDCG@10
Solr 0.42 0.36 0.22 0.20 0.41
Lemur 0.47 0.35 0.24 0.25 0.40
Terrier 0.64 0.52 0.34 0.33 0.57
Rocchio 0.75† 0.69† 0.41† 0.43† 0.68†
Win-Win-Subtopic 0.81†‡ 0.73†‡ 0.45†‡ 0.39† 0.64†
Win-Win 0.89†‡ 0.79† 0.57†‡ 0.58†‡ 0.77†
Win-Win-Struggle 0.89†‡ 0.83† 0.59†‡ 0.74†‡ 0.80†

most frequently used the Lemur search function, followed by the Solr, Terrier, Win-

Win, and Win-Win-Struggle. We think this difference might be caused by the distance

between these search functions and the search bar. The closer they were to the search

box, the more likely they were used to conduct searches.

Table 7.3 shows the retrieval performance of all search functions. Win-Win outper-

forms Solr, Lemur, Terrier, Rocchio, and Win-Win-Subtopic in terms of all metrics.

Meanwhile, Win-Win-Struggle achieves the same Recall score as Win-Win. However,

it outperforms Win-Win in other metrics. This shows that by considering the strug-

gling state, we can further improve Win-Win search performance.

7.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we use the annotation task for the TREC DD Track as a testbed

to evaluate our dynamic search algorithms in a real-life setting. We provide two

dynamic search functions, along with four other retrieval functions to support the

annotators to explore the corpus. We compare the retrieval performance of these
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functions in terms of the Recall, Precision@10, MAP, nDCG@10 and α-nDCG@10

metrics. The evaluation results show that Win-Win search outperforms Solr, Lemur,

Terrier, and the relevance feedback algorithm, Rocchio, over all evaluation metrics.

Also in this chapter, we show that by considering the struggling state during search,

the performance of the Win-Win Search can be further improved.

In general, this chapter shows that Win-Win search is an effective retrieval algo-

rithm in real-life search scenarios as well as in academic testbeds.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This chapter concludes our work in this dissertation. Section 8.1 summarizes our

research. Section 8.2 discusses the potential future work of this thesis. Section 8.3

concludes the thesis and highlights the impact of this work.

8.1 Research Summary

In this thesis, we firstly present a novel POMDP framework to model

dynamic search. In the framework, the user and the search engine are modeled

as two agents who cooperate to achieve a common goal which is fulfilling the user’s

information need with minimized effort. The framework is built upon the Partially

Observable Markov Decision Process model. By carefully designing states, actions,

and observations, the new framework can efficiently optimize search engines’ per-

formance. In Chapter 3, we design states as user mental statuses during search. In

detail, we model two different dimensions: 1) whether the user finds relevant content

for the previous query; 2) whether the user wants to explore or exploit for the current

query. The framework chooses the optimal retrieval algorithm for the search engine by

considering the user’s mental status during search. We run our algorithm on TREC

Session 2011 – 2014 Tracks. The results show that our framework is highly effective

for dynamic search. We hope the work will inspire future adventures in the fields of

POMDP in IR and game theory in IR.
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Secondly, we lay out and examine different design choices of using

POMDPs in dynamic search. Deciding the definition of states, actions and

rewards are the essential steps in designing any RL frameworks for a specific task.

Acknowledging there are different design choices, we lay out all available design

choices from related works in similar IR tasks. We compare the effects of these design

choices in terms of retrieval accuracy and efficiency. A trade-off between retrieval

accuracy and model complexity is observed. Based on our findings, practical design

recommendations are given at the end of Chapter 4.

Thirdly, in order to improve the efficiency of dynamic search, we intro-

duce another reinforcement learning algorithm – direct policy learning. It is

also based on the POMDP framework. It produces an optimal search strategy directly

from the observations collected during search process, which reduces the complexity

of the original model. In addition, it is able to flexibly incorporate a wide range of

features derived from the rich interactions between the user and the search engine in

dynamic search. Our experimental results show that the direct policy learning algo-

rithm is a statistically significant improvement over the best TREC runs in 2012 and

2014. The experiment of computational efficiency on TREC Session Track 2011 to

2014 shows that DPL is 4 to 9 times faster than the Win-Win Search in Chapter 3.

Fourthly, we propose predictive models to detect searcher struggle

during dynamic search process. This work serves as an extension of our research

in Chapter 3, where we model the effect of finding relevant content and user intention

of exploration and exploitation on optimizing search strategies. The research allows

us to also model the effect of user struggle on the optimization of search strategies.

Prior work on detecting struggle mostly assumes that struggle is linked to a great

amount of user effort. Recent studies observe contradictory phenomena, which brings

this assumption into question. With help from psychological theories, we identify the
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effects of user motivation on effort features. We propose methods to remove these

effects before using effort-based features for struggling detection. We observe that

after the effects are removed, user struggle is more tightly linked to user effort.

In the last part, we implement dynamic search functions to support the

annotation task for the TREC Dynamic Domain Track. This is our first trial

of implementing a dynamic search system to tackle a real dynamic search problem. In

the end, our annotation tool provides three ad-hoc search functions (Lemur, Solr, and

Terrier), one relevance feedback search function and two dynamic search functions.

We compare the performance of these functions using various IR metrics, including

Recall, Precision@10, MAP, nDCG@10 and α-nDCG. The evaluation results show

that dynamic search functions outperform the ad-hoc search functions and the rel-

evance feedback function over all evaluation metrics. The experimental results suc-

cessfully show that our dynamic search algorithm is also effective in real life search

scenarios.

8.2 Future Work

The work in this dissertation is among the first in this field. It provides several theoret-

ical frameworks and an effective implementation of a dynamic search system. It serves

as one step towards solving dynamic search and developing real-world applications.

By now, we have successfully modeled user relevance feedback, user intention of

exploration and exploitation, and user struggle in the framework. However, optimal

search strategies may also be affected by user desire of revisiting webpages, search

environment (e.g. whether the user is searching while moving or whether the infor-

mation need is time sensitive), etc. As Maxwell and Azzopardi pointed out in [138],

user background knowledge and personal interests should also be considered when
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simulating searcher behaviors. In our future work, we plan to include more mental

states into the dynamic search system when computing the optimal search strategy.

Besides improving the states design, we also plan to extend the user feedback

modeled by our frameworks. Currently, the user feedback modeled in the POMDP

frameworks are user clicks, dwell time, query formulation and retrieved document

content. Despite the above traditional implicit user feedback, our annotation tool for

the TREC DD track has already collected much new explicit user feedback, such as

tags for relevant, non-relevant and duplicated documents. Our tool also allows the user

to specify topics and subtopics that are interesting to her/him. By utilizing physical

sensors, we can further collect more types of user feedback. Including more forms

of feedback can empower us to accurately infer user search status. For example, the

current model for predicting user struggle is still based on query modification and click

and dwell time signals. Including facial signals and mouse pressure signals captured

by physical sensors may predict user struggle more accurately and efficiently. Hence

another future work will be collecting and modeling more new forms of user feedback

into the POMDP frameworks to further improve search effectiveness and efficiency.

In the third part, we plan to design more forms of reward functions to be utilized

in the reinforcement learning frameworks. The current reward functions are limited

to nDCG@10 and user clicks. There are some obvious drawbacks about the current

implementation of reward functions. Using nDCG@10 as the reward function requires

pre-defined relevance judgment about search tasks, which is often unrealistic in many

real-life applications. Using user click signals as the reward function will introduce a

certain degree of delay into the algorithms. For example, when we try to use previous

clicks as rewards to optimize a ranking list, the user may have found enough relevant

content because of these previously clicked documents and may have decided to move

on to another search topic. Hence the received click signals have become outdated. A
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clicking reward function trained on massive search log data could solve the delay issue.

However, it will only be useful for popular search tasks. Various literature [9, 12, 176,

218, 223] has explored different utility functions other than relevance to evaluate the

benefit and cost of applying certain retrieval strategies, such as exploration. These

utility functions can potentially become the reward functions in our frameworks. We

plan to test these hypotheses in the future work.

In Chapter 6, we use the reversal theory to model searcher motivations. However,

we leave the validation of the correctness of the reversal theory in IR untouched.

Also, we have pointed out that besides user motivations, there are other factors that

interact with user effort and jointly influence the feeling of search struggle. We intend

to extend this part of the work and explore these topics in the future.

More and more researchers will notice and agree that in dynamic search, there are

two agents, the user agent and the search engine agent, who jointly decide the search

process and its outcome. Hence in the next decade, we believe advanced technologies

for optimizing user behaviors and search engines behaviors will continuously be devel-

oped and combined to solve dynamic search problems. Furthermore, future dynamic

search research will be conducted at fine-grained levels. Researchers have attempted

to and will continue to try to understand search tasks not only at their topic levels,

but also at their subtopic levels, so that they can better understand users’ current

intent, and they can even guide users to explore and exploit subtopics one by one.

Research will also attempt to locate relevant content at passage levels or even sentence

levels so that search systems might become similar to question answering systems. We

believe in the next decade, dynamic search systems will become an intelligent digital

assistant, which will provide short and precise answers to task-oriented queries. In

order to achieve this, technologies from dynamic search, query suggestion, document
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summarization, recommendation systems and other natural language processing fields

will need to be integrated.

8.3 Thesis Contributions

The primary goal of this dissertation is to provide solutions for modeling dynamic

search effectively and efficiently. The significance of the solutions proposed in this

dissertation and its potential impact are discussed in this section.

Before this work, researchers have mainly identified the user as the only agent

who drives the search process in dynamic search. The user decides what to search for

and what document fits his/her information need. The search engine just passively

responds to user commands. We think the first significant contribution of this work

is that it realizes that there are actually two agents in the process, the user agent

and the search engine agent. Sometimes the user agent has a clear goal of what

s/he is looking for, but that is not always the case. Even when the user has a clear

goal, search engines still have to make a lot of decisions during search. For example,

when the user repeats a search query, the search engine can decide to return the

same materials that the user has already shown interest in or to provide some novel

content. Acknowledging that the user and the search engine work together to decide

the search path, we model dynamic search as a dual-agent stochastic game, in which

the user agent and the search engine agent work together to maximize their long-term

goal – fulfilling the information need. The framework enables the optimization of the

search strategies for both agents.

Researchers have noticed the rich user interactions in dynamic search for a long

time. However, user intents change rapidly in dynamic search. Without correctly mod-

eling the dynamics during search, rich user interactions cannot be effectively utilized.
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For example, without knowing whether the user is still interested in the same topic,

we cannot decide whether we should use the relevance signals regarding such topics

to reinforce retrieval results. The dynamic search frameworks proposed in this work

are based on RL frameworks, which well model the rich interactions and temporal

dependency of search states in dynamic search. The second major contribution is that

this work proposes retrieval models that significantly improve the search accuracy of

state-of-the-art dynamic search algorithms.

Another problem in applying RL frameworks to model dynamic search is retrieval

efficiency. Search satisfaction is highly related to retrieval latency [8], however, most

RL frameworks are computationally expensive. Without solving the problem of effi-

ciency, it is unrealistic to apply RL frameworks in real-life dynamic search scenarios.

In this dissertation, we limit the number of states and actions in our POMDP frame-

works to reduce the demands of computation. We further improve efficiency by elim-

inating the necessity of calculating states in RL frameworks and directly learning

optimal policies from observations. Hence the work in this dissertation improves the

search efficiency of state-of-the-art dynamic search algorithms.

Finally, we implement the proposed RL frameworks in a dynamic search tool

to support the annotation task for the TREC Dynamic Domain Tracks. This is a

dynamic search scenario in a real-life setting. Real users utilize our tool to discover

interesting topics and their relevant content in the corpus. The annotation results

demonstrate that the retrieval models proposed in this dissertation are not only effec-

tive and efficient at theoretical levels in laboratory settings. They are ready to be

used in real-world dynamic search scenarios.
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